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ATTACHMENT 15 

Detail, by grade, the proposed charter school's curriculum. 

OWN's curriculum will align with ASCD's learning standards and the New York standards. We will 
be using Open Court Reading, Phonics, Language Arts, and SRA Mathematics curriculum published 
by SRA/McGraw-Hill (1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020). In addition, 
we will be using Science 2000, published by Harcourt Brace. Information including research, 
product descriptions, ITBS test correlation, and white papers on the Open Court/SRA curriculum 
is attached in Appendix 2, along with the New York curriculum alignment. 

Our Core Curriculum for Language Arts, Math, and Science (the morning program) is described 
below. It is followed by a description of the Paragon Curriculum (the afternoon program). 

CORE CURRICULUM: MORNING PROGRAM 

Reading 

The scope and sequence of basic reading involves mastery pf "tool skills" in three areas. 
The skill areas gain in difficulty and spiral through the primary grades K-2.  OWN will teach 
content-rich classic and multicultural literature in conjunction with explicit phonics instruction 
to develop reading skills in K-2 when children are making the transition from learning to read to 
reading to I earn. 

Leveled books from the classroom library will feature the blend of phonics and sight word 
practice essential for beginning readers. Beginning at grade 1, OWN students will use Open 
Court's research-based spelling program (published by McGraw-Hill) that introduces them to 
spelling patterns and to high frequency, high-utility words they use most often in their reading 
and writing.  The spelling program further develops phonetic awareness and features an 
innovative CD-ROM extension to engage students further in spelling and proofreading practice. 

The literature program will use the Socratic method as well as multicultural reading selections 
compatible with-the afternoon Paragon Curriculum, which is based on the history of ideas in 
world culture. Both the reading program in the morning session and the Paragon Curriculum in 
the afternoon will employ an integrated interpretive reading and discussion program that 
encompasses all disciplines across the curriculum. Interpretive activities enable students to 
become more aware of their reactions as they read, develop sensitivity to language, value their 
own curiosity about a text, and explore new ideas through writing.  Through the curriculum, 
students practice many reading and thinking skills: recalling and organizing details from the story, 
drawing inferences, analyzing characters' motives,-and finding the main idea of a passage or the 
text as a whole. The activities involve reading the selection twice - once for general meaning, 
and the second time for making notes while thinking of a central question. Next the group 
discusses answers to a central question to which there are many possible interpretations. Finally, 
each student writes an essay around anothenquestion related to the theme of discussion. Literary 
selections will often emanate from the historical period featured in the afternoon Paragon 
Curriculum. 
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0^^ will use Open Oourt^s highly ^^^^onics program f^^^dents and phone^^^ 
controlled, level classroom literary bool^s to promote reading fluency and phonetic awareness, 
phonemes arethe smallest components ofsoundin language. As O^N students l^am their letter 
formations, mey acquire simultaneously the phonemic rules that govern the spelling and the 
pronunciation of the English language   Ov^Nisastrongproponentofteaching students the 
correct spelling at me initial encounters saving time and frustration in having to relearn rules 
after ^inventive" spelling patterns have tal^en root. 

Spanish instruction at all levels further enables student understanding ofpartsofspeech and other 
linguistic principles. Moreover, because Spanish is suchaphonetic language, instruction in 
Spanish reinforces training in Language Arts phonetic awareness. 

writing 

Students.writefbravariety of purposes and projects. Some are daily assignments such as in 
^oumals^ some are short-term assignments involving very few drafts such as letter writing and 
project proposals. Still other writing assignments are longer term ^typically four wee^ and are 
assignments based onathemeof^orld culture inahistorical context. Each type of writing is 
distinct from the others and involves discrete sub-skills irrreading,writing, thinking, and 
listening. ^ 

Long-term thematic writing assignments are either narrative or expository in nature.  Expository 
research assignments usually focus onabodyofl^nowledgeinone of the subject matter areas such 
as literature, social studies, science, mathematics, etc.  Student worlds range from ^^he^ero^s 
Journey in the Odyssey,"to^ABiography of Martin Luther King, Jr." Narrative material usually 
is organised around models ofliterary genre such as fables, folktales, historical fiction, modem 
action, science fiction, poetry,fantasy,adventure, and mystery.  Students use elements of style 
unique to each genre as models for their own writing. 

Mathematics 

Ov^^illteach,rnathematicsasadiscrete subject in the morning session that is not subject to 
interruptions ofanyl^ind.   ^n the interest ofcurricular continuity and duality assurance, Ov^N 
wil^ adopt McOraw-^ill^s model as the school-wide program, to be supplemented with withawell- 
designed manipulative element, ^he schools software curriculum alignment program will ensure 
thai its curriculummeets or exceeds the State and local district requirements, ^he rich and varied 
applications of ma^h will be integrated into the paragon ^urriculuminthe afternoon session for 
additional practice^and application,   through Science^ools,^echnology, and Innovations"^ 
units under each ofthe eight l^uman Eras and in measuring, counting and ^marketplace" 
activities, the paragon curriculum will reinforce math skills cultivated in the traditional morning 
session   Moreover, by studying the lives ofg^atthinl^ers in the history ofideas, students will 
encounter the intellectual contributions of prominent mathematicians and will apply their 
theoriesto concrete mathematical activities. 
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science 
Ov^^s science program will incorporate me r^arcourt^race^^^^^ series^ ^he 

curriculum engages smdentsinscientificin^uirybytappingmtotheirsenseofwon^eraboutthe 
world around them   Students develop hypomeses and then plan their investigations to tletermme 
if their hunches are correct   ^his investigative work may take the form of activities, research, 
reading or interviews with experts. Students then reflect on what they have learned through their 
investigations and share the outcomes of their discoveries^ 

Paragon is an interdisciplinary world history curriculum thatfollowsas^uo^ent^centered, 
personalised, approach to learning that combines constructivism ^theconsr^uctivist model is 
based on helping students take responsibilityfor their own learning, to be autonomous thinkers, 
to develop integrated understandings of concepts, and to pose^and seek to answer^important 
o^uestions^ with rich content. In paragon, students ofall academic levels, discover concepts on 
their ow^mrough hands-on activities, role^playing, lively readings, artistic creativity, oratory, 
integrated technology and multimedia materials (e.g., digital tmages,t^ansparencies,videos,^^s, 
^^l^O^ls, Internet sites and student handouts^. 

^he paragon curriculum ^spirals,^meaning that students^are first introduced to concepts and 
cultures in early grades then revisit those sametopics in greater depth later on, havingacontext 
andafoundationfor deeper study, paragon is divided into eight five^week units, each unit 
immersing students inaschool^wide study of the same historical time period^,with each grade 
focused onaunic^ue essential question, geographic location andfocus of study,  ^hefocusof 
study,beginning with questions of self,family and home beginning in kindergarten, spiral tn 
difficulty like concentric rings emanating outward, until students are studying the ten elements of 
culture in ^rade^and the defining characteristics of civilisations in ^rade^. ^hese areas of 
study align with AS^l^ content standards(and will be aligned with NewYork standards as discussed 
in Appendix ^^ and will be assessed by the 1^8S Social Studies test to be administered every 
spring. 

^ach paragon unit featuresacumulative assessment with an assessment rubric, specifying the 
dualities of an exemplary project or performance,  ^hese project descriptions and performance 
expectations are^n^adeexphcit to students at the onset ofeach unit and the rubrics ar^e shared 
with parents at conference time.  (Samples included in Attachment 1^.^ 

because paragon teaches cultural literacy, the essential content knowledge that every student 
should know, andaligns that content with ^Ystate standards, the classical education becomesa 
verysophisticated^and rigorous one.  A paragon unit contains the rationale, teacher background 
information, lessor plans, materials lists and assessment tools needed to implement the 
curriculum. A full-time, on^site program facilitator will provide ongoing professional 
development, pedagogical training and classroom support. In weekly grad^e group meetings for 
l^aragon^ teachers will engage in collaborative^larming with colleagues that tailors the curriculum 
to me specific neec^ of students and mat draws effectively on the talents, passions and resources 
of teachers, parents and community members 
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^is^o^y^^d^o^al^^^es 

social studies represent me integrated study of the social sciences and humanities to promote 
civic competence and intellectual capi^  social studies constitute reorganising, chronological 
core ofthe Paragon curriculum precisely because it is multidisciplinarya^id interdisciplinary in 
nature. It provides coordinated^ systematic s^udy drawing upon such disciplines as anthropology, 
archaeology, economics, geography, history, law, philosophy^ political ^cience^ psychology, 
religion, and sociology, as well as appropriate content from ^he humanities, mathematics, and 

natural sciences. 

^    social issues, such as poverty, crime, and public health, are increasingly understood to 
transcend the boundaries of disciplines, cultures, and nations, ^s^hese issues grow 
increasingly complex, the worl^ to develop solutions demands an increasingly integrated 
view ofscholarly domains and ofthe world itself. 
^any scholars now define themselves by the issues and problems ^hey address and use 
several disciplines to inform their wor^. entirely new departments and programs reflect 
this development, academic programs in American studies, ^frican^merican studies, 
biotechnology, comparative Literature, cultural ^dies and medical ^^hics,for example, 
draw on multiple disciplines and their processes^address^he needs ofhumanity. 

D     technology provides increasingly easy access to databases that are interdisciplinary and 
multidisciplinary as well as to scholarship in manydisciplines. 

scholars increasingly consider themselves to be members ofthe international academic 
community and share findings regularly across intellectual and geographic boundaries. 

Ii is within this context that the Paragon curriculum was conceived.  It pays attention to the specific 
contributions ofhistory, the social sciences, humanities, fine arts, the natural sciences, and other 
disciplines,whilesimultaneouslyproviding an umbrellafor the integrative potential of these several 
disciplines Paragon^spower stems from recognizing the importance of the disciplines and their 
specific perspectives in understanding topics, issues, and problems,  moreover, Paragon teaches 
students ^o recognize that topics, issues, and problems transcend the boundaries of single disciplines 
and demand the power of integration within and across them.  Paragon employsaconstructivist, 
studen^centered^approachtohandsDonleaming. 

science 

science is also integrated into the Paragon ^urriculum,whichfeatures biographies of great 
scientists,accounts^ofbreal^through discoveries, and detailed hands-on ac^ivitiesfor students to 
stimulate interest in the scientific method,  ^he interdisciplinary approach enables students to 
see science as an integral part oftheir lives, ratherthanasadaunting discipline. 

^e goal of the Paragon curriculum is to eru^hmescience by integratmg it wim the liberal and 
fine arts, as well as with the social sciences, the synthesizing strands ^hat weave together the 
Paragon curriculum, mathematics as the language of science, and of economics, also constitutes 
an integral part of^the Paragon experience fo^udents.^he Paragon curriculum draws from and 
extends the morning sessions traditional core^rogram. 
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Technology and ^^^^ Literacy 
Technologyisthe^^tiono^scienti^cknowledge^orthepurposeo^solvingpract^^ 
problems, extending human capacities, ^improving the o^ualityo^hre.  TheP^r^gon 
curriculum emphasi^esmeuseo^technologicaltoolstotacilit^teandenrich learning across 
academic disciplines, Information technology isthemostrre^uently used technological tool, 
students use computers to communicate via the lnteme4 to express themselves creatively, to 
solve problems, to organise data, to conduct research, and to explore mathematical and science 

principles through simulations. 

Tomaster true computer literacy,students require hands-on access to computers in real time, 
ratherthan isolated visits toacomputerlab.TheO^r^ charter school will be equipped witha 
computer ^or every two to three children, as well as withalaptop breach teacher and 
administrator. The personal desktop computers will be linked to the Internet, affording access to 
curriculum and resources available in cyberspace or on disk. Paragon Lesson Plans direct students 
to specie Internet sites onaregular basis. 

O^^^shbrary will be styled asa^edia and resource center, supplyingalibraryo^ excellent 
books and O^^^ls. The library holdings will contain the books prescribed by the ^ore 
knowledge foundation and those that support the content^rich Paragon curriculum, as well as 
T^B^^^s, overhead and slide projectors ^brpedagogy. The multimedia center will also ^eaturea 
multimedia ^rts and sciences studio ^br student radio an^l video portfolio productions. 

^ach classroom will be equipped withaT^B^B^ to support the Paragon curriculum, which 
features t^lm clips rrom classic and duality motion pictures to make history come alive ^or 
st^dents^ Overhead projectors in every classroom will rurther enable teachers to engage students 
wi^h the captivating transparencies that support the Paragon curriculum. 

The^rts 

father than relegate art, music and foreign language to the periphery ot^ the curriculum, 
Paragonsdesign integrates them into its interdisciplinary center.  Totrulyintegratethe arts into 
the Paragon curriculum, ^^^ will train all teachers in the visual and performing arts. L^aily 
Paragon Lesson Plans are outlined with step^by^step instructions to ensure seamless 
implementation, ^rt, dramas music and dance interrelated to the core curriculum draw many 
marginal students into the center o^ learning, acting vicariously ^not acting up^ enables students 
to try on dit^erent roles without compromising their duality o^li^e.  It is no accident that 
^playing^as in what children do^and^playing^^as in acting and putting onaplay^ and ^playing^ 
^as in playingamusical instruments are the same word, without the ^play^ in the process, it 
loses its validity and vitality. 

Paragonspurpose is to make the artsavital component ot^achild^s education, while at the same 
time placing the strongest possible emphasis on thebasic skills o^ reading, writing and arithmetic. 
The arts o^er children opportunities to assirn^ate and apply what they have leamedinways 
relevant and meaningrul to their experience. Their^nhanced skills ot^communication, analysis 
and sel^e^pression enable them to compete ^r more successrully with their traditional learning 
classmates^ ^^ 
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according to ^latoB^usic^esasoul to the universe, wings to tn^mind^fii^ 
imagination... andlifetoeverymingB The in^pulsetoma^emusicisagelessand universal, 
l^usic has the capacityto communicate volumes ahout an era and itspeople. The paragon 
curriculum conveys to students, features ofthe music ofdifferent eras and composers hy having 
them sing, dance, and perform with rhythm instruments. Students also leam to listen for specific 
features and to discern how one era or culture of^en imitates and reinvents the music of another. 
^11 teachers, includingthe Spanish, physical education and ^usic Specialists will receivea 
Paragon cassette to accompany each of the eight five-week units and will retrained to integrate 
their respective fields to l^aragon^s school-wide program. 

The music specialist will also conduct choral and instrumental instruction. The music specialist will 
consult with teachers on the musical portions of^aragon wessons to draw fi^om and extend the 
paragon curriculum in music class. 

foreign language 

OWN will treatforeign language as an integral part of the core curriculum, providing all 
instruction in the target language to simulate an environment of immersion.  Spanish instruction 
will commence in kindergarten and huild purposefully toward proficiency with each successive 
grade level, communication will he lively and animated with vocabulary content tied 
thematically to the integrated curriculum,  moreover, multimedia pedagogical resources ^videos, 
^^s,^f^-^01^s,children^shooks^ in the target language will convey to students the cultural 
experiences oftheir peers in Spanish-speaking countries.  OWN will cultivate the naturalfacility 
ofyounger students forforeign language acquisition hy beginning at an early age withahigh 
duality program. 

character education 

character education is implicitly huilt into the paragon curriculum.  Weheginwiththe 
assumption that students are capahle of determining right from wrong and good from had. It is 
our goal to huild character hy^doingB^rather than hy^saying.^ Students are taught personal 
responsihilityhy constructing their own knowledge and hy doing hands-on activities.  Sharing, 
cooperation, andrespect are taught through team activities,ademandfor classroom 
participation, andexploring^ content together. 

Students leamahout character, ethics, empathy and self-esteem implicitly hy studying the worlds 
greatest thinkers,hoth canonical and unsung, and hy stepping into the shoes of great historical 
figures, hoth real and imaginary.Through content-rich study, children come to understand the 
expansile potentiar^open to mem ifthey can identify with early clarity their individual strengths 
and sense of purpose,  paragon students contemplate questions that have captivated thinkersfor 
millennia^ What makesa^ero^7 What makes meunio^ue7^ow can we learn fi^om the past7 
^ow do we applythat knowledge to the futures 

B^ 
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LANGUAGE ART CURRICULUM AND OBJECTIVES 

KINDERGARTEN 

The kindergarten student will be immersed in a literature-rich environment to develop oral 
language skills and an appreciation for literature.   Number words and descriptive vocabulary will 
be used in math and science activities which require counting, sorting, and observing the physical 
properties of people, places, and things. The use of time lines and development of concepts of 
past and present in history and social science will provide the kindergarten student with 
opportunities to use words that describe people, places, events, and time relationships.  The 
student will recognize and print letters of the alphabet, use basic phonetic principles, identify 
story elements, and communicate ideas through pictures and writing. 

Oral Language 

A. The student will demonstrate growth in the use of oral language. 

Listen to a variety of literary forms, including stories and poems. 

Participate in choral speaking dnd recite short poejns, rhymes, songs, and stories with 
repeated patterns. 
Participate in creative dramatics. 

Begin to discriminate between spoken words and sentences. 
Substitute words in a rhyming pattern. 

B. The student will use listening and speaking vocabularies. 

Use number words. 

Use words to describe/name people, places, and things. 
Use words to describe location, size, color, and shape. 
Use words to describe actions. 
Ask about words not understood. 
Follow one and two-step directions. 

C. The student will build oral communication skills. 

Follow implicit rules for conversation, (e.g., taking rums and staying on topic). 

Use voice level, phrasing, sentence structure, and intonation appropriate for language 
situation. 

Listen and speak in informal conversations with peers and adults. 
Initiate conversations. ~~ '   \- 
Participate in discussions about learning. 
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D. The student will hear, say, and manipulate phonemes of spoken language. 

• Identify orally words that rhyme. 
• Sort words orally according to shared beginning, ending, or medial sounds. 

• Blend sounds orally to make words or syllables. 

• Divide syllables orally into sounds. 

Reading/Literature 

A. The student will understand how print is organized and read. 

• Hold print materials in the correct position. 

• Identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book. 
• Follow words from left to right and top to bottom on a printed page. 
• Match voice with print, associating oral phonemes, syllables, words, and phrases with 

their written forms. 

B. The student will demonstrate an understanding of print. 

• Explain that printed materials'provide information. 

Identify common signs and logos. 
Read and explain own writing and drawings. 

C. The student will develop an understanding of basic phonetic principles. 

• Understand that letters represent sounds. 
• Identify beginning consonants in single-syllable words. 

Recognize rhyming words. 

D. The student will demonstrate comprehension of stories. 

Use pictures to make predictions about story content. 
Retell familiar stories using beginning, middle, and end. 
Talk about characters, setting, and events. 
Use story languagein discussions and retellings. 

Identify what an author does and what an illustrator does. 
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writing 

^The student will identify both ^percase and lowercase letters of the alphabets 

^ The student will print his/her name^ 

^   The student will draw pictures andBor use letters and phonetically spelled words to 
writeaboute^periences^stories^people^ob^ects^ or events^ 

research 

^ The student will explore the uses of available technology for reading and writing 

^ The student will begin to asl^ how and why ^uestions^ 

The tirst-grade student will be immersed inaliterature-rich environment to develop an awareness 
of print materials as sources of information and en^oyment^ The student will use listening and 
speaking skills to participate in classroom discussions students will become independent readers 
by the end of tirstgrade^ The student will useavariety of strategies to read new words and will 
read familiar selections aloud with rluency and expressions The student will continue to develop 
an^nderstanding of character settings themes and story sequence inavariety of classic and 
contemporary storybook  understanding the main idea and sequence of events inastory are 
important comprehension skills that will be applied in math^ sciences and history and social 
science where students will complete number patterns to follow directions ^br simple experiments 
and will study peopled cultures^ and important traditions of our country and other countries' The 
student ^ill demonstrate comprehension of tiction and nonriction through classroom discussion 
and will begin to^communicate ideas in writing^ 

^ral  language 

^ The student Will continueto demonstrate growth in theuseoforal languages 

^    listen and respond toavariety of med^ including boo^audiotapes^ videos^ and other 
age-appropriate publications' 

Tell and retell stories and events in logical order^ 
participate inavariety of oral languageactivitiesD 
8e able to^xpress ideas orally in corn^te sentences' 
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B. The student will continue to expand and use listening and speaking vocabularies. 

• Increase oral descriptive vocabulary. 
• Begin to ask for clarification and explanation of words and ideas. 

• Give and follow simple two-step oral directions. 

• Use singular and plural nouns. 
" •    Begin to use compound words in oral communication. 

C. The student will adapt or change oral language to fit the situation. 

• Initiate conversation with peers and adults. 

• Follow rules for conversation. 
• Use appropriate voice level in small-group settings. 

• Ask and respond to questions in small-group settings. 

D. The student will orally identify and manipulate phonemes in syllables and multi- 
syllable words. 

• Count phonemes in syllables or, words with a maximum of three syllables. 
• Add or delete phonemes orally to change syllables or words. 

Create rhyming words orally. 

• Blend sounds to make word parts and words with one to three syllables. 

Reading/Literature 

A. The student will apply knowledge of bow print is organized and read. 

• Read from left to right and top to bottom. 

• Match spoken words with print. 
Identify letters, words, and sentences. 

B. The student will apply phonetic principles to reading. 

Use beginning and ending consonants in decoding single-syllable words. 
Use vowel sounds in decoding single-syllable words. 

Blend beginning, middle, and ending sounds to recognize and read words. 
Use word patterns. 

C. The student will use meaning clues when reading. 

Use pictures. - _^      - 

Use knowledge of the story and topic to read words. 
• Reread and self-correct. *_ % " 
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D. The student will use language structure when reading. 

• Use knowledge of sentence structure to read words. 

• Reread and self-correct. 

E   The student will integrate phonetic strategies, meaning clues, and language 
' structure when reading. 

• Preview the selection. 

• Set a purpose for reading. 
• Read with accuracy and self-correct when necessary. 

F. The student will read and comprehend a variety of fiction and non-fiction 
selections. 

Relate previous experiences to what is read. 

Make predictions about content. 
Ask and answer questions about what is read. 

Identify characters and setting. 
Retell stories and events, using beginning, middle,-and end. 
Identify the theme or main ideas. 
Write about what is read. 

G. T le student will read familiar stories, poems, or passages with fluency and 
expression. 

Writing 

A. The student will write to communicate ideas. 

Generate ideas. 
Focus on one topics 

Use descriptive words when writing about people, places, things, and events. 
Use complete sentences in final copies. 

Begin each sentence with a capital letter and use ending punctuation in final copies. 
Use correctspelling for frequently used words and phonetically regular words in final 
copies. 
Share writing with others. 
Use available technology. -- 

B. The student will use strategies to drajtand revise writing. 

Edits for grammar, punctuation, and sriflling. 
Rearranges words or sentences. 
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D    writes ^^^^^ sequence. 

^    writes iti^^^^^f formats 

^^hes^dent will print iegiblyD 

^    r^orm letters. 
^    ^pace words and sentences. 

research 

^ ^fhe student will alphabetize words according^o^hefir^ti^^ 

^    l^seapicture dictionary to find meanings of unfamiliar words. 

D    Ivlakeapersonal dictionary or word list to use in writing. 

^he student will be immersed inaliterature^rich environment, filled with classical and 
contemporary fiction and, to the extent feasible, non^ftct^on selections which relate to all areas 
of learning and interest, heading continues to beapriority in second grade,  ^he student will be 
able to speak and listen effectively in classroom discussions, useacombination of strategies when 
reading, and read with comprehension Comprehension strategies will be applied in all subjects, as 
students are asked to identify main ideas, to make and confirm predictions, and to formulate 
questions about leaming.^he student will write stories, letters, and simple explanations, apply 
simple grammatical principles to writing, and locate information in reference materials. 

^ ^hestudent will demonstratean understanding of oral language structured 

Create oral stories to share with others. 

Cteatea^d participate in oral dramatic activities. 
^    ^se correct verb tenses in oral communication. 

l^se increasingly complex sentence structures in oral communication. 

^   ^hestudentwiil continue toexpand listening and speaking vocabularies^ 

l^se words that reflectagrowing range of interests and knowledge. 
Clarify and explain words and ideas orally. 

^ive and follow oral directions with three orfour steps. 
Identify and use synonyms and antonyms inoral communication. 

C^ ^hestudent^will useoralcommunica^on s^iiisD 

^    ^se oral language for different purposes^ to inform, to persuade, and to entertain. 

B^^ 
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• Share stories or information orally with an audience. 

• Participate as a contributor and leader in a group. 

• Paraphrase information shared orally by others. 

READING/LITERATURE 
A. The student will use phonetic strategies when reading and writing. 

• Use knowledge of consonants and consonant blends in words. 

Use knowledge of common vowel patterns. 

B. The student will use meaning clues when reading. 

• Use pictures and diagrams. 
• Use information in the story to read words. 

• Use titles and headings. 

C. The student will use language structure when reading. 

Use knowledge of prefixes andauffixes. 
Use knowledge of contractions and singular possessjves. 
Use knowledge of simple abbreviations. 
Use knowledge of sentence structure. 
Use knowledge of story structure and sequence. 

D. The student will read fiction, nonfiction, and poetry using a variety of strategies 
independently. 

Preview the selection. 
Set purpose for reading. 

Use pictures, phonics, meaning clues, and language structure. 
Reread and self-correct when necessary. 

E   The student will demonstrate comprehension of fiction and nonfiction selections. 

Relate previous experiences to the topic. 
Read to confirm predictions. 
Locate information to answer questions. 
Paraphrase information found in nonfiction materials. 

Describe characters and setting in fiction selections and poetry. 
Explain the problem, solution, or central idea. 
Write about what is read. 

^/r 
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^^odentswlll^es^ate^esto^^4^4^^^ol^^^^^^^^ 

generate ideas before writing. 
^rgani^e writing to includeabeginning, middle, and end. 
The student will write stories, poems, letters, picture books, and tnforrnational reports. 

Revise writing tor clarity. 

^se available technology. 
The student will edit final copies for grammar, capitalisation, punotuation, and spelling. 

l^se declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory sentences. 
Oapitali^e all proper nouns and words at the beginning of sentences. 

l^se correct spelling for frequently used words. 

research 

^ Thestudentwlll ^oeateinforn^ation ^n ^efe^en^e ^^e^Is^ 

^e^table of contend. ^ 
examine pictures and charts, 

^se dictionaries and indices. 
^    l^se available technology. 

^RB^T^^ 

Reading continues to beapriority in third grade. Students will readavariety of literature,with an 
emphasis on classical as well as contemporary works. The student will use effective 
communication skills in group activities and will present brief oral reports.The student will plan, 
draft, revise, and edit stories, simple explanations, and short reports. In addition, the student will 
gather and use information from print and non^print sources. The student also will write legibly 
in cursive.        ^ ^ 

^. The student will use effective communication s^Ils ^u^ng g^o^p ^et^vlties^ 

D    listen attentively by making eye contact,facing the speaker, asking questions, and 
paraphrasing what is said. ^ 

^    ^sk and respond to questions f^omteachersand other group members, 
explain what has been learned.       ^^ 

B^ 
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B. The student will present brief oral reports. 

Speak clearly. 
Use appropriate volume and pitch. 

Speak at an understandable rate. 
Organize ideas sequentially or around major points of information. 

Use clear and specific vocabulary to communicate ideas. 

Reading/Literature 

A. The student will apply word-analysis skills when reading and writing. 

• Use knowledge of less common vowel patterns. 

Use knowledge of homophones. 

B. The.student will use strategies to read a variety of printed materials (nonfiction, 
fiction, poetry). 

• Preview and use text formats. 
• Set a purpose for reading.        • , 
• Apply meaning clues, language structure, and phonejtic strategies. 

Reread and self-correct when necessary. 

C. The student will demonstrate comprehension of a variety of printed materials. 

• Set a purpose for reading. 
• Make connections between previous experiences and reading selections. 

Make, confirm, or revise predictions. 
Ask and answer questions. 

• Compare and contrast settings, characters, and events. 
• Organize information or events logically. 

Use information to learn about new topics. 
Write about what isiread. 

D. The student will continue to read a variety of fiction and nonfiction selections. 

• Identify the characteristics of folk tales. 

• Identify the characteristics of biographies and autobiographies. 
• Compare and contrast the characters described in two folk tales. 

• Compare and contrast the lives of two persons as described in biographies and/or 
autobiographies. ~" 
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f^evelopaplanfor writing. 
r^ocusonacentralidea. 
Oroup related ideas. 
include descriptive details that elaborate the central idea. 

revise writingfor clarity. 
^dit final copiesfor grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. 

8^ The student wi^l write stot^ies^l^^^ simple e^aoa^o^s^a^^s^o^^epor^s 
across all content ar^eas^ 

l^seavariety of planning strategies. 
Organize information according to the type of writing. 

revise writingfor specific vocahulary and information. 
^dit final copiesfor grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. 

^se available technology. 

^. Thestudentwill wrltelegihly in cursive. 

research 

^ Thestudentwill^eco^d information from print at^dtton-pt^int t^esottr^ces^ 

D     l^se dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other reference hool^s. 

^    l^se videos, interviews, and cassette recordings. 

l^se available technology to collect, process and present information. 

The fourth-grade student w^ll communicate orally in large and small-group settings. Students will 
read classics and contemporary literature hyavarietyof authors, ^significant percentage of 
reading material will relate to the study of math, science, and history and social science. The 
student will use text organizers, summarize information, and draw conclusions to demonstrate 
reading comprehension.^eading,writing, and reporting skills support an increased emphasis on 
content-area learning and on utilizing the resources ofthe media center, especially to locate and 
read primary sources.  Students will plan,write, revise, and edit narratives and explanations.The 
student will routinely use information resources and word references while writing. 

^ral l^an^uage 

^ The student^will use effective oral c^tmunications^^s^na^a^ety of set^^s^ 

present accurate directions to individuals and small groups. 

B^ 



D    contribute to group discussions^ 
^    ^eek the ideas and opinions of others^ 
D    8egin to use evidence to support opir^ions^ 

8   The student will ma^e and listen to or^al presentations and ^epo^ts^ 

^    ^Isesub^ect^related information and vocabulary^ 

D    listen to and record intormation^ 
^    ^rgani^e information for clarity^ 

^eading^iter^atu^e 

^ The student will t^ead and lear^n the meanings of unfamiliar wo^ds^ 

^    acknowledge of word origins^ synonyms, antonyms^ and homonyms^ and multiple 
meanings of words^ 

D    ^seword^reference materials including the glossary^dictionary^ and thesaurus^ 

8D The student will ^eadfiction and nonfiction^includinghiog^aphiesandhisto^ical 
fictions 

Explain the author's purpose^ 
Describe how the choice of language, setting, and information contributes to the author's 
purpose^ 

compare the use offact and fantasy in historical fiction with otherforms of literature^ 

Explain how knowledge of the lives and experiences of individuals in history can relate to 
individuals who have 

similar goals orface similar challenges' 

^^ Thestudent will demonstrate comprehension of a variety of liter^a^y fot^ms^ 

^setextdrgani^ers such as type, headings, and graphics to predict and categorize 
information ^ 

formulate o^uestions^that might be answered in the selection 
^ake inferences using information from texts^ 

paraphrase content of selection, identifying important ideas and providing detailsfor 
each important idea^ 

Describe relationship between content and previously learned concepts or skills^ 
v^rite about what is read^ 

^ The student will Beadava^iety of poetry 

^ Describe the rhyme scheme ^approxirn^, end, and internals 
^ Identify the sensory words used and their effect on the readers 
D    ^rite rhymed, unrhymed, and patterned poetry^ 

^^ 
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Writing 

A. The student will write effective narratives and explanations. 

Focus on one aspect of a topic. 

Develop a plan for writing. 
Organize writing to convey a central idea. 
Write several related paragraphs on the same topic. 
Utilize elements of style, including word choice, tone, voice, and sentence variation. 

Use available technology. 

B. Uses strategies to draft   and revise written work. 

Elaborates on central idea 
.    Writes with attention to voice, audience, word choice, tone, and imagery. 

• Uses paragraphs to distinguish ideas. 

C. Uses strategies to edit and publish work. 

• Edits for grammar, punctuation'and spelling.    - ; 
Uses paragraphs, indentations, margins, headings and titles. 

• Incorporates charts, illustrations, graphs, or photos. 

Research 

A. The student will use information resources to research a topic. 

• Construct questions about a topic. 
Collect information, using a variety of print and electronic resources. 
Evaluate and synthesize information for use in writing. 

B. The student will use available technology to gather, process and present 
information. 

GRADE FIVE 

The fifth-grade student will continue to increase communication skills used in learning activities 
and will use a variety of resources to prepare presentations. The student will plan, write, revise, 
and edit writings to describe, to entertain, and to explain. The student will continue to develop 
an appreciation for literature and build a storehouse of literary experiences and images through 
careful reading of selections from fiction, noniictibn, and poetry. The student also will read 
texts in all subjects and will derive information to answer questions, generate hypotheses, make 
inferences, support opinions, confirm predictions, and formulate conclusions. 

«y 
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Oral Language 

A. The student will listen, draw conclusions, and share responses in subject-related 
group learning activities. 

.    Participate in and contribute to discussions across content areas. 

• Organize information to present reports of group activities. 

• •    Summarize information gathered within group activities. 

B. The student will use effective nonverbal communication skills. 

• Maintain eye contact with listeners. 
• Use gestures to support, accentuate, or dramatize verbal message. 

• Use facial expressions to support or dramatize verbal message. 

• Use posture appropriate for communication setting. 

C. The student will make planned oral presentations. 

Determine appropriate content for audience. 
Organize content sequentially or around major ideas. 

Summarize main points before or after presentation. 
Incorporate visual aids to support the presentation. 
Use available technology to gather, process and present information. 

Reading/Literature 

A. The student will find   the meanings of unfamiliar words. 

Use knowledge of root words, prefixes, and suffixes. 
Use dictionary, glossary, thesaurus, and other reference materials. 

B. The student will read a variety of literary forms, including fiction, nonfiction, 
and poetry. ~; 

Describe character" development in fiction and poetry selections. 

• Describe;the development of plot, and explain how conflicts are resolved. 
• Describe the characteristics of free verse, rhymed, and patterned poetry. 
• Describe how author's choice of vocabulary and style contribute to the quality and 

enjoyment of selections. 

C. The student will demonstrate comprehension of a variety of literary forms. 

• Use text organizers such as type, headings, and graphics to predict and categorize 
information in informational texts, '^fe 

Locate information to support opinions, predictions, and conclusions. 
• Identify cause-and-effect relationships. 

ivh 
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Prioritize information according to purpose of reading. 

Write about what is read. 

Writing 

The student will write for a variety of purposes to describe, to inform, to entertain, 
and to explain. 

Choose planning strategies for various writing purposes. 

Organize information. 

Use vocabulary effectively. 
Vary sentence structure. 

Revise writing for clarity. 
Edit final copies for grammar, capitalization, spelling, and punctuation, especially the use 
of possessives and quotation marks. 

B. Uses strategies to draft   and revise written work. 

• Elaborates on central idea 
Writes with attention to voice, audience, word choice, tone, and imagery. 

• Uses paragraphs to distinguish ideas. 

C. Uses strategies to edit and publish work. 

Edits for grammar, punctuation and spelling. 
Uses paragraphs, indentations, margins, headings and titles. 

Incorporates charts, illustrations, graphs, or photos. 

Research 

A. The student will synthesize information from a variety of resources. 

Skim materials to develop a general overview of content or to locate specific 
information. 

Develop notes that include important concepts,  paraphrases, summaries, and 
identification of information sources. 

• Organize and record information on charts, maps, and graphs. 
Use available electronic databases to access information. 
Credit secondary reference sources. 

GRADE SIX 

The sixth-grade student will be a reflective pagcipant in classroom discussions. The student will 
present personal opinions and understand diffefmg points of view, distinguish between fact and 
opinion, and analyze the effectiveness of group communication skills. The student will read a 

#<r 
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a tool for learning academic concepts and available technology will be used where appropriate. 

Oral Language 

A. The student will analyze oral participation in small-group activities. 

• Communicate as leader and contributor. 
Evaluate own contributions to discussions. 

Summarize and evaluate group activities. 
• Analyze the effectiveness of participant interactions. 

B. The student will listen critically and express opinions in oral presentations. 

• Distinguish between facts and opinions. 

• Compare and contrast points of view. 
• Present a convincing argument. 

Reading/Literature 

A. The student will read and learn the meanings of unfamiliar words. 

Use knowledge of word origins and derivations. 

Use word-reference materials. 

B. The student will read a variety of fiction (realistic, fantasy, historical, and 
biographical) and nonflction. 

Use knowledge of literary forms to aid comprehension and predict outcomes. 
Describe how the author's style elicits emotional response from the reader. 
Distinguish between first- and third-person point of view. 

Compare and contrast authors' styles. 
Explain how character and plot development are used in a selection to support a central 
conflict or-story line. 

The student will demonstrate comprehension of a variety of selections. 

Identify questions to be answered.    ~~ 
Make, confirm, or revise predictions as needed. 
Use context clues to read unfamiliar'WQrds. 
Draw conclusions and make inferences^based on explicit and implied information. 
Organize information for use in written and oral presentations. 

/f/1 
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.    Compare and contrast information about one topic contained in different selections. 

D. The student will read and write a variety of poetry. 

• Describe the visual images created by language. 
.    Describe how word choice, speaker, and imagery elicit a response from the reader. 
• Compare and contrast plot and character development in narrative poems, short stories, 

and longer fiction selections. 

Writing 

A. The student will write narratives, descriptions, and explanations. 

Use a variety of planning strategies to generate and organize ideas. 

Establish central idea, organization, elaboration, and unity. 
Select vocabulary and information to enhance the central idea, tone, and voice. 

Expand and embed ideas by using modifiers, standard coordination, and subordination in 
complete sentences. 
Revise writing for clarity. 
Edit final copies for correct use of language: subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent 
agreement, consistent tense inflections, and 
adverb and adjective usage. 
Edit final copies for writing mechanics: format, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. 

B. The student will use writing as a tool for learning in all subjects. 

Make lists. 

Paraphrase what is heard or read. 
Summarize what is heard or read. 
Hypothesize. - 

Connect knowledge within and across disciplines. 
Synthesize .information to construct new concepts. 

Research 

C. The student will gather and use information for research purposes. 

Gathers information from interviews. 
Uses  information from print and electronic resources. 

Organizes information from multiple sources in a different ways. 

&9 
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MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

KINDERGARTEN 

Number Sense 

• Count in various ways including counting objects up to 12, counting by ones up to thirty- 
one and backwards from ten, counting by fives and tens to 50 and by twos up to ten (2 to 
10 and I to 9) 

• Identify written numbers from 0 to 31 
• Select and write the correct numeral to indicate a quantity from 0 to 9 
.    Select a reasonable order of magnitude from three given quantities - a one-digit number, 

a two-digit number, and a three-digit number (e.g., 5, 50, and 500) ~ for a familiar 
situation 

• Identify ordinal positions from first to fifth using concrete objects 

Number Facts - Addition and Subtraction 

• Identify one more and one less for numbers from } to 9 
Add and subtract whole numbers using up to 10 concrete items 
Recognize and correctly use the + and - signs, and understand the meaning of adding to 
and taking away from 

Comparisons and Fractions 

Compare two sets of 10 or fewer concrete items to identify one as containing more, less, 
or the same as the other set. 

• Divide a set of 2, 4, 6, or 8 concrete objects into two equal halves 

Measurement 

• Identify the instruments used to measure time, length, weight and temperature 
• Make direct comparisons of objects according to length, weight, temperature and volume 

and measure lengths of objects using nonstandard units of length (such as hand span, or 
new pencil length) - 

Time and Money., 

Tell time to the hour using analog and digital clocks 
Sequence events in time (before vs. after, first vs. last) 

Know the days, of the week and the months-of the year in order 
Recognize a penny, nickel, dime, quarter and one dollar bill 

Identify the dollar sign and cents sign»and write amounts to 9 cents using the cents sign 

//P 
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Patterns and Geometry 

.    Identify, describe, and make basic plane figures - square, rectangle, triangle, circle - and 
identify them in a variety of common objects, regardless of their orientation 

..    Sort a set of objects based on one attribute (size, shape, color, and quantity), identify the 
common property of the elements of a set, and identify the item that does not belong in 
a given set when all other items share a common property 

.    Identify, describe, and extend a simple repeating pattern found in common objects and 
pictures (such as increasing size, alternating colors, etc) 

GRADE 1 

Number Sense 

Read and write numbers from 0 through 100 
Count by ones, twos, fives, and tens from 0 to 100 and count objects in a given set 
containing up to 100 objects 
Identify one dozen and one pair , 
Group concrete objects by ones and tens and recognize place values for ones, tens and 
hundreds 
Identify the ordinal positions first through tenth using concrete objects and pictures 

Number Facts - Addition and Subtraction 

Recall addition facts, sums to 12, and the corresponding subtraction facts 

Complete addition and subtraction problems written both horizontally and vertically 
Add 3 single digit numbers with pencil and paper 
Add and subtract two-digit numbers without regrouping 

Report one more, one less, ten more, and ten less from numbers from 10 to 90 
Solve story and picture problems involving one-step solutions, using basic addition and 
subtraction facts 

Solve simple addition and subtraction equations (to 12) with a blank in any position, such 
as 2 + 5 = , 7 - = 5, -2 = 5 

Comparisons and Fractions 

•    Compare two sets of up to 12 objects, reporting the first to contain more or less than the 
second, and count the number more or less 

*    •    Use the symbols <, >, and = to compare two sets or pictures of sets of up to 12 objects 
and two numbers from 0 to 100       ~  " 

Identify one half, one third, and one fourth using concrete materials or pictures, and 
divide concrete object sets to 12 inte^Jual halves, thirds, and fourths 
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estimate andmeasure length in mches and weight in ^unds 

^omoare weights of objects using^balance scale 
measure and draw line segments in mches and centim^^t^ 
estimate and measure volumemcunsandidentifyacuo,aquartandagallon 

^omoare the volumes of two given containers by usmg concrete materials ^e^,^elly 
beans, sand, water, and rice^ 
associate temoerature in degrees Fahrenheit with weather 

^imeandl^oney 

Know the days of the week and the months of the year, both in order and out of sequence 

^fell time to the half^hour, using an analog and digital clocks 

Orient events in time: today using yesterday and tomorrow, morning and afternoon, this 
morning and yesterday morning, etc^ 
^omnare duration of events as to taking more or less time 

l^ecogni^e and use dollars and cents signs 
^ount and reoort the value offset ofoennies, nickels, or dimes whose total value is uo 
tol^O cents 
Identify the number of oennies equivalent toanickel,adime,andaquarter 

^how different combinations ofcoins that equal the same amount of money 

^atter^s and ^eomet^y 

Know and use terms oforientation and relative position, such as: closedBooen, 
or^ur^der^over, in ^ront^in back ^behind^, between, in the middle of, ne^t to, beside, 
ir^side^outside, around, far from^near,above^below, to the right ofBto the left of, 
here^there 

^ort concrete objects according to two attributes ^such as color and sha^ 

^    ^ecogni^e, describe, and e^tendawide variety of oattems, including si^e, color, shar^e, 
and quantity,including increasing, decreasing and repeating patterns with concrete 
materialsand pictures 

Identify the common orooerty of the elementsofaset ^including functions select 
matching additions to the set, and identify the item that does not belong inaset 
lder^tify,describe and sort basic solid figures: snhere, cube, cone 

D     Draw and describe triangles, squares, rectangles, and circles according to number of sides, 
comers, and square comers 

^    Describe objects in the environment as containing triangles, rectangles, squares, and 
circles 

^raohing 

Interpret simoleoictorialgraohs^      ^ 

B^ 
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GRADE 2 

Number Sense 

Count by twos, threes, fours and fives to 100 
Count by hundreds and by fifties to 1,000 

Count by tens from any given number 
Count forward and backward in the range from 0 to 1,000 

Count with tally marks in groups of 5 

Read and write numbers from 0 to 1,000 

Read and write numbers from 0 to 100 as words 
Write two- and three-digit numbers in expanded form (such as writing 500 + 60 + 7 for 
567) 
Compare two whole numbers between 0 and 1,000, using symbols and words (>, <, or =, 
"greater than," "less than," or "equal to") 
Round to the nearest 10 for numbers from 0 to 100 

Identify the ordinal positions first through twentieth 

Identify odd and even numbers 
- *• 

Number Facts - Addition and Subtraction 

Recall basic addition facts, sums to 18 or less, and the corresponding subtraction facts 

Add two numbers on paper to 999 without regrouping 
Add three two-digit numbers on paper without regrouping 

Estimate sums to 99 and the corresponding differences 

Solve one-step addition and subtraction problems using data from simple charts and 
picture graphs 
Solve basic word problems involving sums and differences to 12 
Recognize and use the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction to solve 
problems such as 4 + = 7 and + 3 = 7 and 7 - = 3 

Identify one more, one less, ten more, ten less, one hundred more, and one hundred less 
than a given number (solution in the range 0 to 1,000) 

Number Facts - Multiplication 

• Recognize the multiplication sign, know what the terms factor and product mean in 
multiplication, and understand that multiplication represents repeated addition 

• Multiply single digit numbers by 0, 1, 2, and 10 

Comparisons and Fractions — 

• Use the symbols <, >, and = to compare two sets or pictures of sets of up to 12 objects 
and two numbers from 0 to 1,000   \X^ 

• Identify the part of a set and/or regio%that represents one-half, one-third, one-fourth, 
one-eighth, and one-tenth and write the corresponding fraction 

/I / 



^timateandma^elinearmeasurementstomenearestcentimeterandtnch,includingthe 

distance aroundapolygon (determine perimeters 
^^elinearmeasurements in feetand inches, and in meters and centimeters 

^now that one foot^l^ inches 

^iow abbreviations: ft, in, cm 
measure and draw line segments in inches to 1^ inch and to one centimeter 

estimate and measure volumes in cups, pints, quarts, gallons and liters, compare these 
volumes using the concepts ofmore, less, and equivalent 
Compare U.S. and metric liquid volumes: quart and liter(one liter isalittle more than one 

quarts 
Compare weights of objects usingabalance scale 
estimate and measure weight in pounds and kilograms 

^now abbreviations: lb, l^g 
measure and record temperature in degrees Fahrenheit (to the nearest^degrees^ 

^imeandlv^oney 

^11 ^dwrite time to the quarter hour, using analog and digital clocks 
Use a.m. and p.m.^ noon and midnight 

Solve simple problems or^ elapsed time 
Useacalendar, identify the dale,day of the w^l^, month, and year 

v^rite the date using words and numbers, and only numbers 

Count, compare, and mal^e change, usingacollection of coins and one^dollar bills 
l^ecogni^e relative value of penny, nickel, dime, quarter, and dollar 

^ead and write amounts ofmoney using dollar and cents signs and the decimal point 
Show different combinations ofcoins that equal the same amount of money 

patterns and C^eomet^y 

estimate and then ^ount the number of square units needed to coveragiven surface using 
grid paper 

estimate and then count the number of cubes inarectangularbo^ 
distinguish between square and rectangle regarding length of sides 
pleasure perimeters in inches of squares and rectangles 

Identify solid figures: sphere, cube, pyramid, cone, cylinder and associate solid figures with 
planar shapes: sphere(circle^,cube(square^, pyramid (triangles 

Identify and describeacube,rectangu^arsolid, sphere, cylinder, and cone, according to the 
number and shape of faces, edges, bases, and comers. 
^la^e congruent shapes and designs 

Identify Imes as hori^ontal,vertical^^rpendicular, and parallel 

Use names for lines and line segments^for example, line ^8^ segmented 

Identifyaline of symmetry and create simple symmetric figures using concrete materials. 

B^^ 



D    Identify, create, and e^tendawid^^^^^^^^st^smg symbols and objects 

^raphln^ 

^    ^^locate points fromltolOonanumber line 
^    ^7 create and interpret simple bar graphs 

^^^^^ 

dumber ^ense 

Read and write numbers fromOto 999,999 with digits and words 

^rite numbers in expanded form to 999,999 
Identify the place valuefor each digit up to the hundr^thousands 
Compare two whole numbers betweenOand 999,999, using symbols^,^,or^and words 
^^reaterthanB^lessthanBor^ualto^ 
Roundawhole number, 999 or less, to the nearest ten and hundred^ 

Identify ordinal positions from first to one^hundredth^ 

Read and write decimals to the ^hundredths ^ 

^umber^acts    addition and ^ubtract^n 

Complete addition problems with and without regrouping ^uptolO,000^ of any two 
whole numbers, and the corresponding subtraction problems 

Recall basic addition facts o^uicl^ly^not^ust reconstruct them^ 

Mentally estimateasum to 999 and the corresponding difference 

l^se mental computation strategies to simplify addition and subtraction problems 
Recognize the addition ofanegative number as the subtraction ofapositive number 

dumber ^acts    multiplication and division 

l^no^ multiplication facts tolO^lO 
Multiply,by 10,100, and 1,000 mentally 

Multiply two whole numbers,with and without regrouping, in which onefactoris9or less 
and the other isamulti^digit number up to three digits 
^stimateaproductto 1,000 

^olvesimp^eword problems involving multiplication 
l^o^v the meaning of dividend, divisor, and quotient 
l^no^ basic division facts to 100 bylO 
l^no^v that you cannot divide byO    ^ 

understand the equivalence of the different ways of writing division problems 
l^now that any number divided byle^^ls the original number 
Oivi^etwo^ and three-digit dividends by^one^digit divisors 
Identify the remainders in division problems 



^derstand multiplication and di^ion as opposite operations, and use t^e inverse 
relationships between multiplication and division to solve problems such as^^ ^^ 

Check division by multiplying^^^^^^^^ 

Identify perfect squares to 10^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
^olve two-step ^ord problems 
^olve equations in the form of ^^o^l^ ^^ 
5olve problems with more than one operation, as in^^^^^^^^  
^dd and subtract with decimals expressed as tenths, using concrete materials and paper 
and pencil 

^ractio^s and Iv^i^ed lumbers 

Identify fractions represented by drawings or concrete materials to ninths, and represent 
agiven fraction using both concrete materials and symbols 

Identify numerator and denominator 

^ritemi^ed numbers 
Recognise equivalent fractions ^fbr example, 1^^^^ 
Comparefractions with like denominators, using the signs ^,^,and^ 

Compare the numerical value of two fractions having like and unlike denominators, using 
concretematerials 
^dd and subtract with proper fractions having like denominators oflOor less 

measurement 

estimate and measure length in inches, feet, yards, centimeters, and meters 
^now that one foot^l^ inchest one yard^^inches^^feet^lmeter^l^ 
centimeters^ 1 meter isalittle more than one yard 

measure and draw line segments in inches ^tol^inch^, and in centimeters ^to^cm^ 
estimate and measure liquid volume in cups, pints, quarts, gallons, and liters 
^nowtha^lo^uart^pints^lgallon^^uarts 
Compare^a^uartandalitet 

estimate and measure weighs in pounds and ounces^ grams and kilograms 
Compare weights of objects usingabalance scale 
I^now abbreviations^ lb, o^,g, kg 

pleasure and record temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and Celsius 
l^now the degree sign 

Identify freezing point of water in Fahrenheit and Celsius 

^ime and Ivloney 

^     Identify equivalent periods oftime, eluding relationships among days, months, and 
years, as well as minutes and hours    ^ 

D     Readaclock face and tell time to the minute, tell time in terms ofboth minutes before 
and minutes after the hour, and use a^m^ and p^m^ 

^   ^ 



D    ^olve problems of elapsed time 

^    ^seacalendar, identify me date,^^^^^^^^^^^ 
D    ^rite the date using words and numbers, and only numbers 
^    Determine by counting the value ofacollectionofbillsat^d coins up to $5.00, compare 

the valueofthecoinsorbills,andma^echangeusmgasf^^oinsa^ possible 

D    v^rite amounts ofmoney using dollar and cents sigrts, and the decimal point 

^atte^ns and ^eomet^y 

Define the term vertex ^plural^ vertices^ and identify them 

Identify sides ofapolygon as line segments 
Identifyaregularpentagon, hexagon, and octagon 
Identify right angles and l^now there are fourinaso^uare or rectangle 

compute area ofrectangles in square inches and square centimeters using repeated 
addition and simple multiplication 
Identify the shape offaces and edges in plane and solid geometric figures ^uare, 
rectangle, triangle, cube, rectangular solid, and cylinders 

Identify and draw representations ofline segments and angles, usingaruler or straightedge 
Identify and describe congruent and symmetrical two-dimensional figures 
l^ecogni^e and describe patterns formed using concrete objects, tables, and pictures and 
extend and reproduce the pattern 

graphing 

locate ^ero, positive, and negative whole numbers onanumber line 
create andinterpret simple line graphs 

^eadan^write numbers from ^o,^^^ to ^^^,o^ 
^rite numbers in expanded form to ^o,^^,^. 

Identify, orally and in writing, the place value for each digitinawhole number expressed 
through hundred^millions 

compare two whole numbers between ^^,^^^ and ^^^,^^^sing symbols^, 
^,or^andwords ^greater than,^^lessthan,^or^ualto^ 
l^ound whole numbers to the nearest ten, hundred, and thousand. 

l^ead,write, and identify decimals expressed through thousandths 
^rite decimals in expandedform     ^ 

Identify place value of decimals to thousandths 

compare the value of two decimals m^^gh thousandths using the symbols^,^,and^ 
^ound decimals to the nearest whole number, tenth, and hundredth 
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Decimal Arithmetic 

• Add and subtract with decimals through thousandths 
• Solve problems involving making change in amounts up to $100.00 

Multiplication and Division, Multiples and Factors 

Multiply by two-digit and three-digit numbers 
Solve word problems involving multiplication 

Identify perfect squares (and square roots) to 144 

Multiply mentally by 10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000 
Use mental computation strategies for multiplication, such as breaking a problem into 
partial products, for example: 3 x 27 = (3 x 20) + (3 x 7) = 60 + 21 = 81 

Estimate and divide dividends up to four-digits by one-digit and two-digit divisors 

Solve two-step word problems that include multiplication and division 

Solve multiplication and division problems with money 
Solve multiplication and division equations in the form of x 9 = 63; 81 + = 9 

Solve problems with more than one operation, as in (72 + 9) x (144 •*• 12) =  

Identify multiples of a given number and commorrmultiples of two given numbers 
Identify factors of a given number and common factors of two given numbers 

Fractions and Mixed Numbers 

Identify and write equivalent fractions and put fractions in lowest terms 
• Write mixed numbers and change improper fractions to mixed numbers 

Rename fractions with unlike denominators to fractions with common denominators 

Compare fractions with like and unlike denominators of 12 or less, using the signs <, >, 
and = 

• Add and subtract with fractions having like and unlike denominators of 12 or less 

Relating Decimals and Fractions 

• Read and write decimals as fractions (for example, 0.39 = 39/100) 
Relate fractions to decimals, using concrete objects 

Measurement    "- 

• Estimate and measure length in pans of an inch (1/2, 1/4, and 1/8), inches, feet, yards, 
millimeters, centimeters, and meters 

Estimate and measure liquid capacity-m teaspoons, tablespoons, cups, pints, quarts, 
gallons, milliliters and liters " 

Estimate and measure weight in pounds and ounces, and in grams and kilograms 
• Know the-following equivalents amonggj. S. customary units of measurement, and solve 

problems involving changing units of measurement: 1 ft = 12 in., 1 yd = 3 ft = 36 in., 1 
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mi = 5,280 ft, 1 mi = 1,760 yd, 1 lb = 16 oz, 1 ton = 2,000 lb., 1 cup = 8 fl oz, 1 pt = 2 c, 
1 qt = 2 pt, 1 gal = 4 qt 

.    Know the following equivalents among metric units of measurement, and solve problems 
involving changing units of measurement: 1 cm = 10 mm, 1 m - 1,000 mm, 1 m - 100 
cm, 1 km = 1,000 m, 1 eg = 10 mg, 1 g - 1,000 mg, 1 g = 100 eg, 1 kg = 1,000 g, 1 cl = 
10 ml, 1 liter = 1,000 ml, 1 liter = 100 cl 

• Estimate the conversion between ounces and grams, pounds and kilograms, inches and 
centimeters, yards and meters, miles and kilometers, and quarts and liters 

Patterns and Geometry 

• Identify and draw points, segments, rays, lines 
• Identify and draw lines - horizontal, vertical, perpendicular, parallel, and intersecting — 

and angles — right, acute, and obtuse 
• Identify polygons — triangle, quadrilateral, pentagon, hexagon, octagon (regular), 

parallelogram, trapezoid, rectangle, square — and identify and draw diagonals of 
quadrilaterals 

• Identify the radius (plural: radii) and diameter of a circle and know that radius is half of 
the diameter 

• Recognize similar and congruent figures - ; 
Compute the area of a rectangle and solve problems- involving finding area in a variety of 
square units (mi; yd; ft; in; km; m; cm; mm) 

• Compute volume of rectangular prisms in cubic units (cm, in) 
Identify situations representing the use of perimeter and use measuring devices to find 
perimeter in both standard and nonstandard units of measure 

• Extend a given pattern, using concrete materials and tables and solve problems involving 
pattern identification and completion of patterns 

Graphing 

Read and write decimals on a number line 

Plot pairs of points on a coordinate grid using positive whole numbers 

GRADE 5. 

Number Sense. 

• Read, write, and identify the place values of decimals through ten-thousandths 

• Compare the value of two negative or positive decimals through ten-thousandths using 
the symbols >, <, or = 

„    •    Write decimals in expanded form 
• Read and write decimals on a numberTme 

• Round decimals (and decimal quotients) to the nearest tenth; to the nearest hundredth; to 
the nearest thousandth --.V 
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Multiplication and Division, Multiples and Factors 

• Multiply two factors of up to four digits each 
.    Know what it means for one number to be divisible by another 
• Divide dividends up to four-digits by one-digit, two-digit, and three-digit divisors 

• Move the decimal point when dividing by 10, 100, or 1,000 

" •    Solve division problems with remainders by rounding a decimal quotient 

• Identify prime numbers less than 50 
• Determine the greatest common factor and the least common multiple of given numbers 

Decimal Arithmetic 

• Estimate decimal sums, differences, and products by rounding 

• Add and subtract decimals through ten-thousandths 
• Estimate and find the product of two numbers expressed as decimals through thousandths 

• Estimate and find the quotient given a dividend expressed as a decimal through ten- 
thousandths and a whole number 

. ; 
Fractions 

Compare fractions with like and unlike denominators of 12 or less, using the signs <, >, 
and = 
Determine the least common denominator (LCD) of fractions with unlike denominators 
Compare fractions with like and unlike denominators, using the signs <, >, and = 

Identify the reciprocal of a given fraction; know that the product of a given number and 
its reciprocal = 1 

Add and subtract with fractions and mixed numerals (with like and unlike denominators), 
with and without regrouping, and express answers in simplest form 
Multiply mixed numbers and fractions 

Write fractions as decimals (e.g., 1/4 = 0.25; 17/25 = 0.68; 1/3 = 0.3333. . . or 0.33, 
rounded to the nearest hundredth) 

Ratios and Percent 

Determine and express simple ratios 
Use ratio to create a simple scale drawing 

Solve problems on speed as a ratio, using the formula S = d /t (or D = r x t) 
Recognize the percent sign and understand percent as per hundred 
Find the given percent of a number 

Express equivalents between fractions! decimals, and percent, and know the percentage 
equivalent for 1/10, 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 *' 

/->* 
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measurement 
^stimateandmakelinearmeasurements inv^rds, in f^^^^nes^to 1^1^ inland in 
meters, centimeters, and millimeters 
Convert to common units ofmeasurement in problems involving addition and subtraction 

of different units 
Choose an appropriate measuring device and unit oftneasure to solve problems involving 
measurement oflength in parts ofan inch, inches, feet, ^^ds, miles, millimeters, 
centimeters, meters, and kilometers; ^veight^mass in ounces, pounds, tons, grams, and 
kilograms; liquid volume in cups, pints, quarts, gallons, milliliters, and liters; area in square 
units oflength; and temperature in degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit 

estimating the conversion between Celsius and Fahrenheit 
determine an amount of elapsed time in hours and minutes to^hours, including 
crossing noon or midnight 

^eometrv 

determine the perimeter ofapolvgon and the area ofasquare, rectangle, and triangle, 
given the appropriate measures 
Identify the diameter, radius, ch^ord, and circumference ofacircle 

differentiate berween area andperimeter and ide^tif^ whether the application of the 
concept of perimeter or ^e^^^pp^opri^efo^agiv^n problem 
Measure angles in degrees and know the meaningofright angle, acute angle, obtuse angle, 
and straight angle 
Identify and construct different kinds of triangles^equilateral, right, and isosceles 
define what it means for triangles to be congruent 

l^now that regular polygons have sides of equal length and angles of equal measure 
Identify and draw diagonals of polygons 

v^ork with circles to identify arc, chords radius and diameter 
l^seacompass, draw circles wimagiven diameter or radius 

^ind the circumference ofacircle using the formulasC^pid,andC^^pir,using^^l^ 
as the v^e of pi 

l^indthe^areaofarectangle, triangles and parallelogram inavarietv of square units ^mi, 
vd,ft,in,km,m,cm,mm^ 

^ind the area ofan irregular polygon bv dividing it into regular figures 
Computevolume and surface area ofarectangular prism 

describe and extend numerical and geometric patterns, including triangular numbers, 
perfect squares, patterns formed bv powers oflO, and arithmetic sequences 

algebra and ^raph^ng 

^ Identify the commutative and associative propertiesfor addition, and the commutative, 
associative, and distributive properties for multiplication, and illustrate understandings 
usage^and identifying examples andcou^iter examples 

^    l^ecogni^variables and solve one^ope^tion equations using variables 
v^rite and solve equationsfor word problems using variables 

B^ 



D    ^dentifvth^^^oairfora^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
quadrant of^^oordinateplan^ 

^^^^^ 

dumber ^ense 
^ead, write, and order positive and negative decimals to the nearest hundred-thousandth 

^rite decimals in expanded ^t^^^^^t^urnbers in expanded ^orrn with scientific 
notation 
l^ound whole numbers to the nearest ten through million 
l^ound decimals ^and decimal quotients^ to the nearest whole number, tenth, hundredth, 
and thousandth 
l^ead and evaluate numerical expressions with exponents 

Identify powers ofl^tol^ 
Compare positive and native decimals, mi^d numbers, whole numbers and fractions 
with lil^e and unlike denominators, using the signs ^,^,and^,including scientific 
notation 

^cimals,^rac^ons^a^iosand ^ercen^s 

Estimate decimal sums, differences, products and quotients with rounding, and verify the 
solution 
determine whetheranumberisaprime number oracomposite number, and explain the 
concepts of prime and composite numbers 

Identify the reciprocal ofagiven fraction and l^no^that the product ofagiven number 
and its reciprocals 1 

l^ound fractions to the nearest whole number, 1^,1^, 1^,1^,1^, and 1^10 

translate among percent, fractions and decimals, including repeating decimals 

^dd and subtract positive and negative decimals, mi^ednumbers,whole numbers and 
factions with lil^e and unlike denominators 

^ultipl^ and divide positive and negative decimals, mi^ednumbers,whole numbers and 
fractions, includingdividingbvafraction 

^olve problems involving percent increase and decrease and with percent greater than 

^olve problems that involve addition, subtraction, andBor multiplication with fractions 
and mi^ednumbers,with and without regrouping, that include lu^e and unlike 
denominators, and express their answers in simplest form 

l^se estimation strategies to solve multi-step practical problems involving whole numbers, 
decimals, and fractions' 

Compare twovalues or variables as ratiosusing appropriate notations such as aBb,atob, 
anda^b 

^olve proportions, including wordproblems involving proportions with one unknown 
l^se ratios and proportions to interpr^nap scales and scale drawings 

^olve multi-step consumer applicatiorl^roblems involving fractions and decimals 

^^^ 



D    ^cogni^eprobabilityasameas^^^^^noodth^^^tttwillhappcnand 

express probability ofagiven event asafractionand^^^^ 

l^east^r^ement 

D    ^ssociateprefi^esused in metric system with ^uantities^lo,hecto,de^,deci,centi, 

milli 
^    compare and convert units of measures for length, weight^mass, and volume witnin the 

^^^Oustomary system and within the metric system and estimate conversions between 
units in each system 

^eome^ry 

Estimate angle measures to 30 degrees and use the appropriate tools to measure the given 
angles 
Identify and use signs that mean is congruent to, is similar to, is parallel to, and is 
perpendicular to 
construct parallel lines andaparallelogram 
Know that, if two lines are parallel, any line perpendicular to one is also perpendicular to 
the other 
Know that two lines that are both perpendicular to another line are parallel to each other 
bisect an angle 
construct an angle congruent toagiven angle 

^onstructafigure congruent toagiven figure, using reflection overaline of symmetry, 
and identify corresponding parts 

^how how congruent plane figures can be made to correspond through reflection, 
rotation,andtranslation 
Know that sum of the measures of the angles ofatriangle 

Identify congruent angles and sides, and a^es of symmetry,in parallelograms, rhombuses, 
rectangles, and squares 

r^ind the area and perimeter ofarectangle,square, triangle, parallelogram, and circle 
r^ind the volume of rectangular solids and fmdamissing dimension given the volume 
determine if geome^ic figures quadrilaterals and triangles^ are similar and write 
proportions to express the relationships between corresponding parts of similar figures 

algebra and ^raph^ng 

l^ecogni^e variables and solve linear equations in one variable 
v^rite and solve e^uationsfor word problems 

create data summaries in graphic form ^bar, line, and circle graphs^ 

^olve problems requiring interpretatiorrandapplication of graphically displayed data 
^lot points onacoordinate plane, using ordered pairs of positive and negative whole 
numbers ^ 

l^se the terms origin, ^a^is, and y^a^^vorl^ing with the coordinate plane 
^raph simple functions and solve problems involving use ofacoordinate plane 

B^B 
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SCIENCE CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES 

KINDERGARTEN 

Earth and Space Science 

Students will know: 
• Materials consist of solid rocks, soils, liquid water, and the gases of the atmosphere. 
• Short-term weather conditions (rain, snow, and temperature) can change daily and over 

seasons. 
• The sun supplies warmth to the earth. 
• There is a limited amount of air, water, and land. 

Life Science 

Students will know: 

• Plants and animals have different features that allow them to live in different 
environments. 
Plants and animals resemble their parents. 

• Plants and animals need certain/resources (food,.w#ter, and light) to live. 

Physical  Science 

Students will know: 

Water can be a liquid or a solid and can change from one to another. 

Nature of Science 

Students will know: 

Scientific investigations generally work in the same way in different places and normally 
produce results that can be duplicated. 

Learning can come from careful observations and simple experiments 

• Tools and measurement devices can be used to gather information and extend the senses. 
• It is helpful to work in a team and share findings with others 

GRADE 1 

Earth and Space ^Science 

Students will know that: 

• Materials consist of solid rocks, soils, liquid water, and the gases of the atmosphere. 
Stars and innumerable, unevenly dispersed, and unequal in brightness. 

• There is a pattern in the movement of the sun and moon. 

1(7' 
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Students will kr^owthat^ 
^    Plants and animals have features mat help then live in different environments' 

^    giving things are found almost everywhere in the world^ 
^    differences exist among individuals ofthe same kind ofplant and or animal 

D    animals require air^ waters food^ and shelter 
^    ^lantsre^uireair^ waters food and light^ 

^hys^ca^ ^e^ee^ 

Students will know that^ 
electricity in circuits can produce Iigh4hea4 sounds and magnetic effects^ 

magnets can be used to make some things move without being touched^ 

^    pushing and pulling can change the position and motion of an ob^ec^ 

^    Things fall to the earth unless something holds them up^ 

l^a^u^e offence D ^ 

Srudents will know that^ 

Scientific investigations generally work in the same way in different places and normally 
produce results that can be duplicated^ 

beaming can come from careful observations and simple experiments^ 

Tools and measurement devices can be used to gather information and extend the senses^ 
It is helpful to work inateam and share findings with others^ 

^^^^^ 

^arth and Space Science 

Students will know that^ 

^ocks come in different shapes and si^es^sand^ pebbles^ boulders^ 
^ocksandfossils can give clues to the pastD 

^     Some plant and animal life that once live on the earth have completely disappeared^ 

^ife Science      ^ 

Students will know that^ 

^ animals require air^ waters food^ and shelter 
^ plants require air^ waters nutrients and^lightD 

^    distinct environments support different types ofplant and animal life^ 

^^ 



physical science 

Students will know that^ 
^    Different objects are made of different types of materials ar^d have observable properties' 

^    Things can be done to materials ^heating^free^mg^mixing^cutting^ blending^ to change 

the properties of the object 
^    ^ot all materials respond to external actions in the same wayD 

^    ^leat can be produced in many ways^ 

^    vibrating objects produce sound^ 
D    ^ight travels inastraight line untilit strikes an object 

mature of Sconce 

Students will know that^ 
D    Scientific investigations generally work in the same way in different places and normally 

produce results that can be duplicated^ 
^    beaming can come from careful observations and simple experiments 

D    Tools and measurement devices can be used to gather information and extend the senses^ 

^    It is helpful to work inateam and share findings^vith others 

^i^t^ ^nd Spac^Science 

Students will know that^ 

l^now^ that water can change from one state to another through various processes' 

l^now^ that air isasubstance that surrounds us^ takes up spaced and moves around the 
earth as wind^ 

l^ife Science 

Students will know that^ 

There are different^vays of grouping animal life^ 

animals have different structures that perform different functions' 
animals go through life cycles^ 
l^ife cycled are different between animals^ 

l^lany characteristics ofan organism are inherited from the parents of the organism^ 
^lany characteristics of an organism arearesult of the interaction with their 
environment 

animal behavior is influenced by inte^ial and external cues^ 

^BB^ 



physical  science 

Students will know that^ 
^    properties such as length, weight, temperature, and volume can he measured using 

appropriate devices^ 
^    ^ect^s motion can be described by tracing and measuring its position overtime^ 

^    ^orce applied to an object can change the speed and direction of the ob^ect^ 

^    ^hereisarelationship between meforce applied to an object and the effect on ob^ect^ 

^atureof ^ence 

Students will know that^ 
D    Although me same scientific investigation may give slightly different results when it is 

carried out by different people, or at different times and places, the general information 
collected from the investigation should be replicable by others^ 

^    Scientific investigations involve asking and answering questions and comparing results^ 

^    Scientists use different kinds of investigation depending on the questions they are trying 
to answer 

^    Scientists plan and conduct investigations' ^ 
Scientific explanations are based upon evidence^ 

^    people of all ages, background, and groups have made contributions to sciences 
D    Scientist often works in teams to accomplish tasks^ 

^arth and Space Science 

Students will know^ 

^a^or differences between fresh and ocean waters^ 

^hat smaller rocks can come from the breakage and weathering ofbedrock and larger 
rocksD 

^fhatrocks^are composed ofdifferent combination of minerals^ 
decomposition arid properties of soil 

r^ow the earth^ssurface is changed by both rapid and slow processes' 

dossils provide evidence about the plants and animals that lived long ago^ 

^ife Sciences 

Students will know^ 

^low plants use photosynthesis to gr^w^ 
^fhe role of plants within ecosystems^        ^ 

^fhat^plants can be grouped in different^ways 
plants progress through life cycles^  ^ 

^he transfer of energy is essential to all living organisms^ 

B^ 



physical  ^ienees 

Studentsv^illkno^ 
^    The organisation ofasimple electrical circuit 
^    metrically charged material pulls on all othermaterials and can attraetorrepelothet^ 

charged material 
^    The nitchofasound depends on the vibration producing^ 

^    ^ight can be reflected, refracted or absorbed^ 

mature of ^eience 

Students v^illkno^ 
D    although the same scientific investigation may give slightly different results ^neniti^ 

carried out by different people, or at different times and places, the general information 
collected from the investigation should be replicable by others^ 

^    Scientific investigations involve asking and answering questions and oomoaringresult^^ 

^    Scientists use different kinds of investigation depending on the questions they are trying 
toansv^er^ 

^    Scientists plan and conduct investigations' 
^    Scientific explanations are based upon evidence^ 
^    ^opleofall ages, background, and groups hav^ made contributions to seience^ 

D    Scientist often ^vorks in teams to accomplish tasks^ 

^^^^^ 

^arthand ^paceScience 

Students v^illkno^ 

^    The sun provides the light and heat necessary to maintain the temperature of the ear^th^ 

^    The earth is one of several plants that orbit the sun, and moon orbits around the eartn^ 
D    The patterns of stars in the sky stay the same^ 

^    plants look like stars but over time appear to move among the constell^tions^ 
^    The use of telescoped 

astronomical objects are large inside and separated by vast distances' 

^ife Sciences     ^ 

Students ^villkno^A 

^11 organisms are composed of cells, vBhichare the fundamental units of nfe^ 

^ells convert energy obtained from foodtocarry on the functions needed to sustained 
life ^ 

^nov^s the levels of organisation in ^ving systems^ 

^ulti^cellu^ar organisms hav^avariety^f specialised cells, tissues, organs, andsysterns 
that perform special functions' ^ 

Intrinsic failures or infections can cause diseases in organism by other or^anisms^ 

B^B 
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Changes in environments can have different effects on different organisms. 

Organisms can produce beneficial or detrimental changes to the environment. 

Physical  Sciences 

Students will know: 
• Objects can be classified based upon there properties. 
• Knows that properties can be measured use the appropriate tools. 

.    Materials can have different states. 
• The mass of a material is constant whether it is together, in parts, or in different states. 

Nature of Science 

Students will know: 
.    Although the same scientific investigation may give slightly different results when it is 

carried out by a different person, or at different times and places, the general information 
collected from the investigation should be replicable by others. 
Scientific investigations involve asking and answering questions and comparing results. 

Scientists use different kinds of investigation depending on the questions they are trying 
to answer. * 
Scientists plan and conduct investigations. 

Scientific explanations are based upon evidence. 
People of all ages, background, and groups have made contributions to science. 

Scientist often works in teams to accomplish tasks. 

GRADE 6 

Earth and Space Science 

Students will know: • 

The earth's crust is divided into plates that move slowly in response to the movements 
of the mantle. 
Landforms are created through a combination of constructive and destructive forces. 
To classify rocks and minerals based upon their age. 
The physical and chemical properties of ocean water. 
Environmental causes for the extinction of species. 

Life  Sciences 

Students will know:   - -^      : 

Ways in which living things can be classified. 

How energy is transferred through fdpj^webs in an ecosystem. 

•    That animals and plants have a great %al of variety of body plans and internal structures 
serve specific functions for survival. 

l(T% 



D   ^^t^^^^^^ducingorganisms,aspeciescon^p^ses all organ^srns that can rnate 
with one another to producefertile offsprings 

D    ^^ to identify similar internal structures and processesi^differentor^anisms^ 

^    Reproduction isacharacteristicofall living things and is required forthe continuation of 

thesoecies^ 
^    ^he differences between sexual and asexual reproductions 

^    hereditary information is contained within genes^ 
^    ^ov^dominant and recessive traits contribute to genetic variations ^ith^naspecies^ 

physical ^c^ence 

^tudentswill^ow^ 

^    ^nerg^isapropertyofmanysubstancesD 
^    ^nergy^^ti be in theformofheat^ chemical mechanical or electrical 

^    energy can not be created or destroyed only changed tnform^ 

D    electrical currents can produce magneticforces^ 
^    vibrations move at different speeds in different wavelengths through dt^ferentmateria^s^ 

^    methods light interacts with matter ^ 
^heh^man eye can seeanarrow range of Wavelength of electromagnetic radiations 

^    Differences in wavelength within the range of visiblelight are perceived as differencesin 
color^ 

mature of science 

students will l^now^ 

D    although the same scientific investigation may give slightly different results when it ts 
carried out byadifferent person, or at different times and places, the general information 
collected from the investigation should be replicable by others^ 

^    throughout history many scientific innovators had trouble breaking thr^^ghe^cepted 
ideas of their time^ 

^    5cientificinvestigations involve asking and answering questions and comoaringresults^ 
^    scientists use different l^inds of investigation depending on the questions they are tr^tng 

to answer 

scientists plan and conduct investigations' 
l^ow to use hypotheses in science^ 

^    scientific explanations are based upon the systematic collection of evidence^ 

^     people ofall ages, background, and groups have made contributions to sc^ence^ 
^     scientist often worlds in teams to accomplish tas^s^ 

^ 
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When OWN adds a middle school, *be following curriculum will be implemented: 

JOURNEY THROUGH TIME AND PLACE: 

PARAGON IN THE MIDDLE GRADES 

During the Middle School years, students will continue their hands-on, interdisciplinary 
exploration of the history of great ideas in world culture with Journey through Time and Place 
curriculum.  Unlike the daily lesson plans and month-long historical units featured.in the K-5 
Paragon program, Journey through Time and Place will feature foundational content in 
alignment with national content standards, along with a unique arts alignment guide created by 
the Paragon Curriculum Design Team. The middle grades interdisciplinary curriculum will 
provide students with a rich array of research resources, including multi-media lessons, 
periodicals, thematically aligned primary and secondary sources in literature, philosophy, social 
science, political science, economics, technological innovation, psychology and the arts. As with 
the K-5 Paragon program, the visual and performing arts will play a vital role. 

Mosaica has its own arts program that is part of the Journey through Time and Place curriculum. 
It will be taught by the regular classroom teacher, fully integrated into the interdisciplinary 
curriculum, and aligned with state and national standards in the arts. In addition, students will also 
have the opportunity to work with various Artist-Educators,in Residence on in-depth arts studies 
that will be thematically correlated to the Journey through time and Place curriculum. The 
Artist-Educators in Residence program will take place twice a week at the time allotted for 
Specials. 

The importance of the arts is demonstrated in recent research. In SAT test scores, students with 
four or more years of arts education scored 59 points higher on the verbal portion of the test and 
44 points higher on math portion of the test/'*   Students studying and practicing the arts have 
grade point averages that are on average 10% higher than students who do not have the arts.xx 

The OWN Charter School students will journey through United States history for a full year 
(6th grade), and carry out in-depth explorations of six cultural areas (one per trimester) during the 
7lh and 8lh grade.  Students will begin their journey at home, and study America from colonization 
to modem times.  Once they have an in-depth understanding of their own home, they will travel 
abroad to Africa, the Middle East, China, India, Europe and Russia, and Latin America. 

Along their journey through time, students will encounter compelling issues of particular 
relevance to the early teen years, questions that are timeless and boundless in their capacity to 
captivate thinkers.  Recurring themes that will spiral through the curriculum for the duration of 
the three years, include: 

• Individualism 
.    • Family Stories 

• Self Reliance" 
• Humanism 
• Philosophy -V 

" College Entrance Examination Board, 1995 
" UCLA School of Education, 1997 

IVQ 
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D political Systems 
^ The Spread and assimilation ofldeas 
D cultural Influences 
^ Interdependence 
^ ^ivil and ^luman eights 
^ responsibility 

^ach grade level is detailed below. 

v^e are committed to providing solid content that aligns with national and state standards,  ^e 
believe that students must understand their immediate world before they can develop historical 
empathy and an understanding of other cultures. Tothis end, students will explore colonization 
and formation of the United States, development and expansion, government, issues and debates, 
modernization, and current times. 

8y journeying through time and place in the United States, we believe that sixtn^^raders will ^ain 
asolid foundations ^ ^ 

^n^n individual level—^y understanding who they^e and where they^omef^om. 
^    ^n an ethnic level—by understanding their cultural heritage and the issues and decisions 

faced by their ancestors. 
^napolincal level—by understanding me ideals upon which democracy ^as built, and in 
understanding the structure of their government. 

D    ^nahistorical level—by understanding the people and events that have occurred wnic^h 
have shaped the United States. 

^n an aesthetic level—by understanding individual and cultural expression through tne 
arts and humanities. 

Tofacili^atethis course of study,we have selected as ourfoundational content S^oc^ial Studies 
2000^. This award-winning, technology-based curriculum consists of lesson plar^s and activities, 
ateacher^uide,student worxbooxs,abard^ of videodisc images and videofoota^e, an extensile 
database of information, pr^iary source an^l secondary source documents, tradebool^s and 
ma^a^ines, maps and atlases, and computer simulations produced by decision ^^^elopment 
corporation. ^ 

Social Science 2000® isaproblem-based, hands-on curriculum that challenges students to analyze 
various sides ofan^ssue, evaluate possible solutions, weigh consequences, and fo^mulatepersonal 
opinions   The themes and content are consistent with National Standards in History, Geography, 
and Social Studies, ^n overview of the topics is as follows^ 

D cultural exchange, colonization        ^ 
^ US constitution and precursors 
^ factories, agriculture, slavery 4^ 
^ v^esrward^expansion, frontiers ^ 
^ ^hero^ee and other Native Americans 
^ l^oanol^e 



• Revolution and Civil Wars 899 
• Leaders, notables 
• Regions, environment 
• Progress, industrial growth 
• Labor, immigration, urbanization 
• Industrialization, technology 
•' Social and political development 
• Civil and Human rights 
• Contemporary Civil Rights issues 
• Community issues 
• Natural resources 
• Cultural development 

In addition to Social Science 2000®, we will be providing a variety of print and electronic 
resources for classroom research. 

Within the sixth grade the Arts Curriculum will explore the following. 

Dance / .; 

Folk dance; its origins, social and historic context, and performance 
• Students create and perform original dance pieces on historical themes 

• Students attend performances of various ethnic dance groups 

Music 

• American music; its origins, cultural context, and performance 

• The role of music in cultural assimilation 
• The role of music in establishing cultural identity 
• American music and its influence throughout the world 

Theater i' 

• Students compare theater and films representing historical events with historical accounts 
• Students create and perform their own historical dramas 
• Theater used a tool to leam decision making skills and conflict resolution 
• Students peribrm scenes from classic American theater 

Visual Arts 

• Study of American genre painting, its meaning and context 
• Students create murals based on American themes 
• Students leam and use graphic skills fdr^tfae creation of a magazine 

tfiil 



^iscurric^ttmwillmeetmefollowingA^^^^dardsforthearts^AnOor^ectio^s^^ 

Oance^4^^,^,^^^^4^^,7^^^^4^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

Once students haveagood understanding ofwho they are and where theycamefro^,they^v^l 
venture from their homeland into Africa, the middle ^ast, and ^hina. 
We have chosen Africa as the first stop away from home because ofits depth of ageand diversity 
of culture,  ^t is here that we find evidence ofhumaru^ind^s common ancestor ar^dafour^mi^ion^ 
year continuum of the development of humanity.  8y examining the depth an^hreadth of 
culture, students will see that the hallmark ofhumanity is diversity, ^fheywill develop an 
understanding ofthe meaning oftime and chronology, and how these are interrelated to 
continuity and change. 

r^rom Africa, students will journey to the middle ^ast. ^fhe middle ^ast is o^ter^see^as the 
crossroads ofhumanity, the place where West and ^ast meet, ^fhis convergence has ^roduce^a 
rich culture where diversity has given rise to both continuity and conflict, r^ere, students will 
analyse cause and effect and gain an understanding ofaculture^s ethical and^ moral ^ommitrr^ents. 
^fhey will explore how society tries to resolve ethical issueswithin its cultural ar^d historic 
content. B ^ 

^or the last trimester of the seventh grao^e, students will journey to ^hina and s^rroi^^ing areas. 
Often viewed as the culture with the most enduring and consistent way oflife,st^de^ts will 
understand why and how the cornerstones of Ohinese beliefs established suchastro^ connection 
with all that had gone before. Ancestor worship, the pivotal role of the family, and the emphasis 
on group rather than individual has facilitated continuity andareverencef^r the seamless 
interdependence of past, present and future. 

8y journeying through time and place in Africa, the middle ^ast, and ^hina,seventh^graders^vill 
gainasolid foundations 

On an individual level—by understanding the longevity and diversity ofhumanity. 
On an ethical level—by understanding the beliefs that shape culture. 

Onapol^ticalleve^by understanding the ideals upon which various political systems are 
built, and how these^systems often reflect ethical beliefs, ^fhey will also understand ^vhy 
conflict occurs between government and society when political systems do not reflect 
ethical beliefs. 

D    Onahistoricallevel^by understanding the people and events that have occurred wh^ch 
have shaped African, middle eastern, and Chinese culture. 

^     On an aesthetic level^by understanding individual and cultural expression through the 
arts and humanities. 

^facilitate this course of study,studentswil^esearchavariety of resources ^cludi^ 
te^tbool^s, trade boo^s, video, sofrware, and literature. Wearerecommen^ing^ea^ers^ 
curriculum institute    history Alive^ World history ^rogra^n   forthemiddl^school 
curriculum. However, we will continue to consider otherpublishers and prograrnsasthey become 
available. ^ ^ 

^^ 



^opp^rt Ct^^cul^m^ 

^    national geographic ^ip^apMap^^^ld 

D    national geographic C^^OM^^^ce horary 

^    ^i^ingC^eography,mstructional^air 

Consistent with national standards, the exploration ofAfrica, the Middle East, and China will 
tal^ese^enthDgrade students through: 

the development of culture 
the rise of cities and civilisations 
cultural interaction and the spread ofideas and goods 

the development and spread ofoelief systems 

human rights issues 
contemporary and glooalissuesD 

This curriculum will meet thefollowingA5Cf^standardsfor world history:   1,2,3,4,6,7,9,12, 
13,14,16,18,19,21,22,23,25,28,29,30,34,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,^46 

within the seventh grade the Arts Curriculum will explore thefollowing: 

students study the ritual and social importance of dance in Africa and ^ne^^i^leE^a^t 

students study how cultural wisdom is transmitted through dance 

students create and perform original dance pieces with philosophical tn^mes 

students attend performances of various dance groups 
students leam how the arts worl^ in connection with one another 

^    students construct, composefor, and perform on simple musical instruments, e^g^,f^^tes 
and percussion 

student learn how song transmits cultural wisdom 

^    students listen to music from Africa, the Middle ^ast, and China 
students de^elopa^ocaoulary for talking aoout this music 

Theater 

^    5t^dents examine the drama of Africa, the Middle ^ast, and China an^^^i^erenc^^ 
from^uropean^American models     ^ 

D    students reenact moments from history to study decision making sl^il^an^onflic^ 
resolution 

^    ^t^dentsperform scenes oased on clas^ Chinese theater to understand no^^ltura^ 
wisdom is transmitted through story an^ performance 
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Visual Arts 

.    Study Chinese landscape painting and how Chinese "perspective" demonstrates the 
Chinese world view and how it differs from European/American models 

.    Students create masks based on African models to understand how cultural beliefs are 
embodied in a physical/aesthetic/ritual object 

. •    Students leam how the geometry and architecture of Islamic buildings re-presents Muslim 
ideals 

This curriculum will meet the following ASCD standards for the arts: Art Connections - 1; 
Dance - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Music - 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7; Theater - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Visual Art - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

8• GRADE - INDIA, EUROPE, AND LATIN AMERICA 

After students have explored the depth and breadth of humanity in Africa, the Middle East, and 
China, they will journey to India, Europe, and Latin America. 

We have chosen India as the first stop for the eighth grade because of its ancient belief system 
and literary tradition. It is here that we find the oldest standardized religion, Hinduism, and 
accompanying literary texts. Through in exploration of India and Hinduism, students will 
understand the values and assumptions of Indian people, what they honor, and how their beliefs 
shape culture.  Students will gain insight into the connection between ideas and actions, ideology 
and policy, and policy and practice. 

From India, students will journey to Europe and Russia. Europe and Russia are places where 
cultural identity has been shaped by the exchange of ideas, the merging and blending of cultures, 
assimilation, and change. Students will look at the rich cultural legacy of Europe and Russia and 
recognize how a nation's literature and arts react to and comment on events in its political and 
social development.  They will understand that commentary is often so powerful that it extends 
its influence to other places where it may not have been originally intended.   In a different 
cultural context, the commentary can give rise to social movements that usher in sweeping 
changes. 

For the last trimester of the eighth grade, students will journey to Latin America.   The last major 
area to be populated, Latin America, like the United States, is a land whose indigenous population 
has largely been replaced. It is a culture that has grown out of the influence of Europe. By 
comparing and contrasting Latin America with the United States, students will identify common 
experiences, as well as variation. As their final destination, students will be able to make 
connections between the two cultures, and all the cultures of the world, as they end their journey 
through time and place. 

By journeying through time and place in India,' Europe and Russia, and Latin America, eighth- 
graders will gain a solid foundation: 

• On an individual level—by understanding world culture and their place within it. 
• On an ethical level—by understanding~the beliefs that shape culture. 

• On a political level—by understanding^ ideals upon which various political systems are 
built, and how these systems rise and fall with changing beliefs. 

* r> tl - 



D    Onahistoricallevel^byunderstandingtnepeopleand^^tsthat^^occ^edwrii^ 
have shaped Indian, European and^ssian, and ^atinAme^ancult^re^ 

^    On an aesmeticlevel^byunderstandmg individual and cultt^lexp^^ion^ughtr^e 

arts and humanities. 

As with the sixmandseventh grades, tofacilitatetnis course ofstudy,stude^t^willresearch^ 
variety of resources including textbooks, trade books, video, software, and literature. Refer to Itst 

onpage9^ 

consistent with national standards, the exploration oflndia, Europe and Ru^i^,an^atin 
America will take students through: 

the development of culture 
cultural interaction and the spread of ideas and goods 

the development and spread ofbelief systems 

technology and culture 

human rights issues 
contemporary and global issues. 

This curriculum will meet thefollowingA^Of^ standards for world history:  3,4,5,8,9,10, 11, 
12,15,17,18.20,21,23,24,25.26,27,28,29,31.32.^3,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42, 
43,44,45,^46. 

within the seventh grade the Arts curriculum will examine thefollowing: 

students study how dance^movement is usedfor health in Indian culture an^^w this 
relates to cultural belief systems 

^    students study how one culture effects the dance of another 

D    students learn social dance asameans of understand social norms 
students attend ballet performances 

Ivl^sic 

students examine the connections berween African and l^atinAmeri^^nm^ 
student study the development of opera and western musical notation 

^    students create their own opera on historical themes 

students leam how the arts work in connection with one another 

theater 

students compare theater and films on^historical events with thefa^t^ 
students create and perform their own^storical dramas 

^t^dents understand connections between theater and philosophy 
students perform scenes from classic European theater 
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Visual Arts 

.    Students create sculptures based on Indian themes 

.    Students how political themes effect visual art 

.    Students make books to demonstrate the importance of the written word 

This curriculum will meet the following ASCD standards for the arts: Art Connections- 1; 
Dance - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Music - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; Theater - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Visual An-I, 2,3, 
4. 5 

ARTS ALIGNMENT   GRADES 6-8 

We are committed to the visual and performing arts in middle school curriculum.  It is well 
documented that including the arts in middle school contributes to higher grades, higher rates of 
retention in high school, higher test scores, and increased college enrollment.   The arts engage 
students and make them look forward to school. The arts allow students to express feelings of 
joy, fulfill'their need to create, and find meaning in their lives. 

The joy intrinsic in learning in the arts is one of the most effective means of turning students 
into life-long learners.  Given the changing nature of the Workplace in the next millennium, the 
ability to be a life-long learner may be one of the most important skills we can teach students. 
Technologies and jobs that do not today exist may be the norm in thirty years time. Today's 
middle school students need to be prepared for those jobs - whatever they may be! The 
performing arts are also good for developing interpersonal skills, communication skills, and . 
collaboration skills - all pan of what Daniel Goldman calls Emotional Intelligence - and all skills 
that employers value highly. 

Beyond this, the arts are inclusive in ways that matter in that they teach to the Multiple 
Intelligences.   Instruction in the arts inherently uses Problem-based learning (PBL) and Active 
Research (AR), pedagogical methods that are especially efficacious in middle schools. The arts 
further give students skills in observation, attention, the ability to see relationships, understand 
spatial relationships, and the ability to recognize and invent patterns. Leaving the arts out of 
education omits cognitive development in crucial areas of the brain, "in effect shortchanging the 
mind" (Howard Gardner, 1988). 

Biochemist Robert Root-Bernstein stresses the importance of developing intelligences through 
arts education that are not addressed in other areas of the curriculum.  "The same tools of 
thought that an artist needs to paint or sculpt or that a writer needs to write or a musician to 
compose are those which a scientist needs to discover or a technologist needs to invent. But 
these skills are not taught within any standard scientific or technological curriculum. Virtually 
their only source is the arts" (1995). Elliot Eisner, Professor of Art Education at Stanford 
University, has demonstrated through his research (1993) the interdependences of arts 
education, the sciences and economic growth. _    •'•_ 

There are three convictions that form the basis of the importance of arts in education. The arts 
have instrumental value, that is, they assist iitihj learning other subjects and disciplines. The 
arts also have intrinsic value, making them implant subjects and disciplines to be studied on 
their own.  The arts also have an enduring value, that is, in an educated society everyone should 

m 
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have the background to appreciate and enjoy the artistic expressions that are at the heart of 

cultural existence. 

When the arts are well taught they are studied from the vantage of four dimensions. Artistic 
perception - this is the heart of subject centered instruction, students learn the essential 
vocabulary of each discipline and gain the basic skills and knowledge to communicate in that art 
form. Creative expression - this is the producing or performing of art. There is an equal 
emphasis on process and performance or product. Historical and cultural context -this leads to 
an understanding of the arts within the specific context of the time and place of their creation. 
Aesthetic valuing - this means analyzing, making informed judgments about and pursuing 
meaning in the arts. 

When the arts are well taught and integrated into a curriculum, the following overarching 
concepts are taught as well: 

• There are multiple correct answers to any question. Tolerance of ambiguity is the sign of 
an artist. 

.    The world is composed of complex systems. Understanding relationships within systems 
is crucial. 

• Goals and objectives can change within a process. 
• Imagination is a crucial component of society an£3 culture. 
• Understanding complex problems depends upon our ability to competently perceive the 

problem and make a series of judgments based on our perception. 

• Language and numbers cannot fully express the range of our cognition. 

• Small differences can have large effects. 

• The journey itself can be enjoyable. 
• The act of observation is necessary for any and all inquiry to begin. 

• Serious play is an effective mode for learning. 
Perception is physical - the mind and the body are one. 

The Middle School Model provides instruction in the Visual and Performing Arts in two tracks. 
The first track is fully integrated into the Journey through Time and Place curriculum. It 
includes art lessons.and activities in all four arts disciplines. These activities relate directly to the 
topics studied. These lessons align with arts standards as outlined in National Standards for Arts 
Education — What Every Young American Should Know and Be Able to Do in the Arts developed 
by the Consortium of National Arts Education Associations, Content Knowledge A Compendium 
of Standards andBenchmarks for K-12 Education by John S. Kendall and Robert J. Marzano 
(ASCD standards), and in the National Assessment for Education Process (N AEP). 

The second track is a biweekly class on a specific art discipline taught by a Professional Artist- 
Educator.   While the art discipline in each trimester correlates thematically to the social studies 
topic, the focus is on acquiring the skills, vocabulary, and knowledge of the art discipline itself. 
The regular classroom teacher and the ArtisfEducator will work together to enable students to 
make connections between the arts and social studies in a way that goes beyond thematic 
connections.   Students will understand the cognitive connections, the affective connections, the 
conceptual connections, the perceptual connexions, and the critical connections. 



Althoughanartdisciplineisoutlined 
taught in the first trimester of the seventh grade, the specific discipline content olivary 
according to the talents of Artist-Educators availahle in me con^tmitiesm^nichtliescho^ts 
located   ^r example, students may learn ^est African dance ormeymay learn Sotith African 
dance, ^he difference in specific suh^ect matter is not important, ^hat is important is that 
students are exposed to the rigors oflearning an artistic discipline over time a^tauglithya 
practicing artist-educator, that the regular classroom teacher understand the connections anc^ 
correlations hetween the arts and other suh^ects, and that the pedagogy he de^e^loptnentally 
appropriate. 

In order to ensure duality we will utilise the resources ofstate and local arts councilsand nearly 
universities to secure the hest artist-educators.  In order to help guide them, regular classroom 
teachers will haveadocument,^Oreative^ollahorationsB^ that outlines how te^a^her^ and artist- 
educators effectively work together, ^here will also he in-servicesconducted^the curriculum 
Implementation facilitator ^^ at each school. 

^fhis two-pronged approach to the arts in middle school provides hothhreadthanddenth. ^t^ill 
challenge students and help them to succeed as creative thinkers, life-long learners, and culturally 
literatecommunicators. 

^o assist with alignment,we will utilise ^^^^^^^^^,aso^rware program developed r^y 
^d^Bision that enahles school systems to createacurriculum and examine its a^ig^nment to state 
standards,   It also tests specifications tor national standardised tests, such as the^o^a^est^f^ 
8asic Skills, and will include the ^lewYor^ State Assessments. 

8y using ^^^^^^^^^^ and elemental^ school teachersfamiliarwim national standards, 
the proposed Language Arts, mathematics, science and Social Studies curricular materials are 
compared to the r^ewYork State standards, ^he standards to which each curricular ^oal aliens 
is identified.   At the end of the process,all curricular goals that do not align withastandard are 
identified and all standards for which no curricular goals align are identified.  The findings for the 
state are presented to the ^^^1 instructional staff and curriculum design team^vhom^ill 
determine whetheracurricular goal that does not align withastate standard is maintained or 
discarded.   Similarly,for any state standards that do not have at least one curricular ^al aliened 
to it^ the curriculum design team will develop classroom activities that will helr^ students develop 
the skills andBor knowledge specified hy the standard 

SeeAppendix2 forthe^ompleteNYcurriculum alignmentof Language Art^ Sconce 
and Ivlathen^atics^ 

^^ 
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ATTACHMENT 16 

If the educational program or philosophy of this proposed charter school tracks a 
model curriculum or design, describe the model education program. 

OWN Charter School does not focus around a specific academic theme. It does, however, 
subscribe to the educational goal of preparing students to be creative, intuitive and analytical 
thinkers who assume responsibility for their own learning and achievement.  The school is 
committed to facilitating the learning process by encouraging high ethical and academic 
standards. 

To accomplish these goals, OWN Charter School will adopt Mosaica Education's Paragon 
curriculum that draws from Dr. Howard Gardner's multiple intelligences and E. D. Hirsh's Core 
Knowledge—two pedagogies often viewed as antithetical. Like Core Knowledge, the Paragon 
curriculum insists that a well-educated person master a certain knowledge base (although 
Paragon's broader definition of "core" includes more contributions from women and non- 
Europeans).  However, Paragon also recognizes that people learn in many ways, as first 
articulated by Gardner in his influential 1983 book Framek of Mind. Through Paragon, OWN 
students will be able to tap into their natural skills and abilities that are often not developed in 
the classroom, e.g., spatial capacity seen in an outstanding artist or architect, the musical gifts of 
a great musician, or the interpersonal skills of a great leader like Martin Luther King, Jr. 

As illustrated below in an example from a fourth grade Unit 3 Medieval lesson, a student at OWN 
Charter School will be able to draw upon and further develop a diverse range of skills and abilities 
when engaged in the "hands-on" Paragon curriculum - skills ranging from reading 
comprehension to art to drama to logical reasoning to interpersonal skills such as consensus 
building. 

During the 2-1/2 hour session, students read an excerpt from the classic version 
of the Robin Hood story discussing the "old-fashioned" language features of the 
story.  Students then view and compare film clips of Robin Hood's adventures. 
After each student creates his or her individual storyboard of the sequence of 
events from the reading selection, the class divides into teams to collaborate on 
writing and enacting short skits about Robin Hood and his compatriots.   Next, the 
students learn to draw a thumbnail sketch of a human figure and end the lesson 
with a classroom debate as to whether Robin Hood was a hero or an outlaw. 

Like other Paragonlessons, this afternoon on the classic Robin Hood story develops many of 
Gardner's "multiple intelligences" while engaging the students in active learning. After reading 
this description of a Paragon afternoon, we hope that the reader will begin to understand why the 
The Founders of OWN Charter School were captivated and energized when we observed, first- 
hand, students experiencing the fun of learning at a Mosaica-managed school. 

too 



^fhe Paragon curriculum also isasuperiortoolforteachers in thatit integrates rnult^le 
disciplines whiledrawingonmehistory^^^^^^^oughParagon,teachersc^more 

readily 

^ structure lessons to challenge students^ suppositions 
^ allow students to see that their differing points of view are valued 
^ ^eog^i^e mat students are engaged when they see relevance in the ctu^iculur^ 

D assess students individual progress within the context ofdailyclassr^oon^ investigations. 

Finally, the educational model that we are proposing integrates technology both in the morning 
"core^curriculum and me anernoon^s Paragon lessons asatool to further the ^earni^ process, 
^described above, our model does not relegate the use of computers to an occasion visit toa 
technologylab nor does it purportato have subject entitled "computers" ^anyn^orethar^ we 
would haveaclassfor "pencils" or "textbooks") With one classroom-based computerfor every 
three students andacomprehensive curriculum that provides software as well as ^^l^Ol^s and 
internet addresses linked to almost every Paragon lesson plan, we believe that OWN students will 
feel at home with technology very quickly. In addition, our Personalised ^tt^dent beaming 
^oftware^ published by ^ostens, will enable all students to hone theirskills in ba^iccoresub^ects 
such as heading and mathematics, ^fhis tool will enable the classroom teacher to address the 
individual needs of each student withapersonali^ed learning plan. 

^he regaining pages of attachment l^prov^de more detail about the Paragon c^rri^um. 
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THE PARAGON VISION 

A WORLD OF IDEAS THAT MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE 

Across Eras, Continents and Disciplines 

The unique Paragon Curriculum is predicated on the idea that we must impart to all children the 
content knowledge and academic skills which will provide them with the necessary intellectual 
capital to succeed in mainstream culture. Rather than teach history in bits and pieces in arbitrary 
sequence, Paragon's fully integrated, chronological approach demonstrates to students how one 
idea builds on and evolves into another.   The curriculum illustrates how sweeping cycles of 
conflict and resolution repeat themselves and leads students to understand how and why various 
world cultures have risen to power and prominence, only to be supplanted by new precedents set 
by others. 

Studying "history across continents depicts for older students, the manner in which many ideas 
develop at the same time in independent cultures unaware of the other's breakthroughs. In 
comprehending synchronicity and the genealogy of ideas, students develop a larger conceptual 
picture of history and an enhanced awareness of the interrelationships of many areas of 
knowledge.  Rather than memorize names, dates and wars i% isolation, students recall the 
sequential circumstances surrounding these events and remember more readily both factual 
information and conceptual relevance. 

The Paragon Curriculum is designed around eight ages of history or Human Eras, which constitute 
the monthly conceptual themes: 

The Ancient World 40,000 B.C. to 500 B.C. 

The Classical World 499 B.C. to A.D. 500 

The Middle Ages 501 to 1459 
Renaissance and the New World. 1460 to 1600 

Kingdoms and Colonies 1601 to 1752 
Revolution and Independence 1753 to 1825 

The World in Metion 1826 to 1913 
The 20h Century '       1914 to 2000 

Aligning Paragon^ with State Standards 

To assist with alignment, we will utilize Curriculum Designer, a software tool that is discussed in 
Attachment 16. Dr. Michael Russell, Senior Research Associate from the Center for Study of 
Testing Evaluation, and Educational Policy of-Boston College (resume attached as Appendix 3) 
will provide independent evaluation of test data from the Iowa Test of Basic Skills as well as 
analyses of school level results of the New York-State Assessments. His review of Paragon 
compared with NY Standards indicates that Paragon covers nearly everything (in Social Studies 
and economics) except local NY history. Our curriculum design team will include the specific NY 
history requirements (as included in the alignment, Appendix 2) in the Paragon curriculum. 
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Paragon's program is designed to increase the student's abilityto read, study, ^earchfor 
information, use social science technical vocabulary and methods, applytheseientificmethod to 
real world situations, practice reasoning through mathematical ^tt^lysis and lo^ic^andt^se 
computers an^other electronic media.   Tode^elop this sl^ll category, Para^o^ increases the 
student's ability to use the ^^ting process and to classify,interpret, analyse, st^nmari^e, 
evaluate, and present information in well^reasoned ways. 

Paragon cultivates me student's ability to conceptualise unfamiliar categoriesofin^ormation,to 
establish cause^effect relationships, and to determine the validity of information and arguments. 
The interdisciplinary Paragon Curriculum expands me boundaries of traditions segmented 
courses to enable students to define their roles and responsibilities as enlightened citizens. 

The Paragon Curriculum enhances the student's ability to express and advocate reasoned personal 
convictions within groups, to recognise mutual ethical responsibility in groups^toparticipatetn 
negotiating conflicts and differences or to maintain an individual position because ofits ethical 
basis. Paragon calls upon the student to^worl^individually^and in groups, students learn abou^t 
character, ethics, empamy and self-esteem implicitly by studying the worlds neatest thiru^er^s, 
both canonical and unsung, and by stepping into the shoesof great historical figures, ^thr^al 
and imaginary. 

^ysrudvingtbe history ofhuman culture,students leam implicitly about valuesand ethics tnat 
transcend time and place. 

Individual beliefs^ma^ority rule 

Obeying the law^the right to dissent 
cultural variety^culturalassimilationBuniformity 
community progress^individuallibenies 

Individual rights^public safety 

celebrity vs heroism 

The Paragon Curriculumfeatures the following aspectsof the best teaching andleaming practices 
worldwide^ 

Inte^ra^ed interdisciplinary worl^ 

^    allows for more efficient use of time for students and teachers. 

^    Instills in studentsastrong aptitude forassimilating disparate ideas. 
^    Presents opportunities to apply esotericcbncepts to practical contents. 

D    Provides mechanism through pro^ec^basedleamingfor integrating ne^y^ac^ired 
knowledge from different disciplines' 

^    applies skills developed in reading, w^ng and mathematics to rele^a^t^real^world 
situations. ^ 

^    enables students to develop accelerated academic, aesthetic and tecrmieal skills. 

^B^^ 
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Essential Pur^f - the Parapnn pr=^ework 

.    Reflect the grand, sweeping patterns in the evolution of cultural worldviews. 

.    Represent a breakthrough in how people see themselves, their purpose or their relation to 
the physical world. Also exemplifies a transition in awareness of the matenal world or 
the universe. 

.•    Define a prevailing worldview. 
• Illustrate a "great" idea with relevance, significance and endurance which transcends time 

and place. 
.    Address the "so what" question that we would have students consider in their writing, 

discussions, and presentation. 
.    Amplify the role of common people who become heroes in developing ideas, inventions 

and art that become mainstream social norms. 

Paragon instills and cultivates the following: 

• Decision making - identifying and struggling with complexities, solving problems and 
thinking critically, developing creativity, rather than strict conformity to conventional 
practices; 
Self-direction and personal initiative 
Strong interactive skills- cooperation, networking", teamwork and information pathway 
knowledge. 
Responsibility for learning, identification of goals^ development of a plan, gathering 
information, and implementation of a plan. 
A sense of awe and a passion for inquiry. 

Paragon Curriculum is practical because it is meaningful. 

Students will leam connected networks of knowledge, skills, beliefs, and attitudes that 
they will find useful both in and outside of school. 
Instruction will emphasize the depth of development of important ideas within 
appropriate breadth of topic coverage and focuses on teaching these important ideas for 
understanding, appreciation, and life application. 
The significance and meaningfulness of the content will be emphasized both in how it is 
presented to students and how it is developed through activities. 
Classroom interaction will focus on sustained examination of a few important topics 
rather than superficial coverage of many. 

Meaningful learning activities and assessment strategies will focus students' attention on 
the most important ideas embedded in what they are learning. 

The teachers will be reflective in planning, implementing, and assessing instruction. 
Drawing from the Core Knowledge Foundation's advocacy of content-rich curricula, 
Paragon will instill the cultural literacy and intellectual capital children need in order to 
succeed in mainstream contemporary culture.  Paragon's distinction from Core 
Knowledge is its fully integrated, chronologically sequenced framework, arranged around 
meticulously designed Daily Lesson Plans. 

Paragon will provide both content anUjtaethodology.  Moreover, OWN will provide the 
necessary training and support to enab%teachers to implement the curriculum effectively 
and to ensure the integrity of its program. 

24? 



D    ^lldiscipli^s,includingmamandscience,meIiberala^^^^^ocIalsc^^^^ 
foreign languageand physical education wea^e strands of connection between different 

waysofl^nowing. 

I^ara^on teaching and learning are C^cti^e because the^a^^nte^rati^e. 

^ paragon is integrati^e in its treatment of topics. 

^ It is integrate across time and space 
D paragon teaching integrates knowledge, skills, beliefs^alues, and attitudes to action. 

^ paragon teaching and learning integrate effective use of technology. 

^ paragon teaching and learning integrate across the curriculum. 

l^ara^on teaching and learning are powerful because the^ are ^alue-based. 

^    powerful paragon teaching considers the ethical dimensions oftopics and addresses 
controversial issues, providing an arenafor reflective development of concern for the 
common good and application of social values. 

^    students are made awareof potential social policy Implications and taught to thinly 
critically and mal^e^alue-based decisions about related social Issues. 

^    father than promulgate personal,sectarian, or political ^iews,^aragonteachersma^e 
sure that students^ l)become aware of the ^alues,^comple^Ities, and dilernmas in^ol^ed 
in an issued) consider the costs and benefits to various groups that are embedded in 
potential courses of actions and^)de^elop well-reasoned positions consistent with basic 
democratic social and political values. 

r^ara^on curriculum teaches to the Multiple Intelligences. 

Multiple lntelligences,aterm coined by psychologist and author, Dr. Howard Gardner, refers   o 
se^en domains ofability in which students can e^cel^ 

linguistic Intelligence-(speaking, reading, explaining things to others.^ 

^    Logical-Mathematical Intelligence-(measuring recipes, balancingachec^oool^, 
estimating distance.) 

^    spatial lntelligence-(drawing, finding one-way aroundaroom, picturing something In 
themind^seye.) 

^ Musical lh^ligence^(listening to music, singing, playing an instruments 
^ anesthetic Intelligence-(playing sports, making things by hand.) 

^ Interpersonal Intelligence-(having friends,wor^ing or playing withagt^oup) 

^ lntrapersohal-(en^oyingtimealonetothin^ to wonder and to imagine.^ 

The last two intelligences, inter-and intrapersonal are comparable to "Emotional Intelligences 
^he determining factorforsuccess in life delineated by Daniel Goleman,^h.D. In his best-selling 
boo^ by the same title   The first two intelligences outlined by Gardner, linguistic andl^oglcal^ 
Mathematical, are those measured by standardised tests. 

The morning program will be demoted to me ^basics^ofthe first two Intelligence^s^l^eadin^B 
Writing (including phonics and spelling) and^hematicB Science.  The afternoon session, the 
interdisciplinary paragon curriculum, culti^ates^llse^en of mese multiple intelligences, aloh^ 

7^ 
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with an eighth, the "Integrative Intelligence," which refers to the ability to make connections 
across disciplines. 

Orchestrating the Paragon Curriculum 

Consider the metaphor of a musical ensemble such as an orchestra (the Paragon Curriculum) as it 
performs a specific musical composition (a grade level or specific course within the curriculum). 
At certain times, one instrument (a discipline such as history) takes the lead while others (such as 
geography and economics) play supporting roles.  At other times, several instruments (history, 
fine arts, literature, etc.) or the full ensemble play together to fully address the composer's 
thematic aims. 

The quality of the performance derives from the composer's creation of the music (design of the 
Paragon Curriculum with the animated spark of creativity derived from exemplary teaching). 
Accompanying features includes the unique qualities of individual instruments (the contribution of 
individual disciplines), the acoustics of the setting (expertise of curriculum designers and teachers, 
school site facilities, and instructional resources).  Crucial to the success of the performance are 
the skills of musicians and the conductor (students, teachers, curriculum design team and onsite 
curriculum coordinator). All must work collaboratively and synergistically to know when and 
how to express the meaning of the composition (curriculum). 

The following attachments include sample Paragon Units (each full unit is over 150 pages; there 
are eight units at each grade level, with a total of 48 units to be covered during the K-5 program), 
including Rubrics, Assessment, Teacher information, Parent Information, Topic Map, Paragon 
Night Information and Paragon Curriculum alignment to National Technology Standards. 
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ATTACHMENT 16 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

"iser 
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PARAGON CURRICULUM 
Lesson Plan Components 

Unit Front Matter 

Essential Question: This is the unifying question for the whole unit.  It is a 
broad question that students should not be able to answer readily at the 
beginning of a unit, but should be able to respond to with far greater 
understanding at the end of a unit. Prompts are provided in the lessons that 

connect back to the essential question. 

Topic Area:  This is the area of study and topic, for example, Ancient Egypt, 
Italian Renaissance, etc. 

Time: This will always be 5 weeks. 

Global Understandings: These are the broad understandings of the unit. 
They are written for teachers; however, students should gain this basic 
knowledge during the teaching of the unit. 

Investigative Questions: These are the more tangible questions that relate 
to or break down the essential question. They correspond / relate directly 
to the global understandings. 

Cumulative Assessment: This is the unit-end assessment. It provides away 
for students to'demonstrate their understanding of the unit. Asterisks 
before lesson steps indicate opportunities for smaller, additional 
assessments. 

Unit Overview: This explains the "why" of the unit and links questions and 
understandings to the activities. This narrative description of the unit 
notes how students will demonstrate their understanding and what skills 
they will be using. : 

Highlights!:  Highlight boxes are provided jwithin the unit overview.   The 
highlights feature the skills, projects, a%E types of activities students will 
encounter in the Investigations. *" 



^ 

Investigation r^ront^ott^r 

Investiaati^^uestion:These will n^atch the investic^ativeauestions^sted 

above^ 

estimated ^me:This is an estimateof how much tin^e it will ta^ to 
complete th^ whole Investiaation, not includina the ^o^^nd^eyon^d 
extensions' please note that it is very difficult to e^stin^ate time due t^a 
classroom variables: vourteachina style; your students's^ill level ond 
experience with the topic; interest level; availability of resources; classroom 

management,etcD 

wesson questions: These are the l^id^friendlv questions that brea^da^n 
the investigative and essential ouestions^ These canbe presented to 
students asawav to introduce each lessor 

^ectives:  These are the aoals of the lessons^ They always start wit^r^, 
students will be able to^B These reflect the global understandings 
outlined in the ^nit^verview^ 

l^eyTerms:  ^These ore words andBor terms that students will need ta 
understand in order to understand the content of the unitD 

Instructorlnformation: This is the content summary intended for teacher 
edification onlv^ ^provides the teacher with the least amount of 
informotion needed in order to teach the lessors teachers mavwan^^to 

share some of this information with students, but it shouldn't be re^d aloud 
andbecomeapartofthe^lesson^ Itis not intended for lecture purpc^ses^ 
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Lesson Structure 

Lesson #: The kid-friendly question featured at the beginning of each new 
lesson that breaks down the investigative question and helps build student 

knowledge to answer the unit essential question. 

Outcome: This is a very brief summary of the lesson that points out the 
main idea students should learn and/or what they will be doing. 

Estimated Time: This is an estimate of how much time it will take to 
complete the whole lesson, not including the Above and Beyond extensions. 
Like the estimated time for the whole Investigation, it is very difficult to 
estimate lesson time due to classroom variables: your teaching style; your 
students' skill level and experience with the topic; interest level; availability 
of resources; classroom management, etc. What may take one teacher 45 
minutes to teach, may take another 2 j hours to teach. 

At a Glance: Numbers correspond to the steps in the lesson plan. This 
provides an "At A Glance" summary of the lesson. Teachers who have 
worked with Paragon for a while, may need only to n. view At a Glance in 
order to teach the lesson. 

Materials:  This lists all materials needed for the lesson, including 
transparencies, images, Black Line Masters, books, music, video, etc.   Black 
Line Master names are always in bold to indicate that they need to be 
photocopied before class. 

Preparation:   Any additional preparation the teacher needs to complete 
before starting the lesson. The preparation step will not be in every lesson. 

Step 1, Step 2, etc.: Each step details out how to carry out the lesson. 
OPTIONS and NOTES are in shaded boxes throughout the lesson steps. 

Homework:   Some lessons include homework ideas. It is the teacher's 
decision whether or not to assign the homework. 

Above and Beyond. These are odditional%(tensions in various disciplines to 
extend the lesson. One copy of each book listed as an extension will be 



^ 

provided to theschools multimedia center. Itistheteacher^sdecis^n 
whether or not to implement the various extensions. This is also the built-in 
^gifted and talented" component of Paragon for students who wantto extend 

their study ofaparticular topic. 

^hecl^It^utl^ This section is for any additional ooo^sandBor videos t^at 
theare out of printout accessible to the teacher atalocalliorar^y. 

^cenes^ This is the narrative or hoo^ Ideally^this is an evocative t^ought- 
provol^er^not an information-rich piece. Ithelps to orient students c^^d to 
elicit curiosity without giving away the content. It is used most effectively 
for preassessment or speculation at the beginning of an Investigation 
These may oe discrete narratives^or they may continue from one 
Investigation to another^adding new elements. 

^lac^l^ine^asters^ ^ach^loc^^ine faster listed in the lessons i^ 
provided. 
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Interactive Paragon Journal 
Unit 1:   Ancient Egypt 

(Front Matter) 

Trim and paste in the Black Line 
Master: IPJ Guidelines. 

Trim and paste in the Black Line 
Master: Unit Title Page. 

Blank Page - Unit i:   Ancient €oypt" 

Jt 

S 
A 
w 

P 
c 
I 
A 

tudent-created picture of 
ncient Egypt. Students may 
ork on this as the unit 
rogresses. It should be 
omplete by the end of the ur 
t should be labeled, "Unit 1: 
ncient Egypt." 

lit. 
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Investigation 1: Interactive Paragon Journal 

Lesson 1 

What I would like to know about 
Egypt: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. - 
5. . 

I (Students write five questions.)' 

Essential Question: How do we 

recognize a civilization? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

(Students may draw a 
background picture of an 
Egyptian scene, such as a 
pyramid or, the Sphinx.) 

Lesson 2 

Geography Quiz 

1. North America 
2. United States 
3. Answers will vary 
4. Africa 
5. Countryj- 
6. The Nile River 

(Students paste in their 
completed Ticket to Egypt.) 

Hie Words'Continents 

1   Asia 
Continent: 

2. Africa 
3. Australia 

A large mass 
of land. 

4. Antarctica 
5. Europe Ocean:  A 

6. North America large body of 

7. South America salt water. 

WsK*m4x5as m;:%m### mam 
1. Atlantic 
2. Indian 
3. Pacific 

9/3 
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Lesson 3 

r 
The Natural Etwfronment; 

Students write descriptions 
while viewing the transparency. Students paste in the Black Line 

Master: Egypt's Natural 
Environment. 

Lesson 4 

Students return to Lesson 1 entry and fill in #1 - Farming and Food 
Surpluses. 

Lesson 5 

Sketches of mural ideas «  Egypt's Environment True/False Quiz 

J   1.   False, it is the Sahara Desert. 
<   2.   True. 
\   3.   True. 
J   4.   True.    " 
*   5.   False, there are fertile plains along 
;        the Nile. 

.                                       f «   6.   True. 
"-                           > <   7.   True. 

;   8. .True. 
«   9.   False. 99% of all Egyptians live 

> ^along the Nile. 
10. False.'Ancient Egyptians relied on 

. water from the Nile for farming. 
—^   
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Investigation 2:  Interactive Paragon Journal 

Lesson 1 

Invest? 
"* "vs^* V i«r' 

Students gather clues and take 
notes about the people, houses, 
towns, etc. of Ancient Egypt 
while listening to Scene Two. 

How did daily life show that 
Ancient Egypt was a civilization? 

Daily life in 
Ancient Egypt 

Daily life 
today 

Lesson 2 

-Ideas for an Egyptian 
Fashion Show 

Notes about Egyptian ^ 
Dress      »/ _ .V 

c 

a 
s 

•tudent notes, sketches, idee 
nd commentary for the fash 
how.                               ?f 

is, £ 
ion v 

c 

* 

h 

itudent notes from reading 
-ashion" in See Through 
iistory: Ancient Egypt. 
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Lesson 3 

* ^Houses«f "Today anditi^< 

s 
St 

tudents record notes,              t 
(etches, and ideas for building > 
ieir Egyptian house.                  c 

"Ancient Egypt" 

Students cut and paste features 
of houses from Black Line 
Master. 

"Today" 

Lesson A 

List of Egyptian 
Occupations 

Students take notes as they 
listen to presentations. 

Students respond to the 
question: If you could be any 
Egyptian person shown, who 

would it be and why? 



Lesson 5 
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• What did Rhodopis lose? 
• Who found it? 
• How did he discover it belonged 

to Rhodopis? 
• What happened at the end? 
• What famous story is this Story 

similar to? 

Student notes. 

Jobslnfic-Stofy 

Scribe 
Baker 
Laborers 
Perfumer 
Wig-maker 
Jeweler 
Soldier 
Toy-seller 
Fish-seller 
Sandal-maker 
Pharaoh . , 
Advisor 
Queen 

Lesson 6 

My educated guesses about 
•two more defining features 

Egypt's DollyUfe Quiz - 

•       of civilization , 
e   1.    True. 

2.   False, all clothing was made by 

Student notesJand ideas,             C 
hand. 

3.   True. 

Students add "job        "              C 
specialization" and "social            C 
stratification" to the essential   C 
question page under numbers 2   C 
and 3.                                           y. 

4. False, people used the rooftops of 
houses for many things. 

5. True. 
6. False, girls were not allowed to 

become scribes. 
7. True. 
8. True: 
9. _Folse_ few children went to school. 
10. True. •>. 



Investigation 3: Interactive Paragon Journal 

Lesson 1 

vsamamaasm 
Students gather clues and take 
notes while listening to Scene Three. 

Building a Pyramid 

• What-is this structure?    " 
• How-do you think the Egyptians 

built pyramids? 
• Where did they get the stone?    - 
• How did they transport or move 

the stone? 
• Who constructed the pyramids? 
• Who designed the pyramids? 

What can the architecture of 

Ancient Egypt teach us about the 

civilization? 

Revised answers to the questions 

on the left. 

OPTION: Students reply to the 
Investigative question. 

Lesson 2 

Why did Egyptians build 
.   pyramids? 

Students work in teams .and 

brainstorm possible answers. 

Tombs for Pharaohs: 

Students cut and paste in the 
informational Black Line Master: 

Tombs for Pharaohs. 

925 

# 
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1. False 
2. False 
3. False 
A. False 
5. False 

Students may paste in the Black 
Line Master: Mummies after it 
has been completed and 
corrected. 

Lesson 4 

Hieroglyphs 

Students write what they think 
hieroglyphics are. 

Students write down twa facts 
they have learned from .listening 
to the book, Nefertari, Princess 
of Egypt. 

jMy Cartouche ^VV*1 

Students paste in the computer- 
generated cartouche of their 
name. 

<;i=r 
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Students sketch their ideas for 
the mural. 

f'^~Xi "'^ #^^*W; 

1. True. 
2. False, pyramids were tombs for 

pharaohs. 
3. True. 
4. False, usually only wealthy and 

important people were buried in 
tombs. 

5. False, usually only wealthy and 
important people were mummified. 

6. True. 
7. True. 
8. True. 
9. True. 
10. False, Ancient Egypt was a 

rivili?ntinn 

>n 
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Unit 1, Grade 4:   Black Line Masters 

Investigation 1 

Lesson 1 

1. Black Line Master: Scene One 
2. Black Line Master: IPJ Guidelines 
3. Block Line Master: Unit Title Page 
4. Block Line Master: How Many Years Ago? 
5. Block Line Master: How Many Years Ago?:   Answer Key 

Lesson 2 

6. Black Line Master: Ticket to Egypt 

Lesson 3 

7. Block Line Master: Egypt's Natural Environment 

Lesson 4 

8. Block Line Master: Hymn to the Nile 
9. Black Line Master: Performance Rubric 

Lesson 5        *7 

NONE 

Investigation 2 

Lesson 1 .      " '  '-.. 

10. Block Line Master: Scene Two 1£F 

Unit 1 • Block Line Master List • Grade 4 

f) /? n 



Lesson 2 

The Ancient World9-     

929 

11. Block Line Master: Egyptian Sandal 
12. Black Line Master: Girl's Tunic 
13. Black Line Master: Boy's Kilt 
14. Black Line Master: Headdress 

Lesson 3 

15. Block Line Master: Houses of Today and in Ancient Egypt 

Lesson 4 

16. Black Line Master: List of Egyptian Occupations 

Lesson 5 

17. Black Line Master: Rhodopis 

Lesson 6 

NONE 

Investigation 3 

Lesson 1 

18. Block Line Master: Scene Three 

Lesson 2 

19. Block Line Master: Solving the Mystery of'the Egyptian Pyramids 
20.Black Line Master: Tombs for Pharaohs 

Unit 1 • Black Line Master List • Grade 4 

it I 



The Ancient World 
Lesson 3 

21. Block Line ^as^er. Mummies 
22.Block4.ine faster: Mummies:   Answer Key 

Lesson 4 

23.Block Line Master: Cartouche Outline 
24.Black Line Master: Hieroglyphic Decoder 

Lesson 5 

25.Block Line Master: Egyptologist Certificates 

930 

Unit 1 • Block Line Master List • Grade 4 
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TheSAncienlWorld 

Scene One 

Listen carefully to the following clues and see if you can guess where we are 
in time and place: 

• Children live with their families. 
• Children play games like "leap frog" and "tug of war." 
• Cats and dogs are favorite family pets. 

Does this sound like our community today? What about this: 

• Children work instead of going to school. 
• Children's heads are often shaved except for one lock of hair worn over 

their right ear.   . 
• Children don't wear clothing. 

Any guesses?  Here are your final clues: 

• Children often go to the tombs of their ancestors with their fami lies on 
special holidays. 

• When people die, many are mummified. 
• Some very important leaders ore mummified and placed in pyramids! 

Adapted from 'Growing Up in Another Time, Another Place" by Peggy Wilgus 
Wymore in Appleseeds: Children of Ancient Egypt. 

931 
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The Ancient World 

IPJ Guidelines 

Why use an Interactive Paragon Journal? 

Your IPJ will help you be more organized! You will use both the left side and 
right side of your IPJ to keep track of all the fads you learn and ideas you 
have. 

932 

Your IPJ will look like this: 

mama 
Reorganize new information 
Write about opinions 
Express feelings 
Explore new ideas 
Be creative 

i\«?->   ,3?«WK' 

Write class notes 
Keep track of new facts 
Document reading notes 
Attach Black Line Masters 
with new information 

What materials will you need? 

• spiral notebook. 
• colored markers & 
• glue stick 
• scissors 
• highlighters 

How will the IPJ be graded? 

Your IPJ will be collected and graded at thetnd of each investigation.   It 
will be graded on quality, effort, organization, and accuracy. 

Unit 1 • Investigation 1 • Lesson 1 • Grade 4 

„. / 



The Ancient World 

Unit Title Page 

Lesson 1:   Where ore we in time and 
place? 

Lesson 2:   Where is Egypt? 
Lesson 3:   What mas Ancient Egypt's 

natural environment like? 
Lesson 4: Why was the Nile River so 

important? 
Lesson 5:   What tirf Ancient Egypt 

look Ha? 

933 

Lesson 1: How did people live in Ancient Egypl 
Lesson 2: How did people dress in Ancient 

Egypt? 
Lesson 3: What kinds of houses did Ancient 

Egyptians build? 
Lesson 4: What, jobs did people have in Ancient 

.   Egypt?  . 
Lesson 5= What stories did Ancient Egyptians 

tell? 
Lesson 6: What did daily life in Ancient Egypt 

"look" like? __ 

 Q 
Mow do we recognize 

Lesson 1: How did Egyptians build pyramids? 
Lesson 2: Why did Egyptians build pyramids? 
Lesson 3: How did Egyptians make mummies? 
Lesson 4:  How do we know so much about Ancient 

Egypt? 
Lesson 5=  Was Ancient Egypt a civilization? 

Unit I • Investigation 1 • Lesson 1 • Grade 4 



The Ancient World 

Nome: Date:  934 

How Many Years Ago? 

\\!/' Directions: Below is a list of important historic events. You 
need to figure out how many years ago the event took —-y      -~*\*/' 
place. HINT: You're going to need to begin with this year's 
date and subtract. You'll need to change the computation when     LiU 
you get to the BC dates. Can you figure this out? ^ 

1. Neil Armstrong is the first man to walk on the moon. The year is 1969. 
How many years ago did this take place? 

2. Louis Pasteur discovers that bacteria cause disease. The year is 1856. 
How many years ago did this take place? 

3. The Declaration of Independence is signed. The year is 1776. How many 
years ago did this take place? 

4. The Mayflower arrived in North Ame-ica. The year is 1620. How many 
years ago did this take place? 

5. Michelangelo starts to paint the Sistene Chapel. The year is 1508. How 
many years ago did this take place? 

6. The world's first University is opened in Cairo, Egypt. The year is 971. 
How many years ago did this take place? 

7. Julius Caesar is assassinated. The year is 44. How many years ago did 
this take place? 

8. Jesus is born. "The year is 5 BC. How many years ago did this take place? 

9.-Tutankhamun becomes king of Egypt. The year is 1333 BC. How many 
years ago did this" take place? ~~ "  \ 

10. Construction of the Great Pyramid atigTO begins. The year is 2551 BC. 
How many years ago did this take placed 

Unit 1 • Investigation 1 • Lesson 1 • Grade 4 
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How Many Years Ago?'-   Answer Key ggg 

1. Neil Armstrong is the first man to walk on the moon. The year is 1969. 
How many years ago did this take place? 2000 - 1969 = 31 years ago. 

2. Louis Pasteur discovers that bacteria cause disease. The year is 1856. 
How many years ago did this take place? 2000 - 1856 = 144 years ago. 

3. The Declaration of Independence is signed. The year is 1776. How many 
years ago did this take place? 2000 - 1776 = 224 years ago. 

4. The Mayflower arrived in North America. The year is 1620. How many 
years ago did this take place? 2000 - 1620 = 380 years ago. 

5. Michelangelo starts to paint the Sistene Chapel. The year is 1508. How 
many years ago did this take place? 2000 - 1508 -A92 years ago. 

6. The world's first University is opened in Cairo, Egypt. The year is 971. 
How many years ago did this take place? 2000 - 971 = 1,029 years, ago. 

7. Julius Caesar is assassinated. The year is 44. How many years ago did 
this take place? 2000-44= 1,956 years ago. 

8. Jesus is born. The year is 5 BC.  How many years ago did this take place? 
2000 + 5 = 2,005 years ago. 

9. Tutankhamun/becomesjdng of Egypt. The year is'1333 BC. How many 
years ago did this takeplace? 2000+1333 = 3333 years ago. 

10. Construction of the Great Pyramid at Giza begins.  The year is 2551 BC 
How many years ago did this take place? 2000 + 2551 = 4,551 years ago. 

Unit 1 • Investigation 1 • Lesson 1 • Grade 4 
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Ticket to Egypt 936 

&#! Name: 

ffW. 
?> MIA 

7X 

m 
We ore trcveiira to the continent of 
to learn about the 
We will be staying near .the 

"5 ***• Jj *. My bags are packed and Tm ready iogdV,^ w 

A^ES A NO (check one} 

V «r ? 

Name: 

^ «5   *\ 

} >',V.\' ( 

fa 
We are traveling to the continent of 
to learn about the : 

We will be staying near the 

My bags ore pocked and I'm ready to go* 

\&WcS AW (checkone)    ~ 

Unit 1 • Investigation 1 • Lesson 2 • Grade 4 
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The Ancient World 

Egypt's Natural Environment 

Egypt is a country in North Africa. The Sahara Desert 
covers most of Egypt. It is dry and hot for most of the year. 
The temperatures get as high as 122 degrees in the summer! 

The Nile River runs through Egypt. It is 4,132 miles long, 
making it the longest river in the world. It flows north and 
empties into the Mediterranean Sea. Along the banks of the 
Nile, there is fertile soil for farming. Egyptians grow cotton, 
wheat, corn, beans, and rice. They raise cattle, sheep, and goat. 
99% of the people in Egypt live along the Nile River. 

. i_ 

Many of the animals of Ancient Egypt are now extinct.  You 
will no longer see leopards, cheetahs, oryx, or hyenas roaming the 
Nile valley.  But, you will see a lot of camels and donkeys, cobras 
and scorpions, and plenty of crocodiles! Egyptians rely on the 
many fish in the Nile for food. There are over 300 different 
types of birds in Egypt. 

Date palms trees grow 
all along the Nile River.  The 
beautiful lotus is a type of 
water lily that grows in the 
Nile. If you look closely, 
you'll see the lotus in a lot of 
Ancient Egyptian art! 
Another very important plant 

that grows along the Nile is the Papyrus, It is a reed that grows 
in marshes.  It was used to make paper. 

937 

Unit 1 • Investigation 1 • Lesson 3 • Grade 4 
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The Ancient World 

Name: Date:   938 

Hymn to the Nile 

Directions: This hymn (song of praise) was written 3,000 years ago by 
an Egyptian. Read the hymn and try to answer the questions using 
educated guesses. There are no right or wrong answers. 

Hail O Nile, who comes to giwe life to the people of Egypt! 
Created by Re (the sun-god) to give life to all who thirst. 
Who lets the desert drink with streams descending from heaven. 
Who makes barley and creates wheat so that temples celebrate. 
When the Nile overflows, offerings are made to you; 
Cattle are sacrificed for yau, that your goodness be repaid." 

1.  How can a river "give life"? 

2. What is meant by "who lets the desert drink"? 

3. What plants / foods are mentioned in the hymn? Why would these 
be important to people? 

4. What is an "offering"? 

5. Why do people want to "repay" the Nile for its "goodness"? 

Unit 1 • Investigation 1 • Lesson 4 • Grade 4 
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Nome: 

Each team 
member spoke 
one line. Two 
lines were spoken 
by everyone 
together  
The team moved 
in time to the 
music. 
The performance 
looked Egyptian. 
There were three 
different heights 
and the team 
moved in three 
different 
directions. 
The performers 
acted as if they 
are. entering the 
temple of Re with 
reverence and 
respect.  

The Ancient World 

Date: 939 
Hymn to the Nile 

Performance Rubric 

WOW! NEAT! OK 

Unit 1 • Investigation 1 • Lesson 4 • Grade 4 
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The Ancient World 

Scene Two 

"Hello, my name is Yuya," says the brown-skinned boy as he steps from 
his home into the street. "I have been told by my menoi (teacher) that I am 
to show you around. Thoth, our god of wisdom and learning, has sent his 
blessing in this matter. I know this because there was a young baboon 
perched on my doorstep this morning. Do you know what that means?" 

Before you can answer or even ask a question, Yuya is off. "Come on," 
he says over his shoulder, I want to show you something." As you follow him 
through the narrow, winding streets, you notice that he is wearing a piece of 
cotton draped around his shoulders and waist, and his head is shaved except 
for one long lock of hair over his left ear. Is this a strange fashion that only 
he has adopted, or do others look like this? How can he stand the feel of 
the blistering, coarse sand under his'bare feet?     .; ' 

• - •  ' «. 

The houses you are passing are yellowish brown. What material are 
they mode from? And why do they all have flat roofs? 

Yuya starts to chat about what he was doing this morning. "Because 
my father is a scribe, I too am training to be one. We spend long hours, 
writing stories over and over. We also have to chant long passages from 
memory. But I am not complaining. Many boys only get one or two years of 
education."  He doesn't say what other jobs people have. Do girls go to 
school here?  What do they do? 

As you approach the.village edge, you see miles and miles of rich 
farmland. There are people in the fields. What are they doing? Do they 
live in the village? "There? says Yuya, "That's what I wanted to show you/ 
You follow his pointing finger and catch a glimpse of blue water sparkling in 
the distance. "The:mighty Nile River!" 
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Egyptian Sandal 941 
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Girl's Tunic 

942 
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Boy's Kilt 943 
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Headdress 

944 
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Houses of Today and Ancient Egypt 945 

Directions: Following is a list of features of houses. Some of the features 
are from ancient times in Egypt and some are from today in the United 
States. It's your job to figure out which is which! 

1. Often carpeted 

2. Cozy sofas, chairs, and beds 

3. Woven mats on tiled floors 

4. Separate bedrooms, living room, and kitchen 

5. Made of sun-dried mud brick 

6. Flushing toilets • 

7. Open windows and doors 

8. Toilet seat over a pot of sand 

9. Work area and visiting area on rooftop 

10. Made of wood 

11. One big room where eating and sleeping take place 

12. Glass windows and doors 

13. Murals painted on' the walls 

14. Mattresses made of reed 

15. A large garage 

16. Faucets and running water in bathroom and kitchen 
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List of Egyptian Occupations 

946 

1. Pharaoh 

2. Vizier 

3. Temple Priests 

4. Government official 

5. Government official 

6. Scribe 

7. Scribe 

8. Potter 

9. Stonemason 

10. Carpenter 

11. Glassmaker 

12. Leqtherworker 

13. Metalworker 

14. Jeweler 

15. Artist 

*16. Farmer / peasant 

17. Farmer / peasant 
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18. Farmer / peasant 

19. Farmer / peasant 947 

20. Farmer / peasant 

21. Farmer / peasant 

22. Farmer / peasant 

23. Farmer / peasant 

24. - Farmer / peasant 

25. Farmer / peasant 

26. Farmer / peasant * 
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Rhodopis g^g 

Rhodopis was very happy. Today was her 12th birthday. She got out 
of bed and ran into the garden of her family's house. There was her mother, 
Teye, having breakfast with her younger brother, Ay. He was seven years 
old and should be at school, learning how to read and write. Ay had started 
school ai the age of five and by the time he was twelve, he would be out of 
school and starting work as a scribe, just like his father. But since today 
was a special day, Rhodopis' father had let Ay stay home. 

(Ask students to stand up and model how they feel on their birthdays.  Ask 
the boys if they are ready to go to work at the age of 12.) 

Rhodopis' mother hugged her daughter and wished her a happy 
birthday. Rhodopis sat at the table with her motherland brother and tried 
to eat some breakfast - bread, figs, and pomegranate juice. But she was too 
excited. She knew that she was going to receive something special, and she 
could hardly wait! Her mother saw how excited she was and said, *Eat your 
breakfast, or you won't have the energy to go to the marketplace. Your 
father has something special for you there." Hearing this, she quickly ate 
and ran to her room to get dressed. 

Rhodopis' cat, Bast, was sitting on her bed, waiting for her. She sat 
down and stroked the cat, who purred at her. "What do you think I'll get for 
my birthday?" she asked the cat. The cat looked at her, and then rolled over 
and started to bathe itself. While she loved the cat, she had heard that 
some people kept monkeys as pets. Maybe that's what she would get for her 
birthday! She quickly put^n her tunic, earrings and necklace, and ran back 
outside to the garden. 

(Ask students if they have pets, and if they would like a monkey for a pet.) 

The day was already getting hot. Teye put some perfumed oil on 
Rhodopis' head and face to protect her from the heat. She then put on 
Rhodopis' eye make-up. Finally she said, "All right, go down to your father's 
stall in the marketplace. He has something special for you." 
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Rhodopis ran out of the house and down the dusty streets to the 

marketplace. The sand was hot on her bare feet. Rhodopis had beautiful y 4 a 
and delicate feet. Even though she had never worn shoes, she still felt the 
sharpness and the heat of the sand, unlike her friends, who could walk 
across burning desert sands and not feel a thing. 

(Ask students to model running across hot sand in their bare feet.) 

She entered the crowded marketplace. The first thing she saw was 
the bakery. It was busy and it smelled delicious. Laborers were bringing 
bushels of barley to be made into flour. Some workers were mixing dough in 
large clay pots. A small boy fanned the pots with an ostrich feather fan in 
order to keep the flies away. The bakers were taking hot loaves of bread 
out of an oven that stood at least 10 cubits high. 

Women were lined up to buy the fresh hot loatfes of bread for lunch. 
Rhodopis stopped and watched as they bought their bread. Some of the 
women paid for their bread with fresh fish from the Nile. Others brought 
baskets of fruit or lettuce or onions or garlic. Her father bought bread for 
the family by writing letters for the bakers. 

Rhodopis loved the marketplace. She slowed down to take in the 
sights and smells. The perfumer sold sweet smelling oils. The wig maker 
sold beautiful wigs made out of hair or wool. Rhodopis knew the wigmaker, 
for she had only recently received her first wig, (a sure sign she was almost 
grown up.) She smiled at the wigmaker, who waved back at her. 

(Ask students ifJthey would like to wear wigs.   Tell students that most 
children in Egypt, boys and girls, had their heads shaved.  They just had one 
long lock of hair, called the "lock of youth." 

Have students model walking through a marketplace, smelling delicious food 
and perfume and seeing marvelous sights.) 

She stopped to. look at the jewelers\stail. He was hard at work, but 
he winked at Rhodopis. Did he know something about her present? He was 
weighing a necklace in his scale, carefully .adding one grain of wheat at a time 
until the scale was_balanced and he knew tN&weight of the gold. 
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She saw her father's stall. He was just finishing up with a customer. 
The customer was a handsome young soldier and her father was writing a 
love letter for him. He was handsome, she thought, but he must already be 
in love with someone, or else he wouldn't need a love letter. 

Rhodopis knew that now that she was 12, her father and mother would 
start looking for a husband for her. She would be married by the time she 
was 14. She hoped that it would be someone like the handsome soldier.  She 
didn't want an old and ugly husband. 

(Ask students what they think about getting married at age fourteen.) 

Her father, Seti, finished the soldier's love letter and collected his 
fee, a beautiful piece of turquoise from lands far across the desert. The 
soldier went on his way and Seti called to his daughter. He hugged her and 
wished her a happy birthday. He carefully covered his ink and put his reed 
pens in their wooden case. He stood up and motioned for Rhodopis to follow. 

They walked through the marketplace, past the toy sellers, past the 
fish stall and they finally stopped at the sandal makers! Rhodopis almost 
leapt for joy! She was going to get her first pair of sandals! 

They sat down at the stall and the sandal maker smiled and brought 
out a delicate pair of tiny sandals, just right for Rhodopis' tiny feet. She 
tried them on. They fit perfectly! She hugged her father and thanked him 
profusely. Proudly wearing her new sandals, she and her father walked 
across the marketplace to eat a lunch of grilled fish, onions and lettuce. 

After lunch, the day was even hotter. Her father went back to work 
at his stall and Rhodopis started home. 

(Ask students to model walking in the heat, and then getting the idea of 
going swimming.) 

But on the way, she decided to go down and swim in the river to cool 
off. She had a special spot where there wer^no crocodiles or hippos.   When 
she got there, she saw that her brother wasjlready there. "Come on in!" he 
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cried. She carefully took off her beautiful new sandals, folded her dress 

neatly, and then jumped into the cool water. 9 5 X 

(Ask students if they would swim in a river with crocodiles and hippos.) 

She told her brother about the sandals as they floated and swam. 
They watched the long boots float by, they watched the cranes in the reeds 
on the opposite side of the river, they saw the farmers working in their 
fields, and far off in the distance, they saw the Pyramids shimmering in the 

desert heat. 

Her brother pointed up to the sky where a great eagle was flying. 
Suddenly the eagle dove towards the earth and as Rhodopis watched in 
horror, the eagle grabbed one of her sandals and flew away with it. She 
swam back as fast as she could and stared at the ground. There was only 
one sandal left. She fell to ground and wept.        " i- 

- - •  ' •*, 

(Ask students to act out how Rhodopis felt when she lost her sandal.) 

On the porch of the royal palace, the young Pharaoh Khufu stood and 
watched the river in the afternoon heat. He had been Pharaoh for almost o 
year and his advisers had told him it was time to get married. He sighed, for 
there was no one at the palace he wished to marry. 

He looked across the desert and noticed a mighty bird above the heat. 
He thought of calling for his bow and arrow, but it was too hot. He watched 
as the bird f lew.closer and closer to the palace. Khufu saw that it was a 
large eagle and that it copied something in his talons. The eagle flew 
straight towards the Pharaoh and suddenly dropped its burden. Khufu 
jumped bock.  Then he saw that the eagle had dropped a lovely sandal at his 
feet. He looked tip, but the eagle was gone. Surely, he thought, this is a gift 
from the gods.    '- 

(Ask students to enact Khufu's reaction to the sandal.) 

He picked up the sandal and looked at it. It was small and delicate. 
Khufu suddenly realized that this was the-Sandal of the girl he would marry. 
But how could he find her? *£ 
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(Ask the students if they have any suggestions.) 952 

When he told his advisors the story they all agreed that it was indeed 
a gift from the gods. The wisest and most trustworthy advisor was 
dispatched to find the owner of the sandal. For one entire year he searched 
the length of the kingdom. But no one had a foot that fit the sandal. He 
finally arrived at Rhodopis' house early on the morning of her 13th birthday. 
At first, Teye and Seti were frightened, for no one as important as the 
Pharaoh's advisor had ever visited them. But then he showed them the 
sandal. Seti cried out for Rhodopis. She came into the room and let out a 
cry of joy. "My sandal, you found it!" 

(Ask students to enact this scene.) 

But the advisor was careful, "frove this is your sandal," he said. 
Rhodopis quickly ran to her room and brought out the sandal's mate. "See!" 
she said, and put on both sandals to prove they were hers. When the advisor 
saw this, he knelt down and said, "My Queen." Everyone was quiet, not 
knowing what to make of this. Then the old advisor told Rhodopis and her 
family of the Pharaoh's quest for a wife. 

The next day a royal barge arrived for Rhodopis and her family.  They 
were taken to the Pharaoh's palace in Memphis. Rhodopis feel in love with 
the Pharaoh and he with her. They married and prospered together for 
many years. 
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Scene Three £53 

The Egyptian sun is so strong you are forced to squint every time you 
look Up; the sand under your feet is so hot, it seems as if your sneakers 

might melt. 

Yuya has brought you here, to the desert outside his village. "Now 
that you have learned much about the daily life of my people," he says, "I 
want to show you something that is very important to us." 

Before you is a huge triangle-shaped, stone structure rising above the 
sand. It is made out of enormous stones - each one as big, and as heavy, as a 
car. The structure is taller than many city skyscrapers. There are people 
walking near the base of the structure and you notice that their heads 
barely reach the first tier of stones; Can people go inside the structure? Is 
there a door?  What is inside? .     «, 

As you stroll closer to the structure, it seems to grow even bigger. 
How could people without machines have lifted those stones and created 
something so targe?-Afid-why? It must have taken years to build, so it must 
be very important. 

"I come here on special holidays with my family," says Yuya, "to visit 
people who were very important to us." He is giving you a hint about how the 
structure is used. Do you have any guesses? 
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Name: Date: 954 

Solving the Mystery of the Egyptian Pyramids 

Egyptologists have found many different objects in pyramids, 
including: clothing, jewelry, food, games, fans, and even boats. Some 
mummies had the tools of their trade entombed with them. Children had 
toys. Women were buried with wigs, combs, and mirrors. 

Discuss the following questions with your team and then answer 
them IN WRITING.   Each student is responsible for recording her/his 

own answers on her/his own sheet. 

1. What do you think the Egyptians believed about death, given the fact 
that they buried their dead with objects they used in their everyday life? 

2. Why did Egyptians build pyramids? 
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Tombs for Pharaohs 

The Egyptians built the pyramids as tombs for pharaohs. Pharaohs 

were the rulers of Egypt, much like kings and queens. In Ancient Egypt, the 

pharaohs were considered to be semi-divine, meaning they were a living form 

of a god or goddess. 

The pyramid was believed to be a place where the two worlds came 

together—this world and the world of the afterlife. Egyptians believed that 

after pharaohs died, they would spend their afterlife in eternity. Eternity 

was a beautiful place where the gods and goddesses lived and all was well. 

To make the journey to eternity, and to live well there, the tomb was 

filled with everything the pharaoh might need—clothing, food, furniture, 

riches, and, of course, the mummified body. 

The Egyptians believed that the afterlife was similar to their 

everyday life.  Tombs and pyramids were loaded with the stuff of everyday 

living. There were games, foodstuffs, clothes, and even boats! Much of the 

art pointed or carved on the tomb walls were pictures of everyday life.  They 

showed what the deceased did in this life and what he or she could expect to 

do in the next. This has provided Egyptologists with very valuable 

information about how Ancient Egyptians lived and what they believed. 

955 
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Name:  Date:         956 

Mummies 

Directions: As you listen to Mummies: 
Made in Egypt, answer the following 
questions. 

1. What was the one great wish of Egyptians? 

2. What is the "ba?" The "ka"? 

3. Why did they make mummies? 

4. How long did it take to make a mummy? 

5. What was the first step? 

6. What was done to the internal organs? 

7. What was done to the body? 

8. What were mummies placed in before they were placed in the 
tomb? 
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Mummies:   Answer Key 

1. What was the one great wish of Egyptians? (To live forever.) 

2. What is the "bo"? The "ka"? (The ba was the soul and the ka was an 
invisible twin of the person.) 

3. Why did they make mummies? (So the ba and ka could recognize the 
body and return to it.) 

4. How long did it take to make a mummy? (Mummification was a very 
lengthy process. From the time a person died to the time s/he was 
placed in the tomb was 70 days.) 

5. What was the first step? (The frrst step to mummification was the 
removal of all the internal organs, except the heart.  The organs were 
dried out, using a special type of salt called natron.  The brain was 
removed through the nostrils, using a long hook.) 

6. What was done to the internals organs? (After the internals organs were 
dried, they were treated with oils and resins, and placed in a canopic jar.) 

7. What was done to the body? (The body was dried out and treated in the 
same way as the organs. This took 40 days. The body was cleansed and 
brushed with oils, ointments, spices, and resins. The body was adorned 
with jewels and precious stones, and wrapped with strips of linen. As 
much as 410 yards of linen were used to wrap the body.) 

8. What were mummies placed in before they were placed in the tomb? 
(Artisans would be working to make the sarcophagus and funerary mask. 
After 70 days,the mummy would be token to his/her tomb. All body 
parts, even fingernails, hair, and rags with bodily fluids would be placed in 
the tomb. Egyptian believed that the body would come back together and 

.the soul would reenter the body once in the underworld.) 
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Cartouche Outline 
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^ear Parents, 

Inunit one ofthefourthgrade^aragon^Curriculum,yaurchildw^l explore 
theconcept of civilizationthroughastudy of Ancient Egypt. Inthefirstof 
three investigations, your son or daughter will learn soutane of the 

defining features of civilization^farming and food surpluses, ^ob^e^in, 
students will lool^at Egypts geographic locationand natural environment, 
students investigatethedesertenvironment,the^ile^iver,andho^ the 

fertile plains of the l^lile made farming possible.^our child will vie^ 
pictures,ma^e educated guesses about the enviranment,and carry o^t 

research on the Internet to confirm his or her findings, students ^11 
demonstrate their knowledge throughageography^uiz, and through t^he 
creation of the first panel ofalarge, classroom mural of Egyptsnc^ti^rol 

environment. 

In the second investigation, your child will focus on,the daily life of t^he 
Ancient Egyptians, ^y doing so, students wi^l learn ob^out two more defining 
featured of civilization^social stratification and^o^ specializations  ^ur 
son or daughter will step into the shoes of Egyptians by making clothes, 
^andal^ond headdresses. ^e^t,students will learn obout Egyptian hc^mes. 
^hey will see that peoplesdress and homes indicated their position in 
society   students will learn about various ^|obs in Ancient Egypt by c^r^eoting 
asocial pyramid^and listening to an Egyptian myth, ^hey will demonstrate 
their knowledge of daily life throughaa^uiz,and by illustrating aspects of 
daily life inasecond panel that they will combine with the first panel of the 
classroom mural^ 

In the third investigation, your child will examine the last two defining 
features of civilization^monumental architecture and writing, ^ir^t^ 
students will build their own pyramid from sugar cubes and speculate os to 
how Egyptians managed tobuild^uch large structures, ^heywillm^e 
inferences about why Egyptians built oyramids and why they mummified the 
deceased, students will access information from the te^t and ma^e 
deductions about hieroglyphics^ ^heywilldemonstrate their knowledge of 

monumental architecture and writing throughtheirperformanceonoc^uiz, 
and by illustrating pyramids and the associatedritualsinathirdpo^el that 
they will combine with the first two panels of the classroom mural,    ^ostly^ 
students will compile all the information^y have gleaned and answer two 

^^^ 



Paragon Performance Assessment 
Unit 1, Grade 4 

Ancient Egypt 
How do we recognize a civilization? 

961 

Assessment:  Over the course of the unit, students create a panoramic mural of 
Ancient Egypt. They begin with a panel showing the natural setting of Egypt - the 
Nile River, the plants and animals, and the environment. While studying daily life in 
the second investigation, students will start a new panel for the mural that will 
depict the people, homes, and occupations of Ancient Egyptians. During the final 
investigation, students will create a panel that shows the pyramids, mummies, and 
art of Egypt. Through the creation of the mural, students will extrapolate the f'wit 
defining features of a civilization. 
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Student fully 
participated in the 
organization and 
creation of three-panel 
mural. Student 
followed guideline*, 
worked constructively 
with classmates, and 
put forth maximum 
effort. The student's 
contribution 
demonstrates that 
s/he has a clear 
understanding of 
Egyptian culture. 

Studeot participated 
in the "organization 
and creation of the 
three-panel mural. 
Student followed 
guidelines, worked 
constructively with 
classmates, and put 
forth effort. The 
student's 
contribution 
demonstrates that 
s/he has an 
understanding of 
Egyptian culture. 

Student minimally 
participated in the 
organization and 
creation of three-panel 
mural: S/he added c 
few features to the 
murals, but contributed 
little to the overall 
construction. The 
student's contribution 
makes it difficult to 
tell if the student has 
an understanding of 
Egyptian culture. 

Student minimally 
participated in the 
organization and 
creation of three- 
panel mural. It is 

questionable if s/he 
contributed anything 
to the" project. It i* 
difficult to tell if 
the student has any 
understanding of 
Egyptian culture. 
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Student con readily 
identify and name the 
five defining features 
of civilization. 
Further, s/he cani. 
explain their 
importance and make 
the connection 
between cause and 
effect. 

Student con readily 
identify and name 
the five defining 
features of 
civilization. S/he 
has some difficultly 
in explaining their 
importance and/or 
difficulty making 
connections between 
cause and effect. 

Student can identify 
and name the five 
defining features of 
civilization. S/he has 
difficultly in explaining 
their importance 
and/or has difficultly 
making connections 
between cause and 
effect. 

Student cannot 

identify and name 
the five defining 
features of 
civilization. S/he 
cannot explain their 
importance and/or 
cannot make 

connections between 
cause and effect. 
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The IPJ is complete 
and is exemplary. 
Every entry is neat, 
informative, and 
accurate. Student 
went above and beyond 
in the organization and 
presentation of the 
journal. Every entry 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of 
Egyptian culture. 

The IPJ is complete 
and very good. The 
entries ore neat, 
informative, and 
accurate. The 
organization and 
presentation of the 
journal is good. 
Every entry 
demonstrates an 
understanding of 
Egyptian culture. 

The IPJ * 9«*d. 
however it is 
incomplete. The 
entries are neat and 
informative, but some 
of the information is 
inaccurate. The 
organization and 
presentation is a little 
sloppy. The student 
demonstrates some 
understanding of 
Egyptian culture. 

It appears that the 
student did not 
understand the 
purpose of the IPJ 
or its organization. 
Entries are 
haphazard and not to 
specification. It is 
unclear whether or 
not the student has 
an understanding of 
Egyptian culture. 
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Paragon Performance Assessment \ 

Paragon Unit 1 
Grade 4 

How do we recognize a civilization? 

Cumulative Assessment: 

Over the course of the unit, you and your classmates will create a three- 
panel mural of Ancient Egypt. The first panel will show the natural setting 
of Egypt - the Nile River, the plants and animals, and the environment. The 
second panel will show daily life— the people, homes, and occupations of 
Ancient Egyptians. The third panel will show the pyramids, mummies, and art 
of Egypt. Through the creation of the mural, you will be able to identify and 
explain the five defining features of a civilization. 

Criteria used to evaluate your knowledge of Ancient Egypt 

1. Your contribution to the three-panel mural: 

For a distinguished performance: 
you will fully participate in the organization and creation of the 
mural. You will offer suggestions and ideas, help to make 
decisions, and work constructively with your classmates.   Your 
individual contributions to the mural will demonstrate that you 
have a clear understanding of Egyptian culture. 

2. Your ability to identify and explain the five defining features 
of a civilization:    _ 

A distinguished effort will: 
Demonstrate that you can readily name the five defining 
features of a civilization and explain their importance.   For 
example, you can name farming and food surpluses as a feature 
and you can explain, either verbally or in writing, why farming 
was so important to civilization.  You will be able to make the 
connections between cause'ahd effect. 

Unit 1 • Cumulative Assessment • Student Page • Grade 4 
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3. Your Interactive Paragon Journal (IPJ) 

A distinguished IPJ will: 

be complete with every entry in its proper place. Every entry 
will be neat, informative, and accurate.  You will have added 
special touches, such as the use of colors, icons, pictures, and 
motifs.  Your IPJ will clearly demonstrate that you understand 
Ancient Egyptian culture very well. 
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Essential Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 

Questions/ 40,000 BC - 500 BC 500 BC - 500 Ab 500 - 1460 1460 - 1600 

Topic Map The Ancient World The Classical World The Middle Ages Renaissance 6 the New 
World 

Grade K Who am I? What is a family? Where do people live? What do people wear? 

Myself;.my. 
world; family; Self, identity, name, likes Relationship with others. Houses and homes, Basic needs, markets. 

basic1 needs; and dislikes, place. family, household. climate and animals. exchange of goods. 

globalism; Renaissance. 

geography. 
Egypt                  '     *' 

Rome Africa 
Europe 

Grade 1 What do people need? What is a community? How do people help How do people make 

Community; their communities? their dreams come 

jobs; making Basic needs - food, Community, connections • . true? 

dreams come shelter, warmth. between families in a Caste society, lords. 

true; heroes; prehistoric life, hunters place, working together. ladies, knights, peasants. Exceptional people past 

bas,#$ds;   !' and gatherers, the Upper sharing responsibility. Joan of Arc, Robin Hood. and present (explorers 

geography. Paleolithic. • and artists). 

Europe Greece Europe Europe 

Grade 2 Why did people start to How do people live in a Homxlo people live in a How do communities 

Environment; farm? rainforest? desert environment? connect with each           1 
other?                             1 natural 

resources; Early farmers, natural The Maya - environment. Pueblo tribes, the 

community; resources of the Fertile natural resources, myth. Anazasi, cliff dwellers, Inca, Andes Mountains, 
multi- Crescent, water. temples, art, maize. farming in a desert. building an Empire, 

culturalism; technology to solve pottery, art, and stories. communication, runners. 

geography. problems, environment. 

Mesopotamia 

Meso- America 
North America 

Machu Piccu. 

South America 

CD 
O 
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Grade 3 

Culture; art; 

myth and 
stories, travel 

and trade, 

exploration; 

geography. 

Grade 4 
Civilization; 

Spread of 

people and 
ideas; belief, 
tec^ldgy; 

geography. 

How does culture flow 

from a river? 

The Indus River and 
Indus Valley. Rivers; 

farming, irrigation, the 

elements of culture#|and 
the interaction between 

geography and culture. 

India •?,». 

Grade 5 
Western 
civilization; 

government; 

philosophy; 
religion; ideas; 
technology; 
geography. 

How do we recognize a 
civilization? 

Farming, stratification, 
job specialization, 
religion, art, government, 

architecture, writing. 

Egypt 

How does a culture 

expand? 

The Silk Road, Shi 
H.uangdi's tomb, rulers, 

artifacts and what they 

tell us about the past, 

folktales. 

China 

Can a civilization die out 
and still live on? 

Theater, Olympics, 
literature, art, 
democracy. 

Ancient Greece 

How do cultures share 
goods and ideas? 

The Silk Road into the 
Middle East.. Arabian 

Nights, spread of Islam, 

trade, interaction with 

North Africa, salt trade. 

Middle East, Spain, 

Portugal  

How do we unlock the 
mysteries of a 
civilization? 
Archaeology, inference. 

King Tut's tomb, 
artifacts, burial rites, 

beliefs. 
Egypt 

What do we learn from 
the ruins of an Empire? 
Pompeii, archaeology, 

origins of Rome, 

philosophy, art, 
architecture, Empire, 
government, military. 
Rome 

How can we tell what a 
civilization values? 

Artifacts A architecture 
of the Middle Ages. 
Castles, towns, 

cathedrals, stained glass, 
illuminations, and guilds. 

Europe  

How do explorers 
connect cultures? 

Exploration, Cortes, 

Pizarro, Magellan, 

Columbus, etc. 

Old World and "New 

World" 

What can we learn 
about a civilization from 

its great thinkers? 

Italian Renaissance, art. 
science, inventions, 

Leonardo, Copernicus, 
and Galileo. 

How do we piece 
together a vanished 
culture? 

The Vikings, archaeology, 

seafaring culture, 
conquest, government, 
runes, myth, and daily 
life.  Europe 

How do we investigate 
the impact of a major 
change? 
Reformation, Martin 

Luther, Bach, Tudor 
England, Henry VIII, 
Elizabeth I, and 
Shakespeare; methods of 
historians. Europe  

CO 



Essential Unit 5 Unit 6 Unit 7 Unit 8 

Questions/ Kingdoms A Colonies Revolution A Unification A The 20,h Century 

Topic Map 1600 - 1750 Independence 

1750 - 1825 

Industrialization 

1825 - 1900 

1900 - 2000 

Grade K How do people          )..., Why do people create How do people "live off How do people live 

Myself; my celebrate? art? the land?" today? 

world; family; ' 

basic needs; Basic geography, daily Daily life, community. Daily life of aborigines. Changes in everyday life 

globalism; life, community. folklore, stories, music, song, dance, storytelling, in the 20th Century. 

geography. festivals, celebrations, 

song, music, A dance. 

dance, art, fabric. art, plants, and animals. 

USA 

India South East Asia Australia 
  

Grade 1 How do people set up a How do dreamers lead Why are people drawn How have people made 

ComrnMty;     ,, 

jobsVrtfaking   . 

community in a new the way? to cities? their dreams come 

land? true? 

dreams come,   ' Woodland Indians, Plains Indians, going Bustling cities, new 

true; heroes; Pilgrims, Plymouth, west, Lewis and Clark, inventions, and 20,h century heroes. 

basic needs; creating a new community wagon trains, pioneers. entertainment. 

geography. Europe/America Early America U*SA USA                                   \ 

Grade 2 How do people live on an How do people live on How do people live in an How do we live in the 

Environment; island? the coast? icy land? United States? 

natural 

resources; Islands, geography, Coastal living, daily life, Arctic environments. 20th century, 

community; animals, samurai warriors, houses, canoes, totem working with the environment, diversity, 
multi- ritual, art, kabuki, martial poles, folklore, masks, environment. technology, celebration. 

culturalism; arts. dances. celebrations, innovation. 

geography. Shogun Japan Northwest Coast USA 

Indians The Arctic 
. 

CO 
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Grade 3 
Culture; art; 
myth and 
stories; travel 

and trade, 

exploration; 

geography. 

How do different 
cultures inhabit the 

same land? 

Exchange of goods and 

ideas, food, farming 

techniques, daily life., 
colonists* Indians.     !; 

America 

Grade 4 
Civilization; 

spread of 
people and 

ideas; belief, 

technology; 
geography. 

I 

How do people plant the 

seeds of a new       f,i' 

civilization? 
The process of settling in 

a new land, daily life and 
basic needs, organizing a 
group of people, Salem 
Witch Trials, "The Witch 

of Blackbird Pond." 

America 

Grade 5 
Civilization; 
government; 

philosophy; 

religion; ideas; 
technology; 

geography. 

How do the arts 
enlighten us about the 
past? 

The Enlightenment, the 

arts, the way people 

think, spread of ideas. 

Europe 

How do individuals shape 

culture? 

Icons of the 

Revolutionary War and 

beyond, symbols, 

founders of our country. 

The United States 

How do ideas found a 

new civilization? 

Revolutionary War and 

early United States, 

government, writing, 
George Washington, 

Constitution, Dec. of 

Independence, 
Jefferson. USA 

How does culture 
change with new 
discoveries? 
Westward expansion. 

Gold Rush, pioneers, 

transcontinental 

railroads, the Indian 

wars, the Trail of Tears. 
The United States 

How have ideas ignited 

revolutions? 

French Revolution, people 

and arts of the time; 
Marquis de Lafayette 

Napoleon, Ludwig van 
Beethoven, Mary 
Wollstonecraft. 

France 

How do people use ideas 
to justify action? 

Slavery, the Civil War, 

and Reconstruction, 
social stratification. 

USA 

How* has technology 
changed life? 

Industrial Revolution, 

technology, invention, 
factories, mass 

production, the Titanic. 

Art, Impressionism, 
scientific discoveries. 

England   

How do cultures 

interact and stay 
unique? 

Harlem Renaissance, 

movies, TV, music, 
popular culture, sub- 
culture, art. 

USA 

What ideas will people 
struggle for? 

Civil Rights and Women's 

Rights, social \ 
stratification. 

USA 

What does pop culture 

tell us about ourselves? \ 

British rock invasion, 20th 

century pop culture, the 
spread of American 

culture around the world. 

England. USA 

CO 

CO 
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SAMPLE PARAGON UNIT-Charocter Education 

Lesson 3:    Who was Eleanor Roosevelt? 

Estimated Time: 3 hours 

At a Glance 

Step 1: Brainstorm and research the role of a "First Lady." 
Step 2: Introduce Eleanor Roosevelt and explore her accomplishments 

as a First Lady. 
Step 3: Write a short "My Day" excerpt from the shoes of Eleanor 

Roosevelt. 
Step 4: Read two adaptations of Eleanor Roosevelt's "My Day" column. 
Step 5-. Create a classroom mural of Eleanor Roosevelt. 

- ' 
Materials * 

Cobblestone Magazine: Eleanor Roosevelt: First Lady of the World 
(November 1986, Volume 7, Number 11) 

Black Line Master: My Day February 27, 1939 
Black Line Master: My Day June 16. 1939 
one long sheet of butcher paper (for mural) 
poster paints 

Step 1 

Write the term "First tady" on the board. Ask: 

• What is a First Lady? 
• Who is the First Lady now? 
• Who knows the names of some famous first ladies? 

Then continue:      - —     - 

• What is the job of a First Lady? *v 
• How is she supposed to help her hushand, the President? 

«i r i 
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finalist oftheresponsibilitiesofaFirstLady^^^^^^dentsrecord 
thesenotesintheirownnotebooks,aswell.Thenhavestudents^oonlineto^ 

^lationolF^rst ladies ^brar^ 
wwwfirstladies.org 

The First ladies of the Lmited states o^meB^o 
wwwwhitehouse.govB^^BglimoseBfirstladiesBhtmlBfirstladies.html 

^nce there,direct students to browse through the short bioc^rc^ohieso^ 
FirstLadiesandlookfor information about whataFirst Lady does. Instruct 
students to add this information to notes, ^ivestudentsaminin^um number 
of facts that they must add to their notes. For example,studentsmust find 
five things that First Ladies are supposed to do. 

v^nen students have perused the contents of several bioorapnies, call then^ 
back to their seats and then have them share the information tney nave 
found   ^dd this new information to the list yaustarted. The ^lo.ss list 
should be extensive and may include the following 

^ accompanies her husband on tours and visits 
D entertains guests at the v^hite blouse 
D performs charity work 
^ supports and assists the work of the president 

^fter developing the list of First Lady duties, review and read over tne list 
witnstudentsD Then ask students to imaginea^ay in tneLife^otar^irst 
LadyB students may w^itetnis imaginative speculation inadio^y form or as 
ascnedule of e^entsw^th times and places 

^i^e studentsabout ten to fifteen minutes to complete this ^vr^iting activity 
^ake sure students include many af the responsibilities they mentioned in 
the list 

v^hen students are finished,divide theclass into small groups to reaa^thei^ 
writing   ^laveafew students read their ^ay in the Life ofar^i^stLady^ in 
front of the class. I^iscuss^ ^ 
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• What responsibilities did we seem to think were the most important? 

• How does it sound to be a First Lady? 
• Do you think all First Ladies live like this? 

Step 2 

Write the name "Eleanor Roosevelt" on the board. Ask: 

• Has anyone heard of this First Lady? 
• What do you know about her? 

Listen to students' prior knowledge of Eleanor Roosevelt, recording key 
facts about her life, such as: 

• married to Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
• First Lady from 1932-1945   . 

»• 
.-••.« 

Tell students they are going to hear some stories about Eleanor Roosevelt's 
activities as First Lady. Show students the picture of Eleanor Roosevelt on 
the cover of Cobblestone Magazine- Eleanor Roosevelt: First Lady of the 
World. Ask: 

• What objects art in her hands? (a book and a pencil) 
• What guesses can you make about the sort of person she is, or what is 

important to her? 

Before reading some of the articles on Eleanor Roosevelt, set up students 
with a note-taking framework for recording information they hear about her 
life. Have students fold a piece of paper lengthwise to create two columns. 
Over one column, have students write the heading, "What Eleanor did," and 
over the second.column, write the heading, "What Eleanor believed." Inform 
students that these are the two types of information they should listen for 
in the readings. 

Read the following articles from Cobblestone. "Eleanor as Teacher," (pages 
14 - 15), "First Lady of the World," (pages 21 - 23), "Mrs. Roosevelt Was 
Here," (pages 24 - 25), "Women Only i'Sjhe White House," (pages 26 - 27), 
and "Life After the White House," (pages 30 - 31). 
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After reading the articles, review students' notes on Eleanor Roosevelt. 

Their "What Eleanor did" column should include: 

was a teacher 
•traveled a lot 
visited wounded soldiers during the war 
campaigned for better wages and shorter working hours 
visited programs her husband put into place 
helped Jews escape to the U.S. during the Holocaust 
spoke out against segregation 
worked with the NAACP 
made sure that soldiers had what they needed during the war 
held "women-only" press conferences to support women journalists 
worked with the United Nations 
worked to get all countries of the world to agree to some basic human 
rights of people 

•    wrote a newspaper column called "My Day" 

Their "What Eleanor believed" column should include: 

women should think for themselves 
women should see things for themselves 
women should experience life first-hand 
children should not go to work 
that "All of us are brothers, regardless of race., creed or color" 
that war should be avoided 
that women are equgl citizens 
that blacks are equal citizens 

Step 3 

After reviewing students' notes on Eleanor Roosevelt's beliefs and activities, 
have them write a short newspaper column they entitle, "My Day."  Students 
should write in the first-person, as if They were in Eleanor Roosevelt's shoes. 
Remind students that Eleanor Roosevelt wrote a daily column with the same 
title, in which she described her activates and her beliefs. Students may 
refer to their notes as pre-writing for This exercise. 

M4- 
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When students are finished writing, "My Day," divide the class into small 

groups to read their columns to their classmates. Have a few students read 

their columns in front of the class. Then discuss: 

• What did we find most interesting about Eleanor Roosevelt's activities? 

• Is your description of her day similar to the "Day in the Life of a First 

Lady" you wrote earlier? If not, how is it different? 

• Do you think Eleanor Roosevelt was a typical First Lady? 

• What impresses you the most about Eleanor Roosevelt? 

Step 4 

Distribute the Black Line Master: My Day February 27, 1939 which is an 

adaptation of a column Eleanor Roosevelt wrote after Marian Anderson was 

banned from singing in the Daughters of the American Revolution concert 

hall in Washington. 

Have students read over the column. Then discuss: 

• Why is Eleanor Roosevelt disappointed in the Daughters of the American 
Revolution? (They wouldn't allow Marian Anderson to sing in their hall 

because she was black.) 
• What decision did she moke? (to resign from the organization) 
• Why do you think Eleanor Roosevelt decided to write about her 

resignation in a national newspaper? 

• Does it surprise you that the First Lady took such a strong and public 
Stand on this? £ 

Distribute the Black Line Master: My Day June 16, 1939 which is an 
adaptation of Eleanor's column written on the subject of a proposed law to 
ban married women from working. Ask students to read over the column, and 
then discuss: 

• What is the proposed law that Eleanor opposes? (a law to keep married 
women from working) 

?/r 
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• Why does she oppose this idea? (She doesn't think it is right to make 

rules about who can and cannot work. She adds that most married women 

who work really need to.) 
• What is your opinion on this proposed law? 

Step 5 

Begin this step by asking: 

• What impresses you most about Eleanor Roosevelt? 
• What images do you have of her? 

Get students to talk about what they see Eleanor doing as they imagine her 
life, and which of her activities they admire the most. Go around the room 
and have each student say one activity of Eleanor Roosevelt's that they 
respect the most. 

Then roll out the long sheet of butcher paper on the floor and make the 
poster paints available to students. Tell each student to paint the activity 
they described, or to paint a symbol of the activity. As students finish their 
individual designs, ask them to consider the whole and connect the images to 
create a vibrant mural. 

Post the mural on the wall of the classroom or outside in a hallway and have 
students study the images closely. Discuss: 

• What do we like about our mural of Eleanor Roosevelt? 
• What does this show about her life? 

Extension 

1.   Students research more about Marian Anderson and the concert she 
eventually gave at the Lincoln Memorial. Listen to Anderson's music and 
discuss why the choice of the Lincoln Memorial was an appropriate 
alternative to the D.A.R. hall f rorrfwhich she was excluded. 
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My Day 

February 27, 1939 

Washington—I belong to an organization called the Daughters of the 
American Revolution, which, among other things, educates the public about 
the democratic history of the United States. We are also a group of women 
in possession of a concert hall here in Washington, where we have hosted 
many excellent musical performances. Recently, this organization has 
disappointed me in a decision they made to exclude a brilliant woman singer, 
Marian Anderson, from performing in their concert hall. The reason she has 
been banned from the Daughters of the American Revolution hall is because 
Miss Anderson is black. 

I have been debating in my mind a question which I have had to 
debate with myself once or twice before in my life. Usually I have decided 
differently from the way in which I am deciding now. The question is, if you 
belong to an organization and disapprove of an action they take, should you 
resign? Or is it better to work for a changed point of view and stay in that 
organization? In the past, when I was able to work actively in any 
organization to which I belonged, I have usually stayed until I had at least 
made a fight and had been defeated. 

But in this case, I belong to an organization in which I can do no active 
work. They have taken an.action, which is unjust and opposed to the 
democratic ideals of this country. To remain as a member implies on 
approval of that action, and therefore I am resigning... 

Eleanor Roosevelt 

A   ' 
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My Day 

June 16, 1939 

New York-I must write again on the subject of this proposed law to 
prevent married women from working. I have already explained why I am 
opposed to such a measure, but if seems this ludicrous idea will not go away. 

Many people have written to me to tell me how wrong I am to oppose 
this proposed law barring married women from working. They say that it is 
cruel, because married women have husbands to support them, and shouldn't 
take jobs away from young people. They insist that these married women 
are simpJy doubling good incomes and using the money to buy luxuries for 
themselves. 

» 
Let us consider the situation. Is it wisefo make laws about any 

particular group to deny them work? If we begin to say that married women 
cannot work, what is to keep us from saying that men with a certain amount 
of money cannot work, or that young people whose parents can afford to 
support them cannot work? It seems to me it the basic right of any human 
being to work. 

Most married women ore not interested in working, as they find plenty 
of work in the home to keep them busy. However, the records show that 
married women who do work are working because they need to:  they work 
because the husband is ill, or because the husband has lost his job, or they 
have been deserted and need to support the family. A law keeping married 
women from working would keep these women-from feeding their families. 

W 

•vr/ 
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Lesson 4:    What are "supernatural beings"? 

Estimated Time: 1-1? hour 

At a Glance 

Step 1: Create a definition of "supernatural" and introduce "Poogweese" 
from Echoes of the Elders. 

Step 2: Hear the story of "Poogweese" and discuss. 
"Step 3:       Complete a character map of Poogweese. 
Step 4: Begin to develop character(s) for their own stories. 

Materials 

Echoes of the Elders: The Stories and Painting of Chief Lelooska, edited by 
Christine Normandin 

CD player and CD from the inside cover of Echdes^of the Elders 
Black Line Master: Character Map of Poogweese 
transparency of character map of Poogweese 
Black Line Master: Character Map of Poogweese:   Answer Key 
Black Line Master: Character Map 
OPTION:  CD, Indian Music of the Pacific North West Coast, Smithsonian 

Folkways Recordings 

Step 1        . 

Write the word "supernatural" on the board and say it aloud a few times. 
Ask students to free-associate what they think it means. Write their 
replies around the word. Next, without showing them the picture, read the 
introduction to "Poogweese" on page 29 of Echoes of the Elders.   After 
reading, ask if they would like to add any words to the board.  Lastly, show 
them the picture:of Poogweese on page 28 and announce his name. Ask if 
they would like to add any more words to the board. Now, challenge 
students to complete the sentence start "Supernatural means ..." So around 
the room and have volunteers share their definitions. 

i£" 

Unit 6 • Investigation 2 • Lesson 4 • Grade 2 
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Confirm its meaning by writing an agreed upon definition on the board It 
can be something like, "Supernatural means something beyond this world." 
Point out that supernatural beings usually have supernatural powers as well. 

OPTION:  You may want to spend a few minutes brainstorming some of the 
supernatural figures known in our culture such as, Superman, X&na, Darth 

Voder, etc. 

Show the picture of Poogweese again and ask: 

• Do you think Poogweese is supernatural? Why or why not? 
• Do you think Poogweese has supernatural powers too? Why or why not? 
• Do you think Poogweese will be a kind or mean supernatural being? Why? 
• Are you ready to hear the story of Poogweese?! 

Step 2 
• ; 

Gather students together in a reading circle. Show them the picture of 
Poogweese again. Play the CD with Chief Lelooska's telling of "Poogweese." 

After reading, lead a student-directed discussion about the story. You may 
prompt them with the following questions: 

• What did you like most about the story? The least? 
• What did you find confusing or hard to understand? 
• Did you like the ending? Why or why not? 
• Were you surprised to find out that Poogweese was a kind supernatural 

being?  Why? & 
• Were you surprised to find out the Poogweese was a Merman? 
• Why do you think Poogweese gave a gift of his "mask and song"? What 

does this suggest about the Northwest Coast Indians? (That they value 
masks and nraisic - these are very important gifts for them.) 

• What message(s) do you think this.story teaches? (Work together to 
solve problems; trust helps to solve problems; be thankful for the goods 
you receive, and; honor what has come before you.) 

Ask students to return to their seats^ 

Unit 6 • Investigation 2 • Lesson 4 • Grade 2 
3M 
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NOTE: This is a good time for a break. 

*Step 3 

Students complete a character map of Poogweese. Distribute the Black Line 
Easier- Character Map of Poogweese to each student. Tell students that 
you going to complete this character map so that they can better 
understand Poogweese's character, and how his character was developed in 
the story. This will help them as they write their stories so that they too 
can create interesting characters. 

NOTE: You may want to expand on character development in stories 
depending upon whether or not your class has worked on it previously or not. 

Display the transparency of the map. Tell students that you are going to 
read some key sentences from the story that giwe. information about 
Poogweese's character. From these sentences.tjiey are to fill »n the map 
with key words or phrases that describe Poogweese. 

1. "It was clothed in seaweed and appeared to be something like a man.  It 
had huge front teeth and long scraggly hair." (page 29) (rather ugly and 
frightening in appearance) 

2. ""I am Poogweese, the Merman. I am part man and part fish.  I dwell in 
the world beneath the sea. (page 29) (supernatural being) 

3. "I am chief messenger of Goomaquay ..." "I carry the will of Soomaquay 
throughout his undersea domain" (page 30) (important) 

4. "I can understand how you might well be afraid of me ..." (page 30) 
(understanding)      & 

5. "Let us strike a bargain." "... he would talk to his master about the 
fishermen's kindness and about the poor fishing they had endured." (page 
30) (fair and kind) 

6. "And for my'thanks I will give you my mask and my song as a gift." (page 
30) (generous) 

7. "... the supernatural ones do not lie." (page 31) (honest) 
8. "... the mask of Poogweese floatecTto the surface ... and soon the song of 

Poogweese filled their ears." (page 31) (trustworthy) 

Unit 6 • Investigation 2 • Lesson 4 • Grade 2 
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At the bottom of the Block Line Easier, ask students to write one summary 
sentence describing Poogweese's character. They should"do this on their 
own. Collect and check for understanding. 

Step 4 

Return to the topic of the stories students are to write (introduced in the 
last lesson). Tell students that they can create a supernatural being for 
their story if they would like (it's up to you if you want to make the 
supernatural being optional or not). In either case, they will need to start 
developing the character of their clan animal. Distribute the Black Line 
Master: Character Map so students may begin working on their characters. 

NOTE: You may wish to give several character maps to students so they can 
create a variety of characters. They can then choose which one(s) they like 
the best and want to include.     . 

-; 

OPTION:  You may wish to play either CD of Indian Music of the Pacific 
North West Coast softly in the background while students work. 

Extensions 

1.' Students may listen to the story of "The Old Owl Witch" in Echoes of 
the Elders'for an example of a not-so-nice supernatural being. 

2.  Students may listen to the story of "Beaver Face" in Echoes of the 
Elders for. another example of a not-so-nice supernatural being. 

# 

Unit 6 • Investigation 2 • Lesson 4 • Grade 2 
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Name:   Date: __ 

Character Map of Poogweese 

Unit 6 • Investigation 2 • Lesson 4 • Grade 2 
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Character Map of Poogweese:   -Answer Key 

rather ugly and scary 

understanding 

fair and kind 

honest 

generous 

Supernatural being 

important 

trustworthy 

Poogweese looks scary but he's really a nice creature. 

Unit 6 • Investigation 2 • Lesson 4 • Grade 2 
i. / 
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Name: Date: 

Character Map 

Unit 6 • Investigation 2 • Lesson 4 • Grade 2 
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Paragon Curriculum 3 

No part of this publication may be reproduced in whole or in part, or stored in a retrieval 
system, or transmitted in any form, or by any means, electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without written permission of Mosaics Education. 
For more information regarding permission, write to Mosaica Education, 4040 Civic 
Center Drive, Suite 200, San Rafael, California 94903. 
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Paragon Curriculum I 

African-American History Month: 

Biographies 
Grades 3 & A 
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Paragon Plus'- Biographies 

Dear Teachers, 

Welcome to African-American History Month (February). Students will 
learn about the lives, times, and contributions of exceptional African 
Americans. In examining the genre of biography, the class will read about 
several African-American heroes together. As the culminating assessment, 
students are free to select and explore any African American who 
fascinates them and captures their imagination. 

Because February is also "Music in our Schools Month," we've included QS a 
classroom resource, the book and cassette, "How Sweet The Sound: 
African-American Songs for Children." The performing arts specialist may 
want to draw from and extend this collection in music class. 

The month-long curriculum about biographies is organized into three stages: 

1. Introduction to biography as a literary form. 
2. Writing o short biography about a "hero" in the student's life. 
3. Creating an assessment activity. 

Each stage has three to four daily lessons that will take between 30 to 60 
minutes to complete. The lessons are designed to be flexible, so you may 
add or rearrange them in ways to better suit the needs of your students. 
The main goal, however, is for students to understand that a biography tells 
the true story of a person's life, and for students to develop an appreciation 
of the abundant-contributions black people have made to our world. 

As part of the lessons, we recommend that you read a biography or story as 
a c\ass during part of each daily session. A selection of children's books 
featuring African Americans will be on display in the multimedia center. A 
list is provided orfpages 18-20. We have also provided a list of 
recommended books on pages 21-24. In addition to the biography resources, 
we have provided a classroom library resource, entitled, lOne Hundred and 
One African-American Read-Aloud Stories. The collection includes myths, 
fables, fairy tales, poetry, Anansi and Brer Rabbit tales, in addition to 
biographies of historical heroes. We alsojjgncourage you to bring in your own 
resources, such as videos on African-Amefean heroes from your local 
library, and to put your own special touch on how you want to present 

African-American History Month • Grades 3-4 
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J Paragon Plus: Biographies^ ;  
African-American History Month.    The Multimedia Center will also have a 
video collection of African Americans of Achievement from which to select. 

We hope you enjoy African-American History Month: Biographies, and that 
your students broaden their perspective and understanding of all the great 
contributions African Americans have made to our culture. Students will be 
re-encountering these heroes in the coming months in historical context in 
the afternoon Paragon Curriculum, a reiteration that will make these lessons 
all the richer. We hope, also, that in their study of luminaries, students will 
see in themselves their own potential for making our world a better place. 

Sincerely, 

Curriculum Design Team 

>t- 
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Stage 1:   Introduction to Biographies 

Objective: Students are introduced to biographies. 

1. Read a biography of your choice to the class, and/or show an African- 
American hero video. 

2. Write the word "bio - graphy" on the board. Explain to students its 
meaning by looking at the root words. "Bio" = life; "graphy" = to write. A 
good working definition of the word biography, "a factual account of a 
person's life written by another person." Encourage older students to 
write the word and definition in their word journal. 

3. Lead a discussion about why someone would want to write about another 
•person's life. Start with an example using the biography piece from 
today's lesson or of another famous African American, such as Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Write his name on the board and do a "spider" chart as 
students brainstorm ideas. It may look something like this: 

Inspired others 

Was very 
courageous 

Helped to get theZivil 
rights amendment 
passed 

Martin Luther 
King, Jr. 

Helped African 
Americans gain 
rights 

Fought for 
what he believed in 

Changed American 
history  ~* "  \ 

% 
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Objective: Students identify fact and fiction. 

1. Read or continue to read a biography of your choice to the class. As you 

read, ask students to listen and take "doodle notes" about the story. 
Students draw symbols and shapes that represent the facts they hear. 

Students save their "doodle notes" for a later activity. 

2. The "doodle notes" can be saved in the classroom Biography Folder. 

3. Make a chart with two headings: Fact and Fiction. Ask volunteers to 

explain what each of these words mean. 

4. Go over each definition, provide on example, and write them on the chart 

under the heading. Older students record the words and definitions in 

their word journal. -' » 

• Fact is something real. For example, "Cats have fur," "There are 24 
students in this class," or "the sun sets every evening." You may ask 
students to provide examples as well. 

• Fiction is something made up. For example, "Before their very eyes, the 

peach grew as big as a house," or 'the cat smiled at the girl and said, "you 
shouldn't be here."' 

5. Students create a variety of sentences that serve as examples of either 
fact or fiction. Write student examples on a piece of chart paper to 

' serve as a review and as student reference for fact or fiction. Student 
responses can be added to the classroom "Biography Folder." 

6. Confirm that biographies are mostly factual, although inference is 

sometimes used. Inference means to draw a conclusion(s) from fact. 
Your conclusion may or may not be true." For example, you accidentally 

bump into a person at a crowed mallf You politely say, "excuse me," and 

the other person just snarls and walks away. You draw the conclusion, 
"that is not a very nice person." GN§n you don't know the person, your 
conclusion may or may not be true. "* 
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7. Confirm that biographies do not use fiction. 

8. Activity: Students play a variety of "true or false," "fact or fiction" 
games that are adaptations of follow the leader and schoolyard games. 
"Simon Says," for example, can be used. The leader says, "If cows have 
wings, stamp your feet." 

African-American History Month • Grades 3-4 
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Objective: Students listen to the first two of four biographical excerpts 
and identify common features of biographies (setting/early childhood, 
education, obstacles, and accomplishments). The second two may be used 

for another lesson. 

1. Explain to students that biographies usually have certain features in 
common. You are going to read two paragraphs from some biographies. 
Ask them to listen carefully so they may identify a key feature in the 
passage. Encourage students to continue with their "doodle notes" as you 
read the two selections. 

2. Read the first excerpt .from the Black Line Master: Biographies about 
Yvonne Braithwaite Burke. This passage was selected to illustrate 
setting and early childhood. 

3. Read the second excerpt about William E.B. Du Bois. This passage was 
selected to illustrate his education. 

4. After reading, ask students to identify what type of information the 
first paragraph was conveying. Guide them to see it was about where she 

-was raised (you may want to introduce the word "setting"), and her 
childhood. Write this on the board or on a piece of chart paper. 

5.. Ask students .to identify what type of information the second paragraph 
was conveying. Guide them to see it was about his education.  Write this 
on the board-or on a piece of chart paper. 

6. Ask students to include a childhood and education "doodle note" if they 
have not done so in their notes. Keep student notes in the classroom 
"Biography Phlder." 

7. Repeat this process with the other two excerpts on another day. They 
illustrate overcoming obstacles (Lr-Douglas Wilder) and accomplishments 
(Daniel Hale Williams). 
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8. Ask students to include an obstacle and accomplishment "doodle note," if 

they have not done so in their notes. Add this series of notes to the 
classroom "Biography Folder." 

9. When all four excerpts have been r&ad, confirm that these features— 
childhood, education, obstacles, and accomplishments—are typically found 
in biographies. 

10. OPTION: The biographical sketches can be divided among four days 
rather than two. 

11. OPTION: Discuss how these features compare to the hero's journey, 
especially obstacles and-accomplishments 

12. Activity: Students create a dramatic tableau or statue scene that shows 
the setting of the stories they have heard today. 

• -•'.•» 

13. Activity: Students dramatize a section of the stories wherein the 
characters showed how they overcame an obstacle or accomplished a goal. 

# 
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Stage 2:    Creating a short biography about a "hero" in the student's life 

Objective:  Students are introduced to how photographs can create and 

enrich a biography. 

1. Read or continue to read a biography of your choice to the class, and/or 
show an African-American hero video. Encourage students to create 
"doodle notes" as they listen to the story. 

2. Discuss ways students can get information about people. To begin, show a 
photograph of a person from a magazine, newspaper, or any other source. 
First, ask students to describe the facts about the people shown (male or 
female, a child or grown-up, etc.) 

3. Ask students to describe what they can infer (guess) from the pictures. 
For example, "this looks like a happy person, because she is smiling." 
"This looks like a person from along time ago because of his clothes, and 
the type of car in the background." Or, "this looks like a poor person 
because of the house in the background, and the condition of her 
clothes." Remind students there is a difference between fact and 
inference (guessing). 

4. OPTION:  Students may write several sentences about the person(s) in 
the picture. 

5. Next, ask students io describe how photographs of their subjects can 
make a biography more interesting. 

6. Explain to students that they will be creating their own biography during 
this unit. Establish guidelines for students about borrowing photographs 
for their biography. 

African-American History Month • Grades 3-4 
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Objective: Students practice sequencing events to understand the 

importance of organization. 

1. Read or continue to read a biography of your choice to the class, and/or 
show an African-American hero video. Encourage students to create 
"doodle notes" as they listen to the story. 

2. Xerox four to six pictures of a story or math-sequencing lesson. Make 
sure that each student has one set of pictures and that each picture is 
separate from the other. There are several comic strips that are 
suitable and can be used for this activity as well. 

3. Give one set of pictures in an envelope to each student. Ask students to 
put the story pictures together in the proper sequence. 

4. Have students "read" the story they put together to each other. 

5. Check to see if the student has created a logical story line.   Ask students 
to share the stories they have put together. 

6. "Confirm the importance of sequencing and organization. Reinforce 
sequencing words like "first," "second," "next," "then," and "finally." 

7. Finally, students can paste their stories on another sheet of paper after 
they have been checked for continuity. 
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Objective: Students select a person to write about and to develop a set of 

questions to ask a "hero." 

1. Read or continue to read a biography of your choice to the class, and/or 
show an African-American hero video. 

2. Review the main points students have learned about writing biographies: 
a) knowing that a biography is a factual account about someone's life; b) 
identifying that biographies have common features, such as childhood, 
education, and overcoming obstacles; c) realizing the importance of 
organization and sequencing. 

3. Remind students that they learned in the very first lesson about 
biographies, and also about whom they are written (an exceptional person 
who has contributed something important). Ask: 

•    Can a biography be written about someone who may not be famous, but 
who is exceptional (or a "hero") to you? 

4. Pose the following question to students: 

•  If you could write a biography about any person in your life who would it 
be? 

From student.responses, generate a list on chart paper about the 
- relationship of that person to the student. For example, mother, 
brother, aunt, unclei grandparent, etc. Expand the list to include other 
people in the community that would be accessible to students, such as 
teachers, neighbors, grocery clerks, postal workers, officers, librarians, 
etc. '" 

5. Tell students that each of them is^oing to write a biography of someone 
he or she considers to be a special person—a hero in the student's own 
life. 

SrfE 

6. Show the transparency of the "My Hero" worksheet. Model the 
biography activity for the students. Select one person from the student 

African-American History Month • Grades 3-4 
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list and write that name on the transparency. Ask students to pick one 
word that they feel best describes this person. For example- loving, 
caring, brave, strong, funny, happy, etc. (You can also create a word bank 
list on chart paper.) Explain that students will write special 
characteristics and information about the person in the box, and then 

illustrate (show) them doing this. 

7. The Black Line Master: Who I am Writing About can be used as an 
interviewing tool by some students. Students who are writing can 
complete their interview at home. Younger students may complete the 
project as an in-class activity. 

8. Confirm that it is important to select someone in whom the student is 
genuinely interested. You may want to lead a brief discussion about why 
this is important. * . , 

9. Distribute the student copy of the Block Line Master: My Hero. The 
Black Line Master asks each student to select his or her subject and to 
illustrate the admirable qualities of the hero, along with specific 
incidents in the hero's life. Some yoUnger students will need help with 
the written phase of this activity either at school or at home. 

OPTION: Older students can help younger students with the written 
sections of the biography. 

10. Give students time in class and at home to complete the illustrated 
biography. Students may use more than one page for their biographies. 

11. Students share their completed biographies with the class. 

OPTION: Students invite their special person to visit the school and 
celebrate the completed biographies.. This can be at grade level or 
school-wide. The finished biographies can be kept as a classroom book 
or returned to the students. A copy of the biography can be given to 
the subject by the author. 
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Objective: Students learn about more heroes from local African-American 

luminaries. 

1. Ask students to suggest names of African Americans who are Community 
Helpers: firefighters, police officers, city government workers, and 
health-care professionals. Also ask them to think of Information Givers: 
radio, TV, and newspaper reporters; teachers; and librarians.   Create a 
people bank of "African-American Community Heroes." 

2. For this activity, invite several Community Heroes to your class to speak 
about their own childhoods—their personal heroes and the impact these 
heroes had on their lives and careers. 

NOTE: The visits can be a one-day event or, spread over several days. 

3. Next, brainstorm with students to create a list of topics or questions the 
ciass would like to have their Community Heroes talk about. 

4. Invite the Community Heroes to visit the classroom. Along with the 
invitation, provide a list of topics or questions for the speakers. Suggest 
a time frame as well—a two to five minute talk. 

5. Set aside at least one class period to have the Community Heroes visit 
the class. 

OPTION: Take photographs of the visitors to place on a classroom 
mural.  The background for the mural can be the "doodle notes collage" 
made by the students. 

African-American History Month • Grades 3-4 
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Stage 3:   Creating an Assessment Activity 

Objective: Students use their "doodle notes" to create a collage of 
admirable qualities of the African-American heroes they have learned about 
during this unit. 

1. Read or continue to read a biography of your choice to the class, and/or 
show an African-American hero video. Encourage students to create 
their last set of "doodle notes." 

2. Next, give students their past "doodle notes." Encourage students to 
review the stories they have heard and seen, using the "doodle notes" to 
help them remember. 

3. Through discussion, guide students to see that they can use their notes 
to help them remember the stories they have heard. 

4. Students cut out the various symbols for bravery, courage, etc., from 
their notes to create a "hero collage." Encourage students to create 
labels for their symbols as well. 

OPTION: The final collage can be the background for photographs or 
student workf rom this project. 
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Extension: Students explore other sources such as the Internet for 
biographical information about exceptional African-Americans. 

1. Distribute the Black Line Master: African-American History Month 
Web Sites. Allow students ample time to visit a number of sites. 

2. Allow students to go to the library and explore books, magazines, and 
videos. 

3. OPTION: It is useful for students to write down the URL addresses, 
book titles, etc., so they can locate them with ease when they start 
taking notes. 

4. Once students have generated a list of three people, tell them it is time 
to pick who they will learn more about. Review what is important when 
selecting a subject: 

• A genuine interest in the person 
• A person they feel has made a contribution to society 
• Availability of resources. 

5. Ask students to select their subjects. Have them write several 
sentences or create one illustration about the person and why they have 
chosen to learn more about him or her. Ask them to turn in their work. 

African-American History Month • Grades 3-4 
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Resources for African -/American History Month 

Classroom Library 1 "PY each class 

One Hundred and One African-American Read-Aloud Stories, ed. Susan 

Kantor. 

How Sweet The Sound: African-American 
Songs for Children (song and book) 

Multi-Media Center- 1 copy each title 

Alvin Alley, by Andrea Davis Pinkney .; 

-••'.*-. 

Maya Angelou Journey of the Heart, by Jayne Pettit 

Maya Angelou, by Valerie Spain 

Mary McLeod Bethune Champion for Education, by Carol Greene. 

George Washington Carver Scientist and Teacher, by Carol Greene 

A Picture Book of Frederick Douglass, by David A. Adler 
Frederick Douglass: Portrait of a Freedom Fighter, by Sheila Keenan 

The Story of Stagecoach Mary Fields, by Robert H. Miller 

Coming Home from the life of Langston Hughes, by Floyd Cooper 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Free at Last, by David A. Adler 
Martin Luther King, by Rosemary L. Bcay. \ 
Let Freedom Ring A Ballad of Martin Luther King, Jr., by Myra Conn 

Livingston ix 
7775 bay Martin-Luther King, Jr., Was %*ot, by Jim Haskins 
Young Martin Luther King, Jr. "I Have a Dream, "by Joanne Matfern 
What is Martin Luther King, Jr., Day?, by Margot Parker 
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Martin Luther King, Jr. and His.Birthday, by Jacqueline Woodson 

Wynton Marsalis Gifted Trumpet Player, by Craig Awmiller 

Thurgood Marshall First African-American Supreme Court Justice, by Carol 

Greene 
Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court, by Deborah Kent 

Hakeem Olajuwon Superstar Center, by Bill Gutman 

Shaguille O'Neal Shag Attack, by Ted Cox 
Shaquille O'Neal, by Stephanie St. Pierre 
Shaguille O'Neal Center of Attention, by Brad Townsend 

I Am Rosa Parks, by Rosa Parks with Jim Haskins 

Colin Powell A Biography, by Jim Haskins 

Jackie Robinson Breaks the Color Line, by Andrew Santella 

Running Girl The Diary of Ebonee Rose, by Sharon Bell Math is 

Wilma Unlimited How Wilma Rudolph Became the World's Fastest Woman, by 
Kathleen Krull 

Walking the Road to Freedom A Story about Sojourner Truth, by Jeri Ferris 

A Picture Book of Harriet Tubman, by David A. Adler 
Harriet And The Promised Land, by Jacob Lawrence 
The Story Of Harriet Tubman, Conductor of the Underground Railroad, by 

Kate McMullan 

General References (biographical) 

African Americans Their Impact on US. History, by Doris Hunter Met calf 
Book of Black Heroes From A to Z VoWipe Two: Great Women In The 

Struggle, by Tayomi Ignus, Wade Hudson and Valerie Wilson 
Veronica Freeman Ellis, by Diane Patrick and Valerie Wilson Wesley 
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Great African Americans In Business, by Pat Rediger 
Great African Americans In Entertainment, by Pat Rediger 
Great African Americans In Government, by Karen Dudley 
Great African Americans In History, by Carlotta Hacker 
Great African Americans In Literature, by Pat Rediger 
Take a Walk in Their Shoes, by Glennette Tilley Turner 

Picture Books 

Red Dancing Shoes, by Denise Lewis Patrick 
Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears, by Verna Aardema 
Zora Hurston and the Chinaberry Tree, by William Miller 
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Bibliography for African-American History Month 

Writers 

Alice Walker, by Tony Gentry. {Black Americans of Achievement Series). 
Alex Haley, by David Shirley. {Black Americans of Achievement Series). 
Book of Black Heroes: Great Women in the Struggle, ed. By Tayomi Ignus. 
Dust Tracks on a Road: An Autobiography, by Zora Neale Hurst on. 
Female Writers, by Richard Rennert. {Profiles of Great Black Americans 

Series). 
Great African Americans in Literature, by Pat Rediger. 
Great Black Writers, by Sf eve Otf inoski. 
Hove myself when I am laughing...and then again when lam looking mean and 

impressive: A Zora Neale Hurston Reader, ed. by Alice 
Walker. •      .\ 

Male Writers, by Richard Rennert. [Profiles of Great Black Americans 
Series). 

Ralph Ellison; Author, by Jack Bishop. {Black Americans of Achievement 
Series). 

Toni Morrison, by Douglas Century. {Black Americans of Achievement 
Series). 

Zora Neale Hurston, by Lilllie P. Howard. 
Zora Neale Hurston: A Storyteller's Life, by Janelle Votes. 
Zora Neale Hurston and the Chinaberry Tree, by William Miller. 

Poets "' 2 

Coming Home: From the Life of Langston Hughes, by Floyd Cooper. 
Langston Hughes, by Jack Rummel. {Black Americans of Achievement 

Series). "- 
Langston Hughes: Great American Poet, by Patricia and Frederic McKissack. 
Maya Angelou: Greeting the Morning, by Sarah E. King. 
Maya Angelou, by Miles Shapiro. 
Meet Maya Angelou, by Valerie Spaia _ 
Paul Laurence Dunbar: A Poet to Remelsber, by Tony Gentry. 
Phyllis Wheatley: Poet, by Victoria Sherrow. {Junior Black Americans of 

Achievement Series). 
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Story of Phyllis Wheatley: A Poetess of the American Revolution, by Shirley 

Graham. 

Musicians 

Alvin Ai/ey, by R. Fleming. 
Aretha Franklin: Motown Superstar, by Silvia Anne Sheafer. 
Duke Ellington, Mike Venezia. (Children's Press: Getting to Know the World's 

Greatest Composers series, 1996, ages 4 - 8). 
Duke Ellington: Giant of Jazz Enslow, Wendie C. Old. (African-American 

Biographies, 1996, ages 9 - 12). 
Ella Fitzgerald, by Bud Kliment. 
Great African Americans in Music, Pat Rediger (ages 9 - 16). 
If I Only Had a Horn: Young Louis Armstrong, %oxanne Orgill. (Houghton 

Mifflin, 1997, young readers). 
Jazz Stars (Prof i\es of Great Black Americans series), Richard Rennert. 
Louis Armstrong: Young Music Maker, Dharathula Millender. (A laddin 

Paperbacks-. Childhood of Famous Americans). 
Mahalia Jackson: Born to Sing Gospel Music, cvelyn Witter. (Motf Media: 

Sower series, 1985, ages 9 - 12). 
Mahalia Jackson: Young Gospel Singer, Montrew Dunham. (Aladdin 

paperbacks: Childhood of Famous Americans series). 
Marian Anderson: A Great Singer, Patricia and Fredrick McKissack. (Enslow 

Publications: Great African Americans, ages 4-8). 
Raggin': A Story About Scott Joplin. Barbara Mitchell. (First Ave. Editions'- 

Carolrhoda Creative Minds Book, 1992, ages 9 - 12). 
Revelations: The Autobiography of Alvin Aile'y, by Alvin Alley. 
Scott Joplin, Catherine Preston. (Black Americans of Achievement series, 

age.s 9-12). 
What I Had Was Singing: The Story of Marian Anderson. Jeri Ferris. 

(Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books,-1994, ages 9-12). 

Scientists 

Black Contributors to Science and En&iby Technology. U.S. Department of 
Energy (Washington, DC: Office of Public Affairs), 1979. 

Black Pioneers of Science and Invention, Louis Haber. (New York, NY: 
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Harcourt, Brace & World), 1970. 
Extraordinary Black Americans from Colonial to Contemporary Times, by 

Susan Aitman. (Children's Press, Chicago 
1989). 

Artists 

Faith Ringgold, by Robyn Turner. 
Henry Ossawa Tanner: American Artist, by Marcio Mat hews. 
Master of Mahogany: Tom Day, Free Black Cabinetmaker, by Tom Day and 

Mary E. Lyons. 
Romare Bearden, by Lowery Stokes Sims. 
Starting Home: The Story of Horace Pippin, Painter, by Mary E. Lyons. 
Talking to Faith Ringgold, by Faith Ringgold, Linda Freeman and Nancy 

Roucher. / - ; 

Entertainers 

Bill Cosby, America's Most Famous Father, by James Haskins. 
Bill Cosby—Making America Laugh and Learn, by Harold Woods. 
Paul Robeson, by Scott Ehrlich. 
The Oprah Winfrey Story: Speaking Her Mind: an Authorized Biography, by 

Geraldine Woods. 
The Picture Life of Bill Cosby, by Barbara Adams. 

Sports 

African-American Sports Greats, by David L Porter. 
Althea &ibson:So Much to Live for, by Richard Curtis. 
Arthur Ashe and His Match with History, by Robert M, Quackenbush. 
Jackie Robinson: He Was First, by David A. Adler. 
Michael Jordan, by Phil Berger. 
The Story of Basketball, by John Dewaney. 
Wilma Rudolph: Olympic Champion, by Victoria Sherrow. 

General Reference % 

African-American Biographies, Walter L. Hawkins. (Jefferson, NC: 
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McFarland), 1992. 
African Americans: Their Impact on U.S. History, by Doris Hunter Metcalf. 
African Americans Who Were First, by Joan Potter and Constance Claytor. 
Afro-Bets Book of Black Heroes, by Wade Hudson and Valerie Wilson 

Wesley. 
Book of Black Heroes: Great Women in the Struggle, ed. By Tayomi Ignus. 
Female Writers, by Richard Rennert. (Profiles of Great Black Americans 

Series). 
Great Black Writers, by Steve Otf inoski. 
Great African Americans in Literature, by Pat Rediger. 
Great Negroes Past and Present, by Russell L Adams. Afro-American 

Publishing Co. 
Herstory  Women Who Changed the World, ed. by Ruth Ashby and Deborah 

Gore Ohm. 
Lives of the Writers: Comedies, • Tragedies and,What the Neighbors 

Thought, by Kathleen Krull. '. 
Male Writers, by Richard Rennert. [Profiles of Great Black Americans 

Series). 
Notable African-American Women. (Cambridge, AAA: Belknap Press of 

Harvard University Przss), 1980. 
Prime Movers: The Makers of Modern Dance in America, by J. H. Mazo. 

Video Library of African American Heroes 

Black Americans of Achievement, Video Collection 
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Excerpt 1:   Yvonne Braithwaite Burke 

Yvonne was an only child. Her father was a janitor at the M(5M movie 
studios, and her mother was a real estate agent. 

Growing up in a low-income housing area on the east side of Los Angeles, 
California, was not easy. Her parents tried to give Yvonne as many privileges 
as they could. They worked hard to save money so she could take lessons in 
dancing, piano, violin, and speech. 

From Great African Americans in Government, by Karen Dudley.   New York: 
Crabtree Publishing Company, 1997, page 11. 

.-  ' 
Excerpt 2:   William E.B. Du Bois 

After graduating from Fisk, William went to Harvard University.  He paid 
for his courses with scholarships and grants. He hoped to complete his 
education with two years in Europe, but the university would not give a gran~t 
for a black student to study abroad. William wrote an angry letter to the 
president of the university. To his surprise, the president gave in, and 
William was awarded a grant of $750. He spent two years at the University 
of Berlin.   After his return in 1894, he completed his thesis and became the 
first African American to get a Ph.D. from Harvard. 

From Great African Americans in History, by'Carlotta Hacker.   New York: 
Crabtree Publishing Company, 1997, page 23. 

Excerpt 3:   L. tiouglas Wilder 

By far the biggest obstacle Douglas had to.overcome was racism. He first 
became aware of discrimination against blacks when his mother took him on a 
city bus when he was four or five years old. At that time, blacks were 
allowed to sit only in the back of buses^When Douglas grew older and 
started working in whites-only clubs and hotels, racism was even more 
obvious.  Many of the white patrons mode racist jokes as Doug las served 
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them. He often became very upset at their comments and found it hard to 

ignore his anger. 

From Great African Americans in Government, by Karen Dudley.   New York: 
Crabtree Publishing Company, 1997, page 44. 

Excerpt 4:   Daniel Hale Williams 

When the National Medical Association was formed in 1895, Daniel was 
offered the position of president. He declined, but he agreed to serve as 
vice-president. It was fitting that Daniel should be an officer of this 
national organization. Among his many activities, he had visited 20 states, 
helping to set up more than 40 hospitals for African-American patients. 

Daniel was also honored when the American College of Surgeons was formed 
in 1913.  The college was limited to a hundred members, and Daniel was 
invited to be one of them.  He was the only African American in the group. 

From Great African Americans in History, by Car lotto Hacker.   New York: 
Crabtree Publishing Company, 1997, page 45. 
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Name:    Date: 

Who I Am Writing About 

Directions:  Most people hove a lot of special people in their lives. However, 
there is usually one who stands out from all the rest. She or he may be a 
parent, friend, neighbor, brother, sister, grandparent, or anyone else who is 
a "hero" in your life. 

1.   Who are you going to write about? 

2.  Why is s/he special to you? 

3. Select at least five questions you want to ask this person.  You may write 
more on the back of this paper if you wish. 

Questions: 

1.   When and where were you born? 

2.  Who are the people in your family? 

3.  What is your best memory from childhood? 

Xri* 

4.  What is your best memory from your school days? 
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5. What did you want to be when you grew up? 

6. Who were your heroes? 

7.  What has been your biggest challenge? 

African-American History Month • Grades 3 - 4 

mm 

w> 
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Biographies 5 
My Hero 

African-American History Month • Grades 3-4 -,#.-» 
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GRADE LEVEL AND 
OVERARCHING 
THEMES 

PARAGON 
CURRICULUM 

Grade K 
Myself and my world; 
family; basic needs; 
globalism: geography 

Who am I? 

Egypt 

PARAGON NIGHT PRESENTATION 
At the end of Unit 1 Paragon Night 
provides an opportunity for parents 
to meet teachers, to tour the 
school, and provides a chance for 
students to show off their 
classrooms. 
The CIF begins the evening by 
playing an archeologist taking the 
parents on a tour back through the 
time periods of the Paragon 
Curriculum. 
Artwork and classroom work 
displayed. 

GRADE 1 
Basic needs; jobs; 
community; making 
dreams come true 

How do I get what I 
need in a world 

without stores? 
Hunter Gatherers 

Artwork and classroom work 
displayed. 

GRADE 2 
Environment; natural 
resources; community; 
basic needs; culture 

Why did people start 

to farm? 

Mesopotamia 

Students perform a Sumerian 
harvest celebration dance. 
Artwork and classroom work 
displayed. 

GRADE 3 
Culture; art; stories; 
exploration, learning; 
about the past 

~How does culture flow 
from rivers? 
India 

Artwork and classroom work 
displayed. 

GRADE 4 
Civilization; spread of 
people and ideas; belief, 
technology  

How do we recognize 

a civilization? 

Egypt 

Artwork and classroom work 
displayed. 

GRADE 5 
Civilization; government; 
philosophy; religion; 
belief; technology 

How do archealgg/sts 
piece together !i 
civilization? 

Egypt  

Artwork and classroom work 
displayed. 
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PARAGON CURRICULUM 

GRADE K       Who are the people I'm 
connected to? 
Rome 

PARAGON NIGHT PRESENTATION 
At the end of Unit 2 Paragon Night 
shows off for the parents the different 
ways in which students learn and 
succeed.   The theme of the evening is 
"Learning Through the Multiple 
Intelligences." The CIF will present a 
short presentation on the Multiple 
Intelligences before the performances 
and classroom tours. 
Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 1        What is a community? 
Greece. 

GRADE 2       How did people farm in a 
jungle environment? 
Meso-America - Maya 

Students perform scenes from King 
Midas legend. 
Artwork and classroom work displayed. 
Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 3   .    How do cultures share 
goods and ideas? 
China 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 4        Can a civilization live on? 
Greece 

GRADE 5       Howl's a large empire built 
and maintained? 
Rome 

Students perform a Reader's Theater 
version of Aristophanes' comedy The 
Birds. Artwork and classroom work 
displayed.  
Artwork and classroom work displayed. 
Students perform speeches from  JULIUS 
CAESAR. 

IE 
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PARAGON CURRICULUM PARAGON NIGHT PRESENTATION 
This Paragon Night, coming as it does 
just before winter vacation, is a 
celebration of the holidays.   Each school 
will create their own unique presentation. 

GRADEK How do I keep safe and Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

warm? Holiday Guide Performance 
Africa 

GRADE 1 How do the jobs we do Artwork and classroom work displayed. 
shape the lives we live? Holiday Guide Performance 
Europe - Medieval 

GRADE 2 How are communities * Artwork and classroom work displayed. 
shaped by their Holiday Guide Performance 
environment? 
North America - Indians 

GRADE 3 How do cultures interact Artwork and classroom work displayed.. 
and stay unique? Holiday Guide Performance 
The Mediterranean - from 
the Middle East through 
North Africa to Spain and 
Portugal. 

GRADE 4 How can we tell what a Artwork and classroom work displayed. 
civilization values? Holiday Guide Performance 
Europe - Medieval - 

GRADE 5 What happens after an Artwork and classroom work displayed. 
Empire falls? Holiday Guide Performance 
Europe - The Vikings 

^ 

zr>C 
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GRADEK 

PARAGON CURRICULUM 

How do we clothe 
ourselves? 
Europe - Renaissance 

PARAGON NIGHT PRESENTATION 
This Paragon night features the 
performance of a Shakespeare play by 
the 5th Grade. 
NOTE: Due to state testing schedules, 
this performance may be scheduled in 
between Paragon nights for Units 4 and 5. 
Perform o Renaissance dance. 
Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 1 How do people make their 
dreams come true? 
Europe - Renaissance 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 2 How do communities 
connect with each other? 
South America - The Inca 

Students perform an I neon dance. 
Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 3 How do explorers connect 
cultures? 
Old World and New World. 

Students sing about exploration. 

GRADE 4     | What can we learn about a 
civilization from its great 
thinkers? 
Italy     

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 5     I What happeRs when people 
change their religion? 
Northern Europe - The 
Reformation 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

^ 
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PAkA&ON CURRICULUM PARAGON NIGHT PRESENTATION 
The theme for Unit 5 is •Connections," 
This is especially appropriate as students 
are studying a time period when Europe 
and the Americas ware connecting. One 
of the hallmarks of the Paragon 
Curriculum is integration and connections 
across the curriculum.   The CIFs will give 
brief presentations on connections across 
the curriculum along with overviews of 
the math, science, and language arts 

- curricula. 
GRADE K How do people celebrate 

life? 
India 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 1 How do people set up a 
community in a new land? 
Europe/America 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 2 What is an island 
community like? 
Shogun Japan 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 3 What can cultures learn 
from each other? 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

America/Native Americans - 

GRADE 4 How are colonies Students will recreate a New England 
established? Colonial town, role-playing the various 
Americas individuals one might meet in such a 

- town. 

GRADE 5 How can ideas change the~ 
world? 
Europe                              If: 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 
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PARAGON CURRICULUM PARAGON NIGHT PRESENTATION 
This is a night for celebrating local 
resources.   Each school will bring in 
community leaders, performing groups, 
and individuals who have helped the 
school during the year. 

GRADE K Why do people moke art? 
South East Asia 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRAD2 1   ' How do dreamers lead the 
way? 
Early America 

Students sing songs of the pioneers. 

GRA&2 2 What is a coastal 
community like? 
America - Northwest Coast 
Indians 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRAD2 3 How can people shape 
culture? 
The United States 

Students perform selections from their 
immigrant diaries. 

GRAD2 4 How is a nation born? 
The United States 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRAD2 5 What beliefs are worth 
fighting for? 
France         & 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

^ 
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PARAGON CURRICULUM PARAGON NIGHT PRESENTATION 
This night is reserved for each school to 
create their own presentation. 

GRADEK How do people "live off the 
land?" 
Australia. 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 1 Why are people drawn to 
cities? 
The United States 

Students perform one or two songs 
learned during the unit. 

GRADE 2 How do people live in an icy 
land? 
The Arctic 

Students create an arctic ceremony that 
will be staged and performed. 

GRADE 3 How does culture change 
with new discoveries? 
The United States 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 4 How do people use ideas to 
justify action? 
The United States 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 

GRADE 5 How can technology change 
life? 
England/America 

Artwork and classroom work displayed. 
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PARAGON CURRICULUM PARAGON NIGHT PRESENTATION 
This is a special night of celebration. 
The CIF will lead the parents back 
through the Paragon units until we reach 
the present.  Then, as a bridge To the 
future, there will be a ceremony marking 
the graduation of students from one 
grade to another.   Finally there will be a 
chance for students to show off their 
end of the year work and soy good-bye 
to their teachers for the summer  

GRADE K How do we live today"? 
The United States 

Graduation. Multi-media museum. 

GRADE 1 What dreams came true in 
the 20th Century? 
The United States 

Graduation. Multi-media museum. 

GRADE 2 How do we live in the 
United States? 
The United States 

Graduation. Multi-media museum. 

GRADE 3 

GRADE 4 

GRADE 5 

How has culture changed in 
America during the last 
century? 
The United States 

Graduation. Multi-media museum. 

What ideas will people 
struggle for? 
The United States 
Whatsis the role of money 
in a civilization? 
The United States 

Graduation. Multi-media museum. 

Graduation. Multi-media museum. 

ig 



PARAGON CURRICULUM AND NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS 

Grade 
Level 

Sample 
Paragon 
Lesson 
Theme 

o 
II 

Software 

Grade: 
K 

Paragon 
Theme: 

What makes**! 
me human? 

Unitl, 
Investigation 
1, Lesson 2: 
What makes 
us human? 

My First 
Incredible, 
Amazing 
Dictionary 

.sjmaginalion 
%'   Express: 

Destination 
Rafnforest 

Internet: Web 
sites of 
Animals 

Graph Club 

National ISTE Standards (see definitions at the end of the table) 

1. 
Basic 

Operations 
and Concepts 

1" 

Students'     r' 
navigate 
through 
images, video 
clips and 
sounds in the 
Dictionary, 
and 
bookmarked 
Web sites,of 
animals. 

Skills- 
Keyboard 
Mouse 
Early 

ecyclopedia 
research 

2. 
Social, 

ethical and 
human 
issues 

Students can 
answer 

questions 
about 

humans and 
other 

animals, and 
their 

differences. 

Skills: 
Students 

work 
cooperatively 

at the 
computer, 

taking turns. 

Technology 
Productivity 

tools 

Students 
create their 

own stories in 
Kid Fix with 
drawings, 
photos of 

themselves 
and photos, 
drawings or 
stamps of 
animals. 

Skills: 
Early 
multimedia 
development 

Technology 
communications 

tools 

5. 
Technology 

research 
tools 

Students can 
present their 

KidPix projects 
with peers, families 
and other classes. 
Students represent 
comparative data 

with graphs 
created in Graph 
Club and explain. 

Skills: 
Speaking about 
their technology 
product. 
Early use of Web 
sites. 

Web sites and 
CD-ROM 

encyclopedia 
as well as 
books can 

provide more 
in depth 

information on 
species, as 
their interest 

grows. 

Skills: 
Directed 
research. 

Technology 
problem- 

solving and 
decision- 

making tools 

Students 
analyze 

difference 
between 

humans and 
other animals 

and decide 
how to 

communicate 
these 

differences 
with images. 

Skills: 
Gathering 
information ' 
Placing it for 
communication 
of ideas. 

O 

o 
TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION STANDARDS FOR STUDENTS WITH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

[SEE KEY AT THE END] 



1. 

National ISTE 
... 

Standards (see definitions at the end of the table) 
3. 4. 5. 6. 

Grade G Basic Social, Technology Technology Technology Technology 
Level *IJ Operations ethical and Productivity communications research problem- 

Software and Concepts human tools tools tools solving and 
Sample issues decision- 
Paragon making tools 
Lesson 
Theme 

. \ i 

'••• 

Grade: Sludents Students Students write Students present Web sites and Students 
1 Imagination explore 

Amazing 
work to stories in their stories to the CD-ROMs as analyze the 

Express: gelher to Imagination class and to family well as books connection    / 
Destination History for write stories Express: members. Write to provide more between tiving 1 

Paragon Castles directed about life in Castles and e-pals about in depth in castles and I 
Unit 3, exploration of castles, on create a Medieval times. information on how they live  1 

Investigation My First the Middle and off the timeline. Share drawings castles. now.They    \ 
3: Amazing Ages. computer. and stories about make        1 

Howdfiffi' 
hfistory castles with e-pals. decisions on 

Explorer how to 
nobles live express these 
during the Internet: Web , ideas in their 

Middle sites on .. '   >- stories. 
Ages? Castles > 

Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills- Skills.              1 
Lesson 1: Timeliner explore Students Word Search Formulate and 

interactice CD work processing, Presenting and engines are communice 
Who lived in for directed cooperatively drawing tools, share ideas with e- used for ideas with' an 
the castle? and at the placing mail. simple electronic 

independent computer, pictures in research. story tool. 
learning taking turns. stories. 
activities. Produce a 

timeline. 

1 "ECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION S STANDARDS F OR STUDENTS WITH PERFORMA NCE INDICATO RS 
J 
J 

[SEE KE :Y AT THE END] 
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National ISTE Standards (see definitions at the end of the table) 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
Grade 0 Basic Social, Technology Technology Technology Technology 
Level 0 Operations ethical and Productivity communications research problem- 

Software and Concepts human tools tools tools solving and 
Sample issues decision- 
Paragon making tools 
Lesson 
Theme 

'•.• 

Grade: • Students Awareness of Students keep Students can Web sites and Students 
2 explore tfiese the human an electronic present their CD-ROMs as analyze the 

interactive   -"'' body and its journal with projects to peers, well as books connection 
programs and need for pictures families and other can provide between water 

Paragon bookmarked water is they've saved classes. Many more in depth and humans 
Unit 2, My Amazing Web sites on explored or drawn, to classrooms of the information on and decide 

Investigation Human Body the human using put into world are studying water and the ! how to express 
1: body. multimedia slideshow. the importance of human body. this in their 

What make&l 
,..'jyiagic ^School and the water in human slideshow. 
^Bus Explores Internet, as a society. . 

me human? the Human 
Body 

whole class 
and in 

Lesson 2: 
Internet: Web 

groups. 

.   V 

>- 

Why is sites on Water Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: 
Gatherinq fresh water Interactive Students Word Sharing ideas Directed 

so important PowerPoint multimedia work processing, about themselves research. information 
tome? exploration. cooperatively graphics and and what the Placing it foH 

Create a at the presentation human body communication 

slideshow: computer, tools. needs. of ideas. 
, insert pictures, taking (urns, ' E-mail. 

create text to create Presentation tool 
boxes, add slideshows. 
slides and 
transitions. 

TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION STANDARDS FOR STUDENTS WITH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
[SEE KEY AT THE END] 
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National JSTE Standards (see definitions at the end of the table) 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
Grade LJ Basic Social, Technology Technology Technology Technology 
Level G   * Operations ethical and Productivity communications research problem- 

Software and Concepts human tools tools tools solving and 
Sample issues decision- 
Paragon •' making tools 
Lesson 
Theme 

Grade: 
• Students learn Students learn Students create Students present Students Neighborhood 

3 about China about culture signs, posters their projects to complete Map Machine 
Neighborhood and its homes" together and or other peers, families and scavenger utilizes 
Map Machine in World compare it to announcements other classes. hunts on the complex 

Paragon Explorer. They their modern about the towns They write to e- Internet to problem 
Unit 2 Imagination begin to draw lives, homes or homes pals about water in learn more solving skills. 

Express: their own and they've their countries. about homes esigning 
How do we Destination invented neighborhoods designed. Students design in Ancient posters 

uncover    . 
ancient   *' 

f$0ighbqrhoQd homes and through the mysteries for each China and requires 
i'W    • neighborhoods. use of other that require now. Hunts higher order 

cultures? Print Shop 
Pres'sWriter 

multimedia. navigation of the 
Neighborhood Map 

can be teacher 
created or 

decision 
making. 

Investigation Machine. found on the 
3, Lesson 3: Internet - 

scavenger 
t Internet. 

. 
What were hunt Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: 

ancient Use multimedia Learn about Page layout Presenting ideas. Directed Marketing of 
Chinese (Preview Fun in a more Internet ethics tools. E-mail. research. ideas through 

homes like? with 
Architecture) 

complex, 
student- 
directed way 
with Map 
Machine and 
story writing. 

and need to 

verify Internet 
information. ' 

page layout. 

O 
ro 
w 

TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION STANDARDS FOR STUDENTS WITH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
[SEE KEY AT THE END] 
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_.— • National ISTE Standards (see definitions at the end of the table) 

Grade n 
1. 

Basic 
2. 

Social, 
3. 

Technology 
4. 

Technology 
5. 

Technology 
6. 

Technology 

Level G Operations ethical and Productivity communications research problem- 

Sample 
Paragon 

Software and Concepts human 
issues 

tools tools tools solving and 
decision- 

making tools 

Lesson 
Theme i... 

Grade: 

 r f+r— ,' 

Students Students Students keep Students present Web sites and The analysis of 

4 My First travel to     ( 
write journals and their stories to CD-ROMs as archaeological 

Amazing ancient times individual as scan drawings peers, families and well as books evidence of a 

World with well as group to add to their other classes. can provide past civilization 

Paragon Explorer interactive 

multimedia, 

reports in reports. Groups plan more in depth involves higher 

Unitl Destination: Students print performances from information on level thinking. 

Exploring Pyramids. and display stories This is an Egypt Planning a 

Investigation Ancient Cities gathering They learn their reports on ideal subject for e- report,               1 
gathering          1 3: yi (see .Egypt) information about the the walls along pals since many 

if; for electronic ancient with other students around information 

What can Imagination reports culture with drawings and   - the world study and deciding 

the Express: this projects. ancient Egypt. how to present 

architecture Destination informative >- it is decision 

of Ancient Pyramids as well as .» making. 

Egypt teach creative 
•       •   l 

us about Web sites on program. 

Egyptian Egypt 
beliefs 7 Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills:                        Skills: Skills: 

More complex Students Advanced Share ideas with       Use of Internet Gathering 

navigation work Word global classrooms search information 

through cooperatively processing by e-mail. Invite a engines. Use Placing it for 
interactive at the scanning. museum curate to of content communication 
multimedia. computer, 

taking turns. 
keyboarding. speak to the class. 

Watch Discovery 
or other public TV. 

software for 
research. 

of ideas. 

fECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION STANDARDS FOR STUDENTS WITH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
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X 
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National ISTE Standards (see definitions at the end of the table) 

Grade n 
1. 

Basic 
2. 

Social, 
3. 

Technology 
4. 

Technology 
5. 

Technology 
6. 

Technology 
Level n Operations ethical and Productivity communications research problem- 

Software and Concepts human tools tools tools solving and 
Sample issues decision- 
Paragon making tools 
Lesson 
Theme 

Grade: • Students Students Students Students should e- Encarta and Extensive 
5 With Open design t,heir collaborate in organize the mail Web sites to the Internet will problem 

Eyes own interactive groups to branching of a ask permission to provide solving and 
programs in plan HyperStudio use images in their excellent decision 

Paragon Encarta HyperStudio. HyperStudio stack in HyperStudio reference for making is 
Unitl stacks. Inspiration stacks. They can interactive involved in 

Inspiration Culture is Students save also have keypals programs designing 
How is a analyzed in images and in the many students are mind maps in 

large empire. :V     Search, this way. insert Ihem classrooms of the designing. Inspiration 
built antfl*'' Engines on Students into stacks world studying and stacks in 

maintained? the Internet learn about 
accuracy and 

from With 
Open Eyes, 

Ancient Rome. HyperStudio. 

Investigation HyperStudio ethics Encarta and 1% 

2: regarding the 
Internet. 

the Internet. .* 

What was 
life like in Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: 
the cities More complex Complex Programming Presenting ideas. Independent Design.      ' 

and towns of interaction with decision of interactive E-mail. research. Interactive 
the Roman interactive making as a multimedia Organization navigation. 

Empire? multimedia to 
design and 
control results 

group. of research to 
build a 
program. 

Mind mapping 
to organize 
ideas. 

A/ 
TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION STANDARDS FOR STUDENTS WITH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
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ISTE Standards for Student Technology Competencies 

1. Basic Operations and Concepts: demonstrate sound understanding of the nature and operation or technology systems, and 
proficient use of technology. 

2. Social, ethical and human issues: demonstrate understanding of ethical, cultural and societal issues related to technology; practice 
responsible use and develop positive attitudes toward technology uses that support lifelong learning, collaboration, personal pursuits 
and productivity. • 

3. Technology productivity tools: use technology tools to enhance learning, increase productivity, and promote creativity, and to 
collaborate in constructing technology-enhanced models, publications, and other creative works. 

4. Technology communications tools: use telecommunications to collaborate, publish and interact with peers, experts and other 
audiences; use a variety of media and formats to communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences. 

5. Technology research tools: use technology to locale, evaluate, and collect information from a variety of sources, to process data 
and to report the results; and to evaluate and select new information resources and innovations based on the appropriateness for 
specific tasks. r''' 

6. Technology problem solving and decision making tools: use technology resources for solving problems and making informed 
decisions; and in the development of strategies for solving problems in the real world. 

• . 

Other Paragon themes to be enhanced by technology: 
(to be developegRafter preview of appropriate software) 

Astronomy 
Archaeology 
Farm to Table 
Inventors "" .» *~ • 
Native American History 
African American history 
More architecture 
Oceans i 

o 
ro 
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ATTACHMENT 17 

Attach a description of how the charter school will implement state required tests. 
Charter schools are required to test student performance at least at the level required 
of public schools by the State Board of Regents. 

OWN Charter School will participate in the required state assessment for the implementation of the 
grade 4 New York State English and Language Arts, Mathematics, and Science Assessments; and grade 
5 New York State Social Studies. Once the school expands to eighth grade, we will participate in the 
required state assessments for grade 8. As stated above, our curriculum will be aligned to the above 
assessments.  We will achieve systematic improvement in the NY Assessments in grade 4, grade 5 and 
grade 8. The results of the assessments will be reviewed by teachers and administrative staff to 
determine the effectiveness of instruction with concurrent suggestions for improvement in 
methodology or curricular strategy. 

OWN standardized assessments: 

Grade NYS Required OWN Additional 

K Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) Core Battery, 
Mathematics and Language Arts tests, 
(entering and end of year) 

1 ITBS 

2 ITBS 

3 ITBS 

4 NYS English & Language Arts 
NYS Math 
NYS Science^ 

ITBS 

5 NYS Social Studies ITBS 

6 '-- ITBS 

7 ITBS 

8 NYS English & Language Arts 
NYS Math 
NYS Science                            <> 
Social Studies                            ^ 

ITBS 

%/<? 
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ATTACHMENT 18 

List which, if any, standardized test(s) would be used by the charter school in addition 
to the required New York State assessments and explain why such tests were selected. 

To chart yearly improvement and provide a national benchmark, OWN will administer the Iowa 
Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) to all students within 30 days of the beginning of the school year to 
establish a "base-line measurement" and then again within 30 days of the end of the school year 
("end-of-year measurement"). Our goal is that the average performance will increase between the 
baseline and end-of-year measurements, or that the average percentile rankings for the students 
on the end-of-year assessment shall have increased from the base-line assessment. 

OWN will have no social promotion policy, which means that we use various assessments to 
determine the appropriate grade level of a student. Specific performance goals will be established 
once baseline date is available. The various assessments include: ITBS; the SuccessMaker 
computer software program (described in response 12 Use of Technology); performance 
assessments from the Paragon Curriculum; as well as the Statewide Assessment Program.   The 
diagnostic and prescriptive software will enable staff to custom-tailor curricular materials to each 
student's needs, and to monitor their progress.  The program will generate instructional 
assignments to promote proficiency in areas of weakness.. 

ITBS is a norm-referenced test using a national sample of students. While norm-referenced tests 
ascertains the rank of students, criterion-referenced tests determine "...what test tafc..rs can do 
and what they know, not how they compare to others.""' In addition, OWN will perform 
criterion-referenced tests to see how well students are doing relative to a pre-determined 
performance level on the educational goals and outcomes as aligned with NY performance 
standards (detailed in Attachment 15). These tests will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the school's educational program in helping the students achieve desired outcomes, and in 
measuring student performance relative to national norms. 

In addition to establishing a national benchmark, the ITBS allows us to compare student 
performance across Mosaica-managed schools, nationally thus providing a unique control when 
evaluating school performance. 

";.,-* 

Anastasi, A., 1988. Psychological Testing. New York, New York: MacMillan Publishing Company, p. 102 

7?A 



provide ^ne methods of assessment, besides ^hestate^^ttt^d^s^s and any 
standardised test, that would be used by ^heeha^e^^cnool and n^^^ne^wotild 
measurestudent performance and attainment of ^hesehoo^s^ea^^s^andards^ 

Ouruseoftechnology in the class has the advantage ofallowing frequent and convenient 
monitoring oftheacademicachievementofindividual students, entire classes and thewhole 
school. Thus, our most frequent assessment will be the on-line reports of student performance 
generated by personalised student learning software^g^^^Successlv^aker^ 

In addition to me assessments called for by NewYork State and the ^T8S assessments, OWN will 
carry out its own multiple assessment program characterised by thefollowing^ 

^    criterion-referenced tests in ^.eading^anguage^rts, mathematics, science, and Social 
Studies—specificallyfor detailed information about how wellastudentnas performed on 
each of the educational goals of the curriculum,  unlike norm-referenced tests, the 
criterion-referenced approach uses an absolute measure by which we can gauge student 
achievement 

D    authentic assessments usin^portfolios^printan^ videotape. These portfolios will r^e 
linked to the paragon ^nits studied andas^authent^c assessments^ will^eq^ire that 
students have mastered the specific subject matterwith an understanding of the ^oal of 
that mastery. 

portfolio and ^erformaoce-^ased assessment 

^  ^    l^ortfolios^The^wn charter School will rely heavily on student portfolios, as descrioed 
above. 

^    performance-based assessments^  ^hese assessments require students to actively sol^e 
problems and apply knowledge in production-driven learning activities.   These activities 
may include sciencee^periments, dramatic and oral presentations,^ideo productions, 
research, etc. ^ach^luman^racurricular unit will culminate inacollaoorative 
production, children can elect to performadramatic production sucn as ^c^^,^vitha 
group ofstudentson-sta^e, another group in costumes and set design,y^et another in 
sound effects and h^hting. Still another group ofstudents can work together in 
promotions and marketing designin^aprogram with web site images and flyers witntheir 
own computer-generated designs. The possibilities are endless, paragon serves as an 
invitationto teachers and students alike to identify and actualize the oossibilitiesbes^t 
suited to their unique talents and collaborative efforts. 

components of a ^tudent^ortfolio 

^    ^rrwork — Student artwork should b^ placed in portfolios.  It is good for children to draw 
apicture of themselves and their family for their portfolio, r^avecni^d^endothisa^ain 
throughout the year for them to seehow their abilities have grown, ^^tworl^ from 
paragon should also be placed into ^h^portfolio. r^ave students select what pieces ^ney 
would like to put inside their portfol^ 

^ 



D    ^^^^^ritingsarnplesthrough^tthevearshoul^^^^ 
Olderstudentscan^shouldse^ectwhatpiecesthevwou^^^D^^^^^^^^ 
hisgoodtohavedifferentt^esof^^^poetrv^hortstor^e^orresearchoapers^ 
^andlteachersmavwantto^eeparunning^ournalfo^^studen^.  progression of 
letterformation and writing with pictures wi^lheagreatidea^ 

^    ^ara^on^The students ^ara^n journal is another gt^eat item to ^^^^^ 
portfolios   This will show where thev have explored throughoutth^^ear. 

^    Ooals^^tudents wor^ on the ^oals that thev have for themselves,   ^t is important for 
teacher to write his^er own goalsfor that child as wetland conference withhirr^her. 
children usuallv come up with things that thev either want to ^eam or improve. Tocher 
does the same thing in regard to child^sstrengu^s and wea^nessesand sets goalsfore^ach 
child individually 

^    ^ornputersB^echnolo^^^e will use our 0^ program profiles as nartofthe student 
portfolio as wellas their ^T8^ scores. The ^0^ reports are great for helpingteachers set 
goalsfor meir students. Older students mav create digital ^ortfohos that children 
actually ma^e themselves hv using ^ower^oint. 

D    Mathematics^cience— samples ofmath and science e^perimentsB^o^ects should be 
included in the student portfolio. 

D    ^eadin^— ^or voungerstudenfs, keeping an aud^ocassette of their r^e^adingisagreat thing 
toaddtoaportfolio. ^s are running records and reading inventories,   ^or older chi^dren^ 
keeping reading logs and journals areagreatwav to ^eeptrac^ of ^vhatthev are reading 
throughout the vear. 

Oocumentarvassessments^ these assessments involve organising the informationateacher 
collects regardingachild^s learning process and achievements,  interpretations of these 
assessments will he used to individualize curriculum and instruction. 
These methods ofassessment are connected to students^ lives and learning experiences and 
represent the real-world challenges thev will face. 

The academic program is designed to facilitate numerous learning strategies.   Thus, the methods 
of student assessment will he varied in order to align with instructional approaches and individual 
learning activities inagiven area, however, eo^ual emphasis will he placed on masters of ^the 
basics^ and on authentic assessment,   v^ewill conduct on-going student assessments to collect 
qualitative and ^uantitativedata to benchmark school performance against national and 
international standards. More traditional teacher-developed tests will also be used for each unit of 
the curriculum. 

^e will also monitor the school using other, more qualitative^ assessments^^arent satisfaction 
will be indicated through manv sources ofobservation, ranging from general contact of school 
staff with parents to participation in parent-teacher conferences and ^ara^^nr^ight^incltidedin 
attachment l^.^e will survev parents at least onceavear to determine parent perceptions 
concerning the performance of the school ^survevfollows attachment ^^ ^ow student and 
staff absenteeism andtumover will provide another indication ofastrongs^chool. 

^^^ 
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OWN Charter School Teacher: «  
Parent Satisfaction Survey 

Please circle one number (from 5 to 1) for each question with 5 equaling 
strong agreement and 1 equaling strong disagreement: 

1. Overall, I am satisfied with my child's experience at this school. 

Strongly , _*""* 
y^_ee |  I  |— . | I Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

2. The overall quality of the education program is very high. 

Strongly ,   Strongly 
Agree |~  I   I  I  I   Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

3. I am satisfied with my child's teacher. 

Strongly Strongly 
As?r©c I ————— |..—.———— I —————— I ——••«••••*••" I   Uisdgrcc 

5 4 3 2 1 

4. I am satisfied with the communication from my child's teacher. 

Strongly' Strongly 

5 4 / 3 .;        2 1 

5. I am satisfied with the discipline practices utilised by my child's teacher. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree                   |  |  I  I   I   Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

6. I am satisfied with the way my child's teacher has met individual needs of my child. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree |  I  |  |   I Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

7. I am pleased with the overall performance of the school's Principal/ 
Chief Administrative Officer. 

Strongly   . Strongly 
Agree | -.  |  |  |   |   Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

8. I am pleaaed with the communication from the Principal/Chief Administrmtive Officer. 

Strongly ^ Strongly 
Agree | ----- |  | ~  |   |   Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

9. My interactions with the Principal/Chief Administrative Officer have been positive. 

Strongly _- Strongly 
Agree I —-—-—— i -——----..-.. | --...-..--_....... I -—.——...•„»••.»-.  I   Disflcrcc 

5 4 3 2 1 

10. I am pleaaed with the overall discipline practices of the school. 

Strongly _ ^   . '_ Strongly 
Agree I  I  | .-  |  |   Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

11. I feel welcome when I come to the school.' ' 

Strongly ^ Strongly 
Agree I  I  I  |   |   Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

» 

J2.5 
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12. I feel that this school is a safe place for my child to learn. 

a*   , • i 1 j as 
54321 

13. I am satisfied with the instructional materials and equipment in this school. 

E*     ,__, , , j £S 
5 4 3 2 1 

14. I am pleased with the overall performance of the Board of OWN Charter School 

Strongly , Strongly 
Agree |  |  I I I Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

15. I am pleased with my child's Physical Education teacher. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree I  I  I  I  I Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

16. I am pleased with my child's Music teacher. 

Strongly . Strongly 
Agree I  I  I  I  I Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

17. I am pleased with my child's Spanish teacher. 

Strongly                                                                                   "; Strongly 
Agree I  |  |— *r- I  I Disagree 

5 4 3.2 1 

If your child receives Special Education Services, please rank the following: 

18a.   I am pleased with the communication of the Special Education teacher. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree I  | -  |  |  | Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 
18b. I am pleased with how my opinions have shaped the Special Education services for 

my child. 

• Strongly Strongly 
Agree I  |  |  |  | Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 
18c.  I am pleased with how my child's Special Education Plan (fEP) is being carried out. 

Strongly •_•.• Strongly 
Agree |~- c    I  |  |  | Disagree 

5 -     4 3.2 1 

Please add any other comments you might have. And thank vou for »»n»y »he time to respond! 

Note: This survey is confidential. However, if you would like someone to contact you 
based on your comments, please print your name and phone number below. 
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ATTACHMENT 20 

If the charter school would serve I2tb grade within the requested term of the charter, 
attach a description of the requirements for a student to be awarded a diploma. 

Not applicable. 

¥- 



Attach^descrlptlott of the methods and st^ate^esfo^educ^logs^dents with 
dlsahllltles Incompliance with applicable federal ^a^s and ^ul^^^^ 

A   philosophy and Approach 

O^N^harter5chool^sadmissionsphilosophywelcomeschlldrenofdiversebackgroundsandall 
abilities   Our admission criteria will not discriminate on the basis ofrace,socto^economtc status, 
gender, national origin, religion, English language prof^ciency,special education needs, disabtltty, 
intellectual ahility, or academic achievement. 8ased on recent district stattst^cs, we expect 
appro^imately^to^percent of children to require special education assessment and^orser^tces. 

According to the 8oardofEducationl^^l^^ annual school Report, inl^^ in school 
district ^0^ 
D    ^.^ of special education students received resource room, consultant teacher, and related 

services^ 
^    ^.^ or 1^^ special education students received instruction in self^contamed classes^ ar^d 
D    staff made initial referrals for special education set^vicesfor^^^ of district students. 

v^ehelieve in ma^imi^ing inclusion ofall children and bracing them in the least restricted 
environment ^1^^ possible.  Inclusion and l^REpohcies help all students le^m actively and 
collahoratively.  ^hile inclusion creates opportunities conducive to positive self^identificat^on 
for struggling students, all children henefit from learning with peers of diffet^tug talents. Tbe^El 
model is particularly suited to inclusion and ^RE. The SchoolHouse arrangement with its smaller, 
moreintimateschools^Bthinaschool makes inclusion more workahlehyallo^ingateam of 
educators to know the dynamics of individual class groups and their memhet^ students over lor^g 
periods of time. In addition, l^aragon^s interdisciplinary curriculum capitalizes on children^ 
^multiple intelligences^—teaching cultural literacy e^per^entially.O^N^t^cb, integrated use of 
technology provides us with yet another opportunity totailor our school^v^^deprogram to 
students^unique skills and interests.  The integrated high^techBhumanities approach helps students 
to realise their full potential,whether their needs are traditionally categorized as ^risk,^ 
^disahled,^^E^^,^or ^gifted and talented.^^tudents who need additional ar^dBor separate special 
education services, however,will receive them as needed. 

8D   ^taffln^andTralnlng Related to^peclal Education ^e^vlces 

l^re^ and in-service training for all teachers will cover successful inclusion strategies to ensure all 
children truly learn in their diverse classrooms   ^lorespecifically,trainers^Blllfocusonho^best 
to address children^sleaming difficulties with for example basic reading ^ino^uding 
comprehension^,writing, math, critical thinking, and oral expression in the general classroom. 
Training will ^ddre^s ways in which to integrate special instruction into the c^lass^wide curriculum. 
Training will ^Iso emphasise the importance of early detection, referral, assessment, and 
appropriate services for children with special educational needs and review ^11 procedures and 
requirements associated with lE^s. 

0^^ will ^^^^^ffi^m staffing to meet me unpredictable and changing ^eedsofour spee^al 
education population   O^N anticipates either hiring at least one professional staff person ^tth 
special education expertise and experience ah^ontracting with the districtfor additional se^ces 
as needed.   As part ofstart^up activities, IvlEl^ll reach out to Nellie R.l^o^theChairpe^son of 
district 30^s^ommittee on special Education ^E^ to ensureagoodwor^ng relationship ^vlth 
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thedistrict   TheOAO^principal shall personallymonitortheSchool'scornnliancewithall^Ps 
and designate one stat^person to serve as the liaison to the district's^SE. 

^eprotessionalsandomerrelevantser^iceproviderswho^o^andwor^^ithspecial^ee^ 
students onaregular basis will employ^^ormali^edteamapp^chtoenst^ethateachspectal^ 
need chil^^seducational goals aremet, consistent ^im the chiles lEP.Th^stormal^edtearn 
approach ^vill evolve the child's ^amily^cthe greatest extent possible an^^ro^tderegular 
reports tothe child's family. 

^   Assessments E^ducat^al Placement and ^PAlm^em^tatio^^oeedores 
In all aspects ot^special education services, OWN ^illmllycomplywith^^erallawsand 
regulations governing children ^vith disabilities, particularly the Individuals ^vith disabilities 
Education ^Act^lOEA^, and meet the standards and guidelines established b^ the ^.ar^dNev^ 
^ork State departments ot^Education. OWN understands that federal and state law imposes 
^among other obligations^the following duties on public schools. 

1.    OWN is responsible ^brprovidingarree appropriate public edt^cation^APE^ to 
children with disabilities enrolled in our school ^ho have been determined by an 
individualized Education Program ^1EP^ to require specially designed instruction. 

^.    OWN will ensure that the district'sOSE evaluates each child re^erred^brspecial 
education assessment ahdBor services, as required by the New^or^ State ^epartrnent 
ot^Education. OWN will also ensure that the OSE devaluates children already 
identit^ed as requiring special education services at the legally^rBe^^iredi^terval^. 

^.    ^hentheOSEdeterminesthataspecial education student re^ui^es specially designed 
instruction,OWN will ensure that the 1EP is rully implemented in accordance ^vith 
10EA and is reviewed annually by the OSE. 

^.    OW^^vill maintain the confidentiality o^ personally identi^iahlein^onnation 
regarding children with disabilities as required by the Eamily Educational eights and 
Privacy Act ^EE^PA^. 

^.    OWr^^vill ensure that children with disabilities and their parents are guaranteed 
procedural safeguards as required by law,suchas^ access to records, anointment ot^ 
surrogate parents, notice,opportunir^^or mediation o^ disputes^ andtherighttoa 
due process hearing. 

^.    OWr^ will ensure that children with disabilities,^vho may be sus^endedand^ore^oelled 
rrom school,are attorded all due process rights under state and^ed^eral^. whenever 
children with disabilities are subject to disciplinary action, OW^t^nderstands that the 
School remains solelyresponsible^or providing educational services during that 
period^e^clusionrrom school. OWN also understands that special e^cation 
childrenmay not be expelled or suspended due to their disability. 

7     OWr^ will comply rully with any and all requirements ot^the Arr^ericanswith 
^isabilitiesAct^AOA^thelndividual^vithE^isabilitiesEducationAct^EA^ second 
^O^o^the rehabilitation Act, and^applicable State codes. 

In addition to the above, the team comprised^^parents, regular classroomteachers, and OWN 
sta^^uali^ied to provide or supervise special e^cation services and lo^owle^geableabout the 
Paragon curriculum and available resource will r^eetonaregular basis to re^ie^v children's 
progress and the lEPsthemselves.When making educational placement decisions, OWN Charter 

^^ 
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School will ensure that parents participate in the decision-making process, and that such decisions 
comply with LRE requirements. If possible, OWN will also set aside space for a "Family Room," 
for workshops and activities geared to parents and children receiving special education services. 

If a child with an Individualized Educational Program (IEP) at a public school enrolls in our 
school, OWN Charter School staff will meet with the child's resident school district CSE 
(Committee on Special Education) to discuss a revised IEP and we will seek the district's approval 
for modifying it if needed. All lEPs will be developed, revised and implemented in accordance 
with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). Although subject to annual revision, 
lEPs may be revised, if warranted. 

D. Referrals for Additional Special Services 
OWN Charter School will develop referral arrangements with providers that serve special needs 
children and their families. The service linkages will span a wide gamut, including individual and 
family counseling, speech and language therapy, occupational therapy, and physical therapy. 
OWN Charter School will solicit expertise and contract for specialized services as necessary to 
meet the needs of children with such special needs as developmental delays; speech, visual, and 
hearing impairments; and behavioral problems. OWN will reach out to the following Queens and 
city-wide service providers: 
• Goodwill Industries 
• F.E.G.S. (Federation Employment and Guidance Service) 
• State of New York Office of Mental Retardation/Developmental Disabilities in NYC 
• Queens Parent Resource Center ^ 
• Queens Child Guidance Center 
• Association for the Help of Retarded Children 
• Chinese-American Planning Council, Inc. 
• Nav Nirmaan Foundation 
• Autism Society of America-Queens Chapter 
• Association for Neurologically Impaired - Brain Injured Children, Inc. 
• United Way, C.A.P.S., as a referral service 

>•><? 
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ATTACHMENT 22 

Attach a description of the methods and strategies for serving students with limited 
English proficiency (LEP) in accordance with federal law. 

OWN Charter School's express mission, in great part, is to meet the unique needs of District 30's 
extensive immigrant and first-generation children.  According to District statistics, m 1999 
15.'3% of district students (more than double the city-wide figure) arrived in the United States 
within the last 3 years.  The ethnic composition of the district student population is: 15.6% 
white; 13.2% African-American; 50.1% Latino; and 21.1% Asian and other.   Close to a quarter 
(23.9%) of all district students are English Language Learners (ELLs)."" 

Non-native English-speaking students will encounter a focused first-year "Portal Program," 
building English vocabulary and cultivating understanding of U.S. customs and culture as a special 
extension of their morning core program. This program utilizes total immersion to help students 
speak in the target language in a meaningful, communicative way quickly, rather than relegating 
them to a group of non-native speakers with an alternative program.  The younger students are, 
the greater their natural facility for foreign language acquisition—especially if that language 
serves their needs and is not an artificial pursuit. Using the target language for real 
communication as soon as possible in their educational formation is vital to their long-term 
success in achieving mastery in written and spoken English. Such students will participate fully in 
the hands-on, interdisciplinary afternoon Paragon Curriculum sessions. Non-English speaking 
and LEP students will be included in all auricular and extra-curricular activities regardless of their 
English proficiency. "- 

OWN will celebrate the linguistic and cultural diversity of its student body and will encourage 
families to keep alive their children's proficiency in their native language as they become fluent 
in English at school. 

To identify potential LEP students, at the time of enrollment, parents will be asked whether the 
dominant language at home is a language other than English and whether the child is bilingual. 
Bilingual New York State licensed ESL teachers will conduct evaluations to identify and plan for 
students with limited English proficiency (LEP).  The licensed ESL teachers who will evaluate 
LEP children will meet the following requirements: 

1. Language proficiency in English and the student/youth's primary language including: 
oral communication with children and parents in general communication, assessment 
andjntervention situations; reading and writing; and technical language associated 
with psychological assessment. 

2. Knowledge of the child's and family's native culture and an understanding of the 
impact of that culture on performance and behavior. 

3. Professional experience with culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) children and 
youth. 

4. General knowledge of psycho-educational assessment and report writing for CLD 
children and youth in English andthe primary language including the: limitations of 
assessment for CLD children and youth; selection of appropriate instruments for 
CLD children and youth; adaptation of available instruments for CLD children and 
youth; use of qualitative and alterative assessment techniques; and ability to 

"" Board of Educational Annual District Report 1998-1999) and 70% of district students live in homes where a 
language other than English is dominant (communication from District 30 office. 

*o 



interpretassessmentdata through the integration of^^^^ra^^ground, 
experiential background and socio^linguistic developmental factors^ 

^   ^owledgeofinstructionalititerventionsappropriatetotheneed^ofC^chil^re^n 
and vouth in generaland special educationsettingsincluo^ingbut^otlimitedto native 
language and English asasecond language instruction. 

^.   knowledge ofmental health interventions appropriate to the nce^sof^f^chi^^ren 
and their families. 

The ^AO^Principal will haveamaster list of all students identified as ^EP^  TheOAO^principal 
and teaching staffwillmonitorthe progress ofall^EP students overthe course ofthe school 
vear and rna^e modifications and adjustments to the mortal Programs and inc^i^idual children 
personalised learning plans as needed. 

At least one professional staff member at OWN Charter School will be E5^ certified. Fluency in 
asecond language will be consideredastrong asset when hiring teaching, professional, and support 
staff members. 

^ 
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ATTACHMENT 23 *v%>t* 

If the proposed charter school would include any methods and strategies for 
dealing with the targeted populations of students "at risk" of academic failure, 
attach a description of the targeted "at-risk" student population and describe 
such methods or strategies. 

As noted in the Executive Summary, large numbers of immigrants reside in District 30. District 30 
also contains the highest density of public housing in New York City""" and serves significant 
numbers of children from poor and low-income families.  According to the District's 1998-1999 
Annual Report, in 1999, 77.9% of district students received free lunches. District 30 schools grapple 
with severe overcrowding (operating at an average of 107 % capacity). Many district schools 
perform poorly on state-wide tests and the Board of Regents has designated one such school as a 
"SURR."   These factors make District 30's general student population "at-risk" of academic failure. 

The OWN Charter School will strive to serve the district's general student population rather than 
targeting specific groups. Our philosophy and educational model, which seeks to engage all 
students, is particularly well-suited to meeting the needs of children "at-risk" of academic failure. 
The Paragon Curriculum forms the cornerstone of our educational strategy.   We outline the 
features Jcey to reaching and engaging "at risk" children below. 

A. Multidisciplinary, Multi-Cultural, Experiential, Curriculum 
While formidable challenges face educators in District 30, the Paragon Curriculum enables us to 
build on our strengths as a community. Paragon winds its way through the history of ideas across 
the world and over time. The curriculum involves an inherently multicultural endeavor and 
exposes children to enriching experiential learning activities—not the superficial programs 
sometimes associated with this approach.   It offers many opportunities for community 
partnerships and parent involvement, especially for parents who, because of cultural differences, 
may feel they have little to offer. Involving parents of "at-risk" students strengthens families' 
commitment to their children's education. 

By engaging multiple intelligences, Paragon allows all students to succeed and learn in some way. 
Our curriculum's emphasis on hands-on learning experiences helps reach those students most "at- 
risk" of academic failure. 

B. Extended School Day and School Year 
The extended school day and year provides another strategy to help "at-risk" students. The New 
York City Board "of Educatio* has used this strategy in redesigning many of its Schools Under 
Review.  Furthermore, not tracking students academically prevents labeling and the lowering of 
expectations for students at young grade levels.   We hope to offer free after-school and summer 
tutorials for students whose teachers believe they need the extra help. 

C. SchoolHouse frnd Primary Care Models 
The long-term relations a student and family build with school staff through our SchoolHouse 
within a school and Primary Care models for K-5 will nurture students who fail to thrive in more 
traditional and transient school environments. 

—:  ^ 
""'George Delis, the District Manager of Community Board 1 has reported that 8,000 residents 
live in the Astoria Houses—of which half are under 21 years of age, 10,000 residents live in 
Ravenswood, 18,000 residents live in Queensbridge, and 10,000 live in Woodside Houses 



D.   Social Services Assessment and Referral 
OWN will conduct grant-writing in order to hire a social worker to case manage "at-risk" 
children, work intensively with families, and supplement OWN school staff referral efforts. 
OWN will establish linkages to the following organizations and governmental agencies to provide 
information and make referrals for students and their families: 

• New York State Office of Child and Family Services 
• Queens Borough President's Office 
• Legal Aid Society 
• Legal Services of New York 
• Child Health Plus federally-funded medical insurance 
• Elmhurst Hospital 
• Travelers Aid/Victim Services (Mandarin, Cantonese, Korean, Russian, Spanish) 
• Steinway Child & Family Services (Spanish) 
• Astoria Community Services Center (Spanish) 
• Family Health Center of Western Queens 
• Queens Child Guidance Center (Chinese, English, Korean, Portuguese, Tagalog) 
• Queens Adult Learning Center 
• International High School 
•.  Catholic Charities (English, Italian, Spanish, Tagalog) 

- •  Nav Nirmaan Foundation (South Asian, dialects) 
• New Vision Asian Youth Services (Chinese, Korean) 
• HANAC, Inc. (Greek, English) 
• Hour Children ' 
• Variety Boys and Girls Club 

4 ?> 



ATTACHMENTS 

If the proposed charter school would include any methods and strategies for dealing 
with other targeted student populations, attachadescription^ 
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V. PARENTAL AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

ATTACHMENT 25 

Describe the process the school will follow to promote parental and staff involvement 
and staff involvement in the governance and administration of the charter school. 

During the past two years, parents have worked diligently to establish the OWN Charter School. 
The desire to participate meaningfully in our children's education has sustained our efforts.   Thus, 
the impetus for founding OWN school stems from a commitment by parents to parent and 
community involvement in school governance. 

A.   Parental Involvement 
The School's governance structure will reflect our support of parent participation. The Board of 
Trustees will reserve three of its nine positions for parents with children at the school. The 
school's Parents Association will present to the board's Nominating Committee candidates for 
these board positions. The board will establish committees, several of which will include parent 
and community resident members. 

Other strategies for promoting parental involvement will include: 
• Conducting a parent/student orientation before the school opens in September. At that time, 

school personnel will distribute a parent questionnaire (sample attached) and explain the 
school's policies (including the code of conduct and attendance tracking procedures), 
academic design, and parent and community involvement programs.  If necessary, the School 
will also organize additional parent workshops during the course of the school year on issues 
of interest. 

• Scheduling at least two parent-teacher conferences over the course of the school year and 
more as needed on an individual basis.   These conferences will provide parents with an 
opportunity to leam about their children's progress and new refinements in school design and 
curriculum.  At conferences, teachers will also explore possibilities for parent participation in 
the Paragon Curriculum. 

• Distributing a parent handbook put together by the Parents Association, "which will include: 
names and positions of all school staff; a description of the school's academic programs, 
attendance tracking procedures, and absenteeism policies; the code of conduct; and, a list of 
helpful area social services agencies. 

• Offering parents seminars on: Child Health Plus federally-funded medical insurance for 
children under 19 (provided free by HealthNet in various languages); immigration issues 
(provided free by the New Immigrant's Coalition and Legal Aid); and a variety of parenting 
topics (provided.by Queens Child Guidance Center). 

• Conducting grant-writing to fund evening classes and seminars for parents throughout the 
year.  Parents at District 30 schools such as the -International High School have expressed 
keen interest in enrolling in ESL and computer instruction courses. 

• Translating notices to parents into several languages. 

• Attempting to fill Parent Association leadership positions diversely. 

?*//. 
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• Encouraging broad parent participation in the Paragon curriculum and conducting outreach to 

ensure good attendance at Paragon Nights.  These activities lend themselves to parent 
involvement. For example, in other MEI schools, parents with diverse talents, skills or 
experience have participated extensively in Paragon activities. Teachers will seek to 
maximize such parent tie-ins. 

• Establishing a formal Volunteer Program with targeted recruitment of parents. The 
Volunteer Program will conduct the screening, training, and monitoring necessary to ensure 
that the school maximizes volunteer resources safely, efficiently and effectively. A 
Volunteer Program Committee comprised of teachers, parents, and administrators will 
oversee the program. OWN anticipates that parent volunteers will be involved in as many 
aspects of school operation as possible. If a great number of parents and other community 
residents (more than twenty) expresses interest in volunteering, the School will try to 
fundraise the salary for a part-time Volunteer Coordinator. 

• Working collaboratively with parents to ensure children maximize their attendance over the 
course of the school year. School staff will maintain computerized daily attendance records 
and generate periodic reports to keep track of attendance patterns.  Personnel will contact 
parents when a child misses three consecutive days of school to determine the cause and will 
follow up with families with persistent absenteeism problems. Teachers will make available 
to parents a summary of children's anendance records during parent/teacher conferences. 

An individual school would rarely implement all items from the list. And, at MEI-managed 
schools, the roles of parent coordinator have been handled by a variety of people — sometimes a 
very capable Senior Secretary/Office Manager, sometimes by one of the Program Facilitators, 
and sometimes by a Homeroom Teacher. 

B.  Staff Involvement 
One benefit of contracting with MEI is that the OWN school and staff become members of a 
network of Mosaica managed schools. This offers OWN staff opportunities for professional 
interaction with educators nationwide. Thus, a teacher's or CAO/Principal's ideas regarding school 
design or management can extend beyond their individual school to influence sister schools across 
the country. Mosaica facilitates this in several ways: 

• by maintaining a Mosaica-wide computer network which allows staff from all schools to 
communicate with one another and with the Mosaica curriculum design committee. This 
opens an invaluable dialogue between the implemented and creators of the curriculum and 
provides a .support network for teachers and CAOs/Principals. 

• by hosting yearly retreats for CAO/Principals and Mosaica employees to exchange ideas 
and reflect upon school design and management. 

• by hosting yearly MEI conferences to which some teachers and CAO/principals are 
invited to attend. 

OWN Charter School will promote staff involvement by encouraging teachers to organize and 
select a spokesperson to voice their suggestions to the CAO/Principal and the board. Teacher and 
CAO/Principal presence at board meetings wilLbe encouraged and welcomed. 
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ATTACHMENT 25-a 

Sample   Parent   Questionnaire 
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Name: 

Students name: 

Address:  

Grade:. 

Phone: 

Native language:. 

Fax: 

What would you like to know more about the School: (Paragon, computers, homework, 
discipline, charter schools, etc.) .  

Would you like to attend evening seminars on issues of interest to parents?. 

What topics would be of interest to you (health care, parenting issues, etc.). 

Are you interested in taking computer classes at the school?. 

Would you be interested in a parent/student after school club (technology, art)?. 

When is the best time for you to attend Parent Association meetings?. 

Can you help the school by volunteering your time (tutoring, grounds maintenance, clerical, 
teachers' aide or irlother ways)?  

??/ 
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ATTACHMENT 26 

Provide evidence of adequate community support for and interest in the proposed 
charter school sufficient to reach anticipated enrollment.   Include any methods and 
strategies used to gauge community support of the charter school 

The founders of OWN are a group of parents have worked together for almost two years to 
establish the charter school.  We met through the Astoria Parents Network (APN), an informal 
group of about forty families that organizes activities for young children, and functioned as the 
APN Charter School Committee for our first year.  We have held regular meeting for the past 
year including: 

.    A Fall 1999 open public meeting at Steinway Reform Church attended by 50 people. 

• Five open "planning" meetings attended by 50 to 100 parents. 

• Weekly work meetings of our core group with 10 to 12 members attending regularly. 

Our sustained grassroots efforts' demonstrate strong evidence of community support. However, 
we have additional evidence that the OWN charter school has generated extensive community 
interest more than adequate to enable us to reach our anticipated enrollment. 

First, we have collected 829 petition signatures in support of establishing OWN Charter School 
from residents of School District 30.   (We will continue to collect petition signatures during the 
summer and fall while our application is under consideration.) The petition asked the ages of the 
signer's school-age children (if any) and for a telephone number if the signer wished to be 
contacted should the school receive a charter.   Approximately 456 of the supporters who signed 
petitions are parents of school-aged children (i.e., K-5) and there are 535 school-aged children in 
their families.  Some of those providing telephone numbers are grandparents of young children, 
teachers, politicians, and members of other local groups and organizations who also wish to be 
contacted. Once chartered, we will contact everyone who has school-aged children and who 
provided us with either a mailing address or telephone number first. 

Second, we received-a total of 33 letters of support from local and city-wide arts and cultural 
organizations, businesses, social service agencies, pre-schools, other charter schools, and 
prominent individuals in our community. We anticipate receiving an additional 10 letters during 
the next two months. In particular, we have gained the support of local pre-schools and parent 
associations.  These businesses and groups offer an invaluable source of prospective students.   If 
chartered, we will work with neighborhood supporters to further publicize the school. 

Finally, we keep an email list of other child advocacy groups including Class Size Matters, The 
Astoria Parents Network, Queensbridge Community in Action Committee and Concerned Parents 
of District 30.  This expanding network serves as another means for disseminating information, 
keeping in touch with local residents' positions on educational issues, and getting feedback on our 
efforts to establish the OWN Charter School. 

We will continue to conduct community outreach and build on existing community support for 
OWN Charter School during the months leading up to the chartering decision. 

Please see attachment 26a (letters of support)Tor documentation of community support. 
Petitions are attached as Appendix 4. 
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